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INTRODUCTION 

This technical memorandum describes two aspects of the evaluation 
work: (1) an overview of the consultant team process of evaluating 
the two basic alternatives developed in Task 8.1 and (2) the technical 
activities of Alan M. Voorhees & Associates (AMy) on specific elements 
of the system evaluation work. The evaluation work herein covers that 
analysis described as Tasks 8.5.1 and 8,5.2. 

The end product of Task 8. 5. 1 is the definition of a final set of 

top-rated candidates for long-range systems and the primary data 
results produced for them on AMY's specific work elements. 

The first part of the consultant team effort was concerned with the 

evaluation process to be applied, review of community comments on 

Phase II findings, and identification of route and system segments 
worthy of new analysis. This work contributed to the definition of 

basic system alternatives being developed in Task 8. 1. The team 
effort then shifted to a comparison of Task 8. 1 results, review of 

Task 8.2 and 8. 3 results, searching for improved concepts in 

system segments and levels of service, and finally the definition 
of four top-rated candidate systems for final evaluation, as a basis 
for agreement in Task 8. 5. 2 upon a consultant team consensus 
recommendation for long- range system development. 

AMy's work elements in Task 8. 5. 1 involved analyzing and eva]uat- 
ing patronage, revenue, and operating costs. These elements are in- 
volved in system and subsystem analysis generally and with 
traveler impact measurements needed specifically for the evaluation 
process. 



The work in Task 8. 5. Z emphasized consultant team integration of the 
information and conclusions developed throughout the study. 

It is clear that there are advantages to developing major amounts of 

bus-on-freeway service with bus priority over other traffic. It is 

also clear that there are advantages to developing fixed-guideway 
rapid transit service. Results of Task 8. 5. 2 describe the way in 
which the consultants believe that these two express transit modes 
should be fitted together to meet long-range transit development 
goals. The process of analysis and evaluation that led the team to 
the conclusions of Task 8. 5. 2 has been guided by continuous attention 
to a number of concerns and issues facing the region. Some of 

those which we have been best able to articulate are the following: 

Is a low-capital-cost system preferred in the long run over a 

high-capital cost system? If not in the long run, in the short- 
term, is a low-cost approach deserving of high-priority actions 
to defer the initial high-capital commitment or reduce the rate 
of spending for the high-cost system? If the answer is yes to 
the latter question, is an ultimate mixed system of low- and 
high-capital-cost facilities both technically and politically 
practical?' 

Can the use of existing freeways by buses provide the same high 
performance and passenger attractiveness as fixed guideway at low 
capital cost? Using freeways is one of the most apparent ways of 

using existing rights-of-way and avoiding high capital costs. It 
has appeared to date that the high performance which is provided by 
fixed-guideway rapid transit can only be provided in Los Angeles 
with costly underground construction in critical parts of the system. 
It is the high cost of guideway construction and right-of-way or 
tunneling which makes fixed-guideway 'high cost" rather than 
"moderate cost. " Similar questions are being asked about the 
performance and cost implications for greater priority use of 
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streets by buses, the instituting of commuter rail service, and perhaps 
other low-cost measures. 

Can general traffic and major new bus circulation needs be satisfied 
in major urban centers, especially the Los Angeles CBD and Wilshire, 
without grade-separated transit? If bus-on-freeway could be made 
equivalent in performance to fixed guideway, in general, it may 
not be feasible to bring all the buses from the freeways to the local 
streets for circulation and passenger distribution/collection without 
major transit construction in the larger urban centers. One 

possibility to examine, in lieu of construction, is the elimination 
or major reduction in the use of many streets--say, Wilshire on the 
Wilshire corridor--by autos and trucks in these centers. 

How are local community transportation desires /needs to be met 
through the transit program? Jitneys, dial-a-bus, and conventional 
buses are one way to meet these desires; however, bicycle paths, 
better sidewalks, taxi subsidies for selected categories of citizens 
(e. g., the elderly) are examples of other ways to help. Satisfaction 
on this growing concern for more local mobility and less reliance on 

the auto may be essential to obtaining general concurrence with any 
large-scale regional transit program, as evidenced by recent 
public meetings and statements of city and other community officials. 
SCRTD is not legally responsible for all of these possible trans- 
portation actions nor has it had the funds to provide these costly 
transit services. Owing to limited funds, it has not been able to 
provide even conventional transit service in all of the communities 
that make up Los Angeles County. One approach to conceptual 
planning of local circulation transit services has been developed 
in Task 8. 3 of this study. 

How do we treat the energy crisis in evaluating transit policies 
and programs? The energy crisis and air quality problems will 

affect short-term actions and perhaps longer term actions as well. 
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Expert opinion is at odds as to the extent of the crisis in the near 
future and the duration of the crisis in general--some view it as ser- 
ious for only a few years; others, as serious into the mid-1980's. 
There needs to be a transportation response to the immediate prob- 
lems which are being created by the energy crisis. This response 
may be consistent with the control strategies of the Clean Air Act, 
orit may replace those strategies. In the long run, if the crisis per- 
sists, urban habits and lifestyles may have to change so much that 
the needs of the transit program could prove to be much different 
from those projected in current studies. An adaptable program ap- 
pears desirable, but this does not necessarily imply avoidance of 

high-capital-cost projects and use of buses only. The sensitivity 
analysis of patronage projections that is Task 8.2 provides partial 
insights into the impact of air quality measures and the energy cri- 
sis on transit system decisions. 

How much should we. rely upon major institutional changes or altered 
public policies in evaluating transit options? For example, if 
transit could have all the priority it needed on freeways and streets, 
enormous short-run transit service improvement would likely result, 
and the high-capital cost of a rapid transit solution might well be 

reduced significantly. Other possible institutional, legislative, 
or local policy changes need to be identified which could have major 
consequences on long-range transit financing needs and transit 
performance. Transit planning to date has assumed continuation 
of conventional practices, but conditions may be changing rapidly. 
For example, up to now, planning has assumed that the relative cost for 
using an auto, using transit, and parking an auto would be unchanged 
(e.g., no increase in gasoline costs). Also, although there will be 
less highway construction in the future than previously planned, 
freeways are assumed by many planners to be operating in the 
future with only moderate congestion, even though capacity probably 
may not grow as rapidly as does demand. 
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If financial resources appear to limit the program, what are the 
consequences? In addition to considering the low-cost-system ap- 
proach in its own right, there are two other solution approaches to 

consider. One is to take a contingency approach and design a pro- 
gram which is flexible regarding near-future decisions, with a low 

rate of expenditure in the initial years. The other is to reconsider 
just how IIgoQdIT a new transit system ought to be provided. For 
example, "goodness" may be expressed in terms of the degree of 

traffic relief, increased mobility, or enhanced land developments 
that appears achievable. New transit will not eliminate freeway 
congeStion, but will provide a degree of relief. How much relief is 

appropriate? Similarly, the degree of betterment of community 
mobility will relate generally to the level of community financial 
support; the degree of rationalization of development decisions will 
relate generally to the extent of the community commitment to 

transit, however "extent" is measured. 

How important is it to refine the more specific system elements 
during Phase III? There is a large number of corridor, subarea, 
and community questions about the long-range development of 

facilities. The community meetings have produced an extensive 
inventory of questions and concerns; each was considered for 
Phase III response. However, while a number of these were 
addressed in Phase III, many more will have to be carried over 
to preliminary engineering and project implementation work. 
Several of the questions which are addressed in Phase III may be 
secondary to resolving many of the critical issues; they still 
must be addressed to a degree to maintain credibility with those 
who raised the questions originally. 

How equitable will the program need to appear to each interest 
group to achieve general public support? Integration of short- and 
long-range projects and objectives, with emphasis on early service 
improvements, is clearly needed. However, beyond this objective 
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there are a number of other matters. For example, to identify trans- 
portation deficiencies and to propose transit improvements to over- 
come them, using conventional planning approaches and objectives, 
will mean that different kinds of communities in the region may re- 
ceive vastly different amounts of new transit service. That is, it 
may appear that some places need, and will use, new transit much 

more than will others, at least over the next decade or two under 
most assumptions. However, if it is decided that public policy is to 

create a region in which all the connmunities can rely much less on 

the automobile or to use new transit as a way to stimulate develop- 
ment much different from what has appeared likely, the result will be 

lesser geographic differences in proposed improvements. If everyone 
in the region is to support the program equally through, say, a sales 
tax, there may be pressure to move toward the latter view. At issue 
is how far, if at all, to move from the conventional planning approach. 

How can public agencies and citizens be sufficiently informed and 

given more of a chance to exchange ideas? There is much more com- 
munity awareness now of the need to act on transit than there was even 
a year ago. This new interest has evoked more concern as to the best 
way to respond to this need. There are many varied-interest questions 
whith Phase I and II work seems to have generated, especially among 
the many newly interested persons and affected parties only now brought 
into the public policy debate. Basic questions of objectives, equity, 
community development and planning in general, which have been an- 
swered at least in part in years past, warrant renewed discussion. 
Can the ballot proposition discussion of the proposed transit program 
be conducted to provide for flexible commitments by the SCRTD, in- 
cluding contingency plans. Additionally, can it, at the same time, 
assure continuing equity between taxes and benefits and continuing dia- 
logue between the public and the SCRTD adequate to protect the public 
interest as the program is implemented year by year? 



Not all these issues are likely to be resolved by our technical work. 
Phase UI has attempted to identify and describe, if not illuminate, any 
unresolved conflicts in terms that might permit the affected parties 
(citizens as well as local agencies) and the policymakers (local juris- 
dictions as well as SCRTD and SCAG) to reach a near-consensus, se- 
cure financial resources through ballot propositions, and accomplish 
other steps to implementation.. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS REGARDING REGIONAL RAPID TRANSIT 

The purpose of this technical analysis, upon which the consultant team 
has spent a major portion of its effort since last July, has been to re- 
view conclusions regarding the most appropriate system of regional 
rapid transit for Los Angeles. 

Fixed-Guidewav RaDid Transit 

Despite the fact that high-capacity, exclusive right-of-way, trunk-line, 
or "fixed-guideway" rapid transit is expensive and time-consuming to 
develop, many large cities have found it to be the best option for improv- 
ing public transportation. The recommendations of the consultant team 
last summer reaffirmed this conclusion for the Los Angeles area. 

Fixed-guideway systems have high speed, high capacity, and high relia- 
bility and can be installed in the most dense areas- -where the need is 
greatest- -often by tunneling. 

But Los Angeles is unusual. Its large population is extended over a 
larger area--with correspondingly lower average density- -than a typi- 
cal large city. These unique characteristics of the Los Angeles area 
make areawide application of fixed-guideway rapid transit especially 
expensive because of the extent of system required. Since the consult- 
ants' report last summer, this point has been made clear by many of 

the residents of Los Angeles as well as by officials of the Federal 
government- -on which extensive fixed-guideway systems must depend 
for capital resources. 
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Yet there are several corridors in the region that connect dense con- 
centrations of activity (both centers and strip developments) where fixed- 
guideway rapid transit is strongly recommended as the viable transpor- 
tation improvement if sufficient capital resources can be generated for 
transit development. These corridors have been intensely studied, re- 
studied, and given priorities over the years. The principal question 
that remains is, "At what rate can the extensive fixed-guideway system 
be built, in light of the continuing uncertainty regarding the availability 
of capital for development? 

One big cost component of fixed'-guideway rapid transit is the construc- 
tion of the guideway itself. This consists of the cost of right-of-way and 
structures, or the cost of tunneling. This cost factor leads inexorably 
to various approaches for placing rapid transit on existing rights-of- 
way, if not on existing structures as well. Among these concepts, bus 
rapid transit using existing freeways is emerging in the United States 
as a most cost-effective approach. 

Bus Rapid Transit 

If there is one element that makes the Los Angeles area unique, it is 
the vast network of freeways which dominates the existing transportation 
system. Consequently, the concept of bus rapid transit on existing free- 
ways has greater potential here than perhaps anywhere else in the world. 

Varying degrees of operating efficiency can be achieved with bus rapid 
transit, depending principally on the extent to which priority treatment 
is provided to increase the speed and ease of travel by bus. This con- 
cession can range from no priority (e.g., buses operating in mixed 
traffic on a metered freeway) to completely separate and exclusive bus 
lanes within the freeway right-of-way. The El Monte-Los Angeles bus- 
way, an example of the latter kind of bus rapid transit facility, has ex- 
perienced a notable increase in usage since service began. 
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Between these extremes are many variations in priority treatment 
which allow buses and carpools to achieve higher operating speeds 
than low-occupancy vehicles, over which buses and carpools may re- 
ceive preference in ramp entry or lane usage. Physical constraints 
on realization of any of these intermediate priority treatments are few; 
any of the intermediate priority treatments can be designed and imple- 
mented quickly. In fact, the California Department of Transportation 
has indicated it will undertake in Los Angeles experimentation with a 

variety of priority treatments to assess the relative attractiveness, 
safety, and community impact of each, 

The consultant team has concluded that bus rapid transit, when appro- 
priate, should be applied within the Los Angeles area for several rea- 
sons. If the region is to respond rapidly to the increasing level of ur- 
gency of rapid transit development, bus rapid transit is an appropriate 
response. It can be implemented in the near future and within the 

scope of foreseeable financial resources. 

An "AU-Bus" Rapid Transit System? 

Large areas of Los Angeles lie too far from freeways for immediate- 
length trips to benefit from the kind of high-speed service which only 

a grade-separated facility such as a freeway can provide. Many of the 

areas exhibit high transit dependency rates. Regional mobility and 
accessibility for these areas would not be appreciably improved if an 
"all-bus" system were the goal of the region. 

Some of these areas that are not, and cannot be, well served by bus 
rapid transit are also major concentrations of land activity, with a 

high density of population and employment. The regional core con- 
tains several of these activity concentrations. It is the planning policy 
of the City of Los Angeles, as well as the entire region, to increase 
accessibility to and among these areas of concentrated activity. In 

many of these areas, activity concentration is already so great that, 



even if buses could achieve much greater speeds on surface streets, 
the areas could not be penetrated by a high level of bus rapid transit 
service. 

There are other unanswerable questions concerning high-volume pri- 
ority bus operations; most notably, how the public may react to re- 
serving lanes. Execution of high-volume transfers between bus rapid 
transit lines appears difficult. Furthermore, potential problems have 
been recognized in the development of high-bus capacity on surface 
streets. 

In summary, the conclusion of the consultants' studies is that a bus 
rapid transit system, although deserving of a major role, will not suf- 
fice as an exclusive regional solution. The all-bus approach simply 
breaks down in many of the critical areas of the region where rapid 
transit needs are greatest. 

"All Fixed Guideway"? 

On the other hand, in order to fulfill anywhere near all the rapid transit 
requirements of the Los Angeles area, any fixed-guideway system 
would have to be developed over considerable time. Because fixed- 
guideway facilities are costly, lines must necessarily be widely spaced. 
But with such fixed-guideway spacing, large areas would also be poorly 
served for some years by rapid transit. These areas would include not 
only extensive residential developments, but also a number of signifi- 
cant outlying centers of activity. 

Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) is one form of transit that has received 
considerable interest in Los Angeles and elsewhere, PRT is a radically 
different concept that could provide a high-quality form of transporta- 
tion. While there are many versions of the concept, basically it involves 
providing nonstop or nearly nonstop service from a passenger's origin 
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station to his destination station through the use of small vehicles oper- 
ating on a fixed guideway. A network of guideways could be constructed, 
with stations spaced close to one another. 

The engineering and environmental consultants conducted a careful re- 
view of PRT and some advanced versions of it designed for completely 
nonstop, single-party travel service. This review included independ- 
ent studies and discussions with organizations that have undertaken sub- 
stantial research and development. 

The review confirmed that FRT, as conceptualized, would provide a 
highly attractive transportation service that offers the prospect of at- 
tracting large numbers of patrons. However, many problems were 
uncovered which could not be fully resolved. 

The principal technical problem concerns the difficulty of handling 
large numbers of travelers in areas of dense activity such as in the 
regional core. It was concluded that substantial congestion would be 
caused on the guideways and in the stations, much as congestion is 
now experienced on downtown streets. Additionally, vehicles would 
have to be very closely spaced to achieve the required carrying ca- 
pacity. Close spacing would require an advanced control system to 

solve a number of potentially serious safety problems. Such control 
systems are only in the concept stage at present. 

Most PItT proposals suggest the use of elevated structures because of 
the need to separate the dense network from surface streets. Although 
careful design can minimize the adverse visual impact in many areas, 
it is believed that an intolerable situation would be created downtown, 
where one or two guideways would be needed on every block, along with 
closely spaced elevated stations. Psychological problems that might 
be faced by PRT riders have also been suggested, but not proven. In 

terms of economics, it is difficult to forecast the capital cost of the 

PRT systems, since none have been developed with the capability that 
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appears to be required in the Los Angeles region. Almost all experts 
agree that a considerable amount of research and development will be 

required before the more desirable versions can be considered to be 

"on the shelf." As a result, limited use of PRT in Los Angeles is 
visualized as part of the first-stage system, and only in feeder and 
distribution, rather than line-haul service. 

In all areas, fixed-guideway design and construction will take time-- 
probably a longer time than any part of the region is willing to wait for 
significant rapid transit development. Most areas do now warrant and 
deserve at least the high level of service affordable by bus rapid transit. 

A Balanced Rapid Transit System 

Unfortunately, there is no simplistic answer to the transportation prob- 
lems facing Los Angeles. After long and hard study, the consultant 
team has reached the conclusion that neither an "all-bus' nor an "all 
fixed-guideway" system is the solution to this area's needs for rapid 
transit. On the other hand, each of these basic approaches- -where ap- 
plied in a balanced manner- -can provide greatly improved transit serv- 
ice for the region. - 

Therefore, the consultant team has concluded that the region should 

undertake a balanced rapid transit system development process. Such 

an approach will make the best utilization of both bus rapid transit and 
fixed-guideway rapid transit. The approach recommended here will 
provide the flexibility to maximize public transportation services 

- immediately, by committing large amounts of resources and 
energy to near-term impfovements including the introduction 
of bus priority rapid transit, and 

over time, since the fixed-guideway transit system corridors 
will be implemented using a flexible contingency approach which 
makes the most effective use of any available future flow of 
funds. 
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Because of the uncertainty concerning the available amount of Federal 
financial resources required to assist with the high-capital costs, the 

fixed-guideway elements on any balanced public transportation goal for 
the region must be discussed and planned for, using a building block 
approach based upon the corridor priorities of the region. The con- 
sultant team has developed an incremental approach by which SCRTD 
may implement a comprehensive improvement of public transportation 
in conjunction with continual development of a regional rapid transit 
system. 

The first step is a transit improvement program incorporating 
immediate-action projects to satisfy many important local circulation 
needs and opportunities as well as to begin the process of developing 

a balanced rapid transit system. Together with the County of Los 
Angeles and individual cities, SCRTD has set up a continuing process 
for identifying and implementing near-term improvements as rapidly 
as financial resources can be obtained. It is anticipated that a ma- 
jority of the projects in the latest inventory (described in the Task 8.7 

Technical Working Paper) will be implemented, with buses in opera- 
tion within the next three-year period. 

Consideration by the consultants of the need for local circulation within 
communities has produced a document entitled Conceptual Planning of 

Local Circulation and Feeder Transit Systems (the Technical Report of 
Task 8.3). Rather than attempting to solve specific community prob- 
lems, the document proposes one possible methodology for application 
at the local level throughout the District. It also served to direct con- 
sultant formulation of specific circulation and feeder components of 

our Phase UI recommendations. 

The second step recommended toward balanced rapid transit involves 
major surface and freeway bus improvements built upon the establish- 
ment of bus priority measures. The RTD Board has received a report 
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from Wilbur Smith and Associates concerning implementation of pri- 
ority measures for high-occupancy vehicles. Both Caltrans and the 
City of Los Angeles are proposing experimentation with various types 
of traffic priority measures on facilities within their jurisdictions. 
The extent to which bus priority operation is included in the first one- 
to-three years' transit improvements program depends upon the im- 
plementation of requisite traffic ithprovements by these agencies. 
Furthermore, SCRTD should continue expanding its bus fleet to capi- 
talize on continuing expansion by Caltrans, the County, and the various 
municipalities of successful bus priority measures. 

In this manner, bus priority should be fully exploited to further improve 
service levels and to build up patronage for intermediate- length trips 
(between five and ten mils) as the foundation of a balanced rapid transit 
system. 

The high-capital-cost, fixed-guideway elements of the public transpor- 
tation goal must be developed through the concept of incremental build- 
ing blocks, which may be combined into various levels of system de- 
velopment to correspond to available levels of Federal financial 
assistance. 

As an approach to matching system development levels and Federal as- 
sistance levels, the consultant team has developed a series of four 
"Rapid Transit Building Block" levels. Each level provides a complete 
picture of the level of system development achievable with a given level 
of Federal funding, including a continuing process for bus priority im- 
plementation and bus system expansion to fully exploit the potential of 
bus rapid transit. 

OVERVIEW OF THE PHASE UI PROJECT METHODOLOGY 

The basic flow of the primary work tasks of the Phase III Work Program 
is charted in general form in Figure 1. It can be noted that this project 
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has relied heavily upon sensitivity and sketch plan techniques; it is, 
therefore, worthwhile to develop an understanding of this process. 

In the transportation planning process, it is possible to analyze alter- 
native transit and highway configurations either in very fine or coarse 
detail. Constraints on the level of detail are usually imposed by cost 
and time considerations since detailed analysis is both time consum- 
ing and expensive. Often, the transportation planner is faced with the 

choice of analyzing many alternatives at a coarse-grained scale or a 

few alternatives at a fine-grained scale. In recent years the issues 
in transportation planning have become increasingly complex, while 
the variety of possible alternatives has expanded at a rapid pace. Con- 
temporary planning efforts are, therefore, more inclined to perform- 
ance of systems analysis at coarser detail so that all important issues 
are addressed. Sketch planning is a relatively new process which al- 
lows the planner to perform coarse-grained analysis in a systematic 
and efficient manner. Acceptance of the notion that there is, in fact, 
a wide range of alternatives is essential to the whole design of thp 

work to be accomplished. 

The Major Steps 

All previous studies have provided a foundation for development of the 

Phase III recommendations. Citizens' feedback from previous phases 
and Governmental agency reviews of these studies have constituted 
sources of community input. In addition, regular, frequent work ses- 
sions and coordination meetings were held jointly with the team and 
interested agency staffs to provide a continuous interflow of ideas and 
review. This is shown at the top of Figure 1. 

The first major thrust of the work effort was concerned with develop- 
ing procedures and tools for generation and evaluation of alternative 
concepts. One important tool was tabulation of those policies and 
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strategies which could serve as system building blocks. During the 
study, the sensitivity of a number of individual policy matters and 
combinations of policies were assessed; those which produced signif- 
icant, favorable impact were incorporated into the recommended plaia. 

An evaluation process was developed to guide the generation of alter- 
native plans and to provide a guage for impact assessment. Also de- 
veloped were two detailed transit computer network concepts at a full 
1300-zone scale. Detailed patronage estimates were produced from 
these two network concepts. One of these networks represents a rela- 
tively high-capital-cost system similar to the Phase. II recommended 
plan. The Task 8. 1 Technical Working Paper, 1990 Patronage, Reve- 
nue and Cost Estimates for Two Transit Concepts, documents the de- 
velopment and analysis of these networks. The networks provide 
standards around which and between which other alternative concepts, 
systems, and capital -cost programs were tested, using what is re- 
ferred to as " sketch plan" techniques. 

After these evaluation and analysis tools were developed, it was pos- 
sible to hypothesize and quantify impacts of modifications to the two 

detailed abase" alternative systems. During this part of the study, 
many alternatives were generated and analyzed. Some alternatives 
were route location concepts; others related to specific technology 
concepts; still others focused on implementation strategies. These 
alternatives produce various concepts of line-haul, feeder, and cir- 
culation systems for sketch plan testing. Patronage, revenue, cost, 
and other impacts pertinent to the evaluation criteria were quantified 
and evaluated to determine many logical combinations of alternatives. 
This process of generating alternatives and testing them allowed sys- 
tematic piecing together of different regional transit system plans, 
which resulted in input for review and selection of a recommended 
consensus plan. The piecing together of "good" system ideas is noted 
in the. basic Work Plan as one of the last steps of Task 8.5.1--the de- 

e velopment of "top-rated candidate" alternatives. The achieving of a 
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consensus plan from among the top-rated candidates took place at the 
outset of Task 8.5.2 after a final evaluation process. 

Evaluation 

The most rigorous evaluation work in the overall Phase UI project oc- 
curred at the end of Task 8.5.1. Evaluations were developed for each 
top-rated candidate plan, with impacts quantified or described in rela- 
tion to the previously defined evaluation criteria. This evaluation proc- 
ess allowed the plans to be ranked in various ways. 

The following section does not describe the entire evaluation process. 
Two facets of the Phase III work, which is different from Phase I/Il 
and studies elsewhere in general, and which required different ap- 
proaches to an effective evaluation of the various analysis results, 
are these: 

There is a wide divergence in many characteristics, and a 
major difference in weighing of criteria, between extremely 
low-capital- cost and high-capital-cost systems, and 

The sensitivity analysis and the sketch planning analysis of 
many alternatives produce information not previously avail- 
able. For example, decisions on the preferred long-range 
system plan and, say, the first major development stage of 
that system depend greatly on (1) evaluation of the degree of 
probability of institutional flexibility and change (i.e., what 
portion of a freeway can be assigned to buses, priority use of 
a single lane, exclusive use of a lane, exclusive use of sev- 
eral lanes, many ramps, etc.); (2) prospects for Federal 
grants for constructing high-capital-cost facilities or estab- 
lishment of major operating subsidy programs; and (3) impact 
of energy/gasoline shortages or air pollution control programs. 

One further issue that had to be dealt with was that many of the alter- 
natives to be compared did not easily lend themselves to conventional 
alternative comparison methods. In many cases, the consultant team 
was comparing policy/system options in which the significant differences 



are measuredin terms of the degree of probability of obtaining Federal 
operating or capital costs, of institutional flexibility and change, of 
energy or air pollution crises, etc. The manner in which these issues 
were addressed by the team will be described on an individual basis 
as each issue is encountered in documenting the Phase 111 evaluation. 

PHASE III EVALUATION PROCEDURES 

Introduction 

The purpose of this section is to describe the basic procedural frame- 
work utilized by the consultant team in evaluating alternative public 

transportation options. The procedure was developed around the 

recommendations of Gruen Associates prepared for SCAG.1 A modi- 
fication of the Gruen procedure was developed and applied last year to 

Phases I and II of the SCRTD Study! Certain further modifications of 

the latter approach have been made; the most significant of these are 

Costs were separated from other factors, and tradeoffs be- 
tween costs and impacts were emphasized. 

Rating of alternatives avoided numezic aspects, although some 
numerical scoring was useful in focusing team thinking. 

Use was not made of the four "affected groups" method to sum- 
marize results; summariiing by functional categories was 
slightly different from Phase I/TI. Evaluation of individual cri- 
teria in each category by the arbitrary numerical approach of 
Phase I/TI was replaced by individual rater's judgments (which 
have been documented). 

Individual criteria were revised (changed, deleted, added) 
based on study team experience in Phase 1/TI, citizen meetings, 
etc. 

Gruen Associates, Transportation Plan Evaluation Process, prepared for Southern California Association of Governments, July 1973. 

2Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., "The Long-Term Transit Solution: 
Choices of Corridors, Modes, Route Extent, Alignments and Station 
Spacing," Chapter III, July 30, 1973. 
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The reason for using a systematic evaluation process was to assure 
rigorous consideration of a set of decision criteria. The results of 
such an analysis will then be useful for describing the rationale behind 
a certain decision. Systematic consideration of the criteria was most 
important because from it the decision must follow. As evaluators con- 
sider each criterion, patterns will usually emerge whereby certain al- 
ternatives are distinctly better than others. In some cases alternatives 
will not be distinctly different, in which case other decision criteria 
such as political expediency may become the deciding factors. 

The evaluation of various criteria requires consideration of certain im- 
pinging factors, both quantifiable and qualitative. The consultant has at- 
tempted to document the manner in which these factors were weighed in 
arriving at the evaluation for each criterion. Hopefully, this will provide 
an explanation for all decisions so that review and revision by others will 
be facilitated. 

It is also important to understand the basis for evaluating criteria. Many 
issues emerge during consideration of transportation improvement pro- 
grams. For each of these issues the region must define goals toward 
which it desires to move. For the various goals objectives must be de- 
f-med as more definite achievement targets. Only then can evaluation 
criteria be established to ascertain how well the objectives can be met 
by the various candidates. The evaluation, therefore, indicates how 
well the candidates respond to the issues of concern to the region. 

Previous Evaluation Processes 

The Gruen and Phase I programs differed slightly in certain respects. 
The Phase III program is based upon both of those programs, taking 
good aspects of each and adding or modifying where necessary. These 
changes do not, however, alter the intent of either previous program. 
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To describe the manner in which the Phase III program derives from 
and modifies those methodologies, pertinent important aspects of both 
programs will be discussed. This discussion will not be comprehen- 
sive since both proposals can be reviewed in readily available reports. 
The discussion will deal mainly with major program characteristics 
to be changed in order to point, up variations. 

The Gruen report1 developed a general approach for evaluating trans - 
portation system alternatives. That program called for organizing in- 
dividual evaluation criteria in major categories and summarizing results 
by category for presentation to various interest groups. The individual 
evaluations should be well documented to serve as backup for the group 

e suits. 

The proposal also calls for initial technical evaluations by technical 
staff and consultants. These would be tentative (subject to revision), 
using information obtained in reviews with decisionmakers and lay 
groups. The program would be a continuously iterative process of re- 
views and revisions until a consensus is reached. 

The Gruen program calls for ranking of possible alternatives according 
to how well they satisfy various criteria. Thus, the best plan is ranked 
first; the worst is ranked last. This approach does not permit reflect- 
ing nearly identical evaluations for two or more alternatives. It also 
suggests use of numerical ranking, which could be summed to obtain a 

grand score. Some means of avoiding these two situations is desirable. 

The Gruen program proposed assigning different value systems to the 
criteria and then having the staff evaluate each value system. However, 
it would be quite difficult for an individual to objectively evaluate any 

1Gruen, op. cit. 
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value system other than his own. Also the extensive exposure and iter- 
ation proposed for the evaluation should effect the same results if ex- 
ternal inputs are properly integrated into the analysis. It appears that 
proper care to reflect reactions expressed by external groups would 

better achieve the desired effects than use of alternative value systems, 
particularly if the base evaluation is executed by professionals from 
consultant staffs experienced in reactions from various community 
strata. Reactions must be documented, in much the same manner as 
public participation meetings are being documented. 

The evaluation process developed in Phase I of the current study is 
built from the Gruen plan. More specific details and procedures are 
defined for use within the context of the Gruen procedure. Several im- 
portant new considerations were proposed however. Considerations 
of the impact on four affected groups was suggested. This was an ex- 
tension of alternative value systems proposed by Gruen. The groups 
considered were: travelers, community, transit operators, and gov- 
ernment. These groups may well be affected differently, but probably 
not independently. It was stated in the, report that impacts on govern- 
ment really were effects on other programs, which could be carried 
further to mean community and traveler impacts. Also, impact on the 
transit operator should probably not be separated from impact on the 

traveler and the community if the operator is a public agency. 

The Phase I/Il report also included evaluation criteria defined by mem- 
bers of the consultant team. These criteria were prepared for the 
major responsibility areas of the team: engineering, traveler, socio- 
economic, environmental, and financial. Although not used as such, 
these groupings present an appropriate means of summarizing individual 
criteria in the manner suggested by the Gruen report. These five cate- 
gories correspond with the three Gruen categories: Performance (bene- 
fit) criteria, Impact criteria, and Implementation criteria. It was 

therefore decided that the five categories used in Phase I/Il be adopted 
to facilitate evaluation of the consultant disciplines involved. 
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The Phase I/Il procedures called for scoring the alternatives accord- 
ing to their ranking. The scores were then manipulated mathematically 
to obtain a total score for each alternative. Although such an approach 
appears to make the decision effort easier, it has many inherent dif- 
ficulties. The main problem has to do with importance or value ratings 
of individual criteria. Different people attach different levels of im- 
portance to various criteria. Any numerical sum of scores implies 
some importance valuation of indivi'dual criteria. That valuation may 
differ from those of decisionmakers or citizens. The Phase III evalua- 
tion indicates how each alternative compares with the others for a given 
criterion, but does not assign relative values to the criteria. The de- 
cisionmakers (or citizens) can weigh the individual criteria as they wish 
to reach their own decisions. 

Cost Separation 

The Phase I/Il evaluation criteria have been modified to separate cost 
from other factors because of the extreme importance of cost in select- 
ing a system. Because it is so important, cost might tend to overshadow 
all other criteria and therefore bias the evaluation. Most of the other 
criteria may be of approximately the same order of magnitude of impor- 
tance, thus they can be treated simultaneously in the evaluation. Once 
that evaluation is complete, the significance of one system's evaluation 
with respect to others shthild be weighed to determine whether the mar- 
ginal benefits are worth the extra cost (assuming the better system costs 
more). If not, the cost of the second-best system in the evaluation 
should be compared to that of the system next best to it to ascertain 
whether the marginal benefits justify the additional cost. This pro- 
cedure implicitly amounts to tradeoff studies between costs and im- 
pacts and probably can be effectively used by decisionmakers and under- 
stood by the community in making tradeoffs. 
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Ranking Score 

The score assignment should be modified to avoid numeric aspects of 

ranking. Such a modification would use graphic symbols where the size 
of symbols or, in some cases, bands, indicates the relative satisfaction 
of criteria. By using variable-size graphical presentation, numerical 
summing of scores is almost precluded- -using different types of sym- 
bols probably still permits numerical scoring but makes it more diffi- 
cult than using numbers. 

The consultant team's numerical scoring approach may yet be the best 
way to represent the relative attractiveness of various alternatives. 
Use of numerical scores for team evaluations could be better controlled 
to preclude summing than for use in review and presentation. When 

using numeric scoring, the direct summing of individual scores has 
been avoided even at the team level. Decisions in all cases were based 
upon the sense of relative attractiveness developed by the rater during 
the process of individual evaluations. The numerical ratings by the 
team were translated to graphic display for review and presentation. 

Groun Evaluations 

Evaluating alternatives from the viewpoint of four affected groups has 
been avoided. Impacts on the operator and government are really more 
properly considered as impacts on the community and travelers. In ad- 
dition, certain criteria are directed principally at either the traveler 
or community, and so would be almost meaningless if directed at the 
other group. To attempt a complete evaluation for four separate im- 
pact groups therefore seems to unnecessarily complicate the process. 

It should be emphasized that two subgroups are included in the traveler 
group. These are facility users and non-users. Transportation im- 
provements affect each differently- -directly or indirectly depending on 

the nature of improvements. 
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Category Summaries 

Evaluations of the individual criteria can be summarized according to 

categories for presentation to decisionmakers and elsewhere. The 

major categories defined in the Gruen and Phase I programs can be 

rearranged according to the following stratification: 

Gruen Phase III Phase I 
Categories Categories Categories 

Performance 

Impact 

Implementation 

COST 

ENGINEERING 

HARDWARE 

USER 

NON-USER 
SOCIOECONOMIC 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
FINANCIAL 

Engineering 

Traveler (System) 
Traveler (Trip) 

Socioeconomic 
Environmental 
Financial 

(Individual criteria in each category have been prepared by consultant 
team members responsible for respective functional areas. These are 
revisions of criteria described in a Phase I technical memorandum.) 

The evaluations for individual criteria were generalized (not summed) 
for their category by the raters, surmising the sense of relative ac- 
ceptability of each system alternative. The resultant category evalu- 
ations and costs are being documented and presented to decisionmakers 
and the community. Individual criteria evaluations serve only to ex- 
plain or back up the category results. 

Corridor Analysis 

The evaluations of line location alternatives were first conducted for 
individual line segments and then summarized systemwide. (The mode 
technology aspects were evaluated separately in Phase I.) The location 
alternatives in each corridor were compared separately. In some 
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situations hardware implications required consideration of hardware! 
location combinations. Decisions regarding location were made for 
each corridor; these decisions were then considered and revised as 
necessary to yield a recommendation for the total system. 

Individual Criteria 

Provision was made in Phase III for revision of the individual criteria 
proposed for each of the functional areas in the Gruen and Phase I re- 
ports. Revisions included additions or changes in application. These 
modifications resulted primarily from observations in community meet- 
ings and application of the criteria in Phase II. 

The Evaluation Process 

The evaluation process is shown in Figure 2. The process was initiated 
with a definition of the issues to be considered and followed by a definition! 
redefinition of the objectives already a matter of record in current re- 
ports. Individual evaluation criteria were then redefined, based on the 
objectives. 

There were two streams of evaluation work in Phase III: (1) comparing 
the low-capital-cost concept for the region with the high-capital-cost 
concept and (2) identifying a preferred element in each subarea or 
corridor. 

Here is described only the subarea/corridor process. The first step 
was to define the corridors of interest and the alternatives to be eval- 
uated within each corridor. While this process is normally straightfor- 
ward, overlap problems did occur, especially when comparing express 
bus with fixed guideway. For example, one guideway location may serve 
parts of corridors served by two locations in a competing bus alterna- 
tive. Where a fairly clear definition of corridors could not be resolved, 
corridor combinations were considered. Given the criteria and alterna- 
tives, the next step was to prepare materials required to evaluate each 
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Figure 2 FVALUAI ION PROCESS 

SUMMARIZE 
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GOALS 
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REFINE DEFINE 
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CORRIDORS CRITERIA 

DEFINE DEFINE 
TRANSPORTATION EVALUATION 
ALTERNATIVES MEASURES 

ESTIMATE 
EVALUATION 
MEASURES 

EVALUATE 
EACH FUNCTIONAL 

CATI&GORY 

(TEAM MEMBERS) 

EVALUATE 
ALL FUNCTIONAL 
CATEGORIES 

(ENTIRE TEAM) 

REVIEW WITH 
AGENCY STAFFS 
(AND REVISE) 

REVIEW WITH 
DECISION MAKERS 
(ANDREVISE) 

REVIEW WITH 
COMMUNITY 

(AND REVISE) 
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criterion. This included cost estimates, patronage estimates, and im- 
pact studies. As part of defining the evaluation criteria, a means by 

which to measure or judge their satisfaction also had to be established. 
Various studies were then designed to concentrate on preparation of 

such measures. The cost and patronage estimates were the most ob- 
vious of such measures. Impact measures are generally more difficult 
to conceive and define but easier to prepare. Considerable effort was 

devoted to defining these details in the Gruen report. It is important 
that the criteria and appropriate measures be defined a priori to assure 
a meaningful, effective, and efficient analysis. In cases where neither 
cost nor other quantifiable measures could be defined, a qualitative, 
analytical procedure had to be defined to evaluate alternatives. Review 
of the criteria and the measures proposed in the Gruen report was per- 
formed by each consultant to assure sufficiency and applicability of the 
criteria and measures to the effort at hand. 

Once all measures had been prepared, the consultant team members 
prepared displays which summarized measures of criteria in their re- 
spective functional areas. 

All rationale during the evaluation process was documented both for ref- 
erence in team review and for description and justification at later stages. 
This documentation is particularly important for nonquantifiable factors 
since judgment on them is most likely to be questioned. 

The resultant category evaluations and cost-impact tradeoffs are now 

being presented to and discussed with technical advisory groups and the 
RTD board. Modifications based on judgment variations will most cer- 
tainly occur, particularly those due to criteria weighing variations. 
Questions and suggestions will be reconsidered by the team to determine 
whether revision of individual evaluations would be appropriate. This 
entire evaluationprocess will continue iteratively, even after plan 
adoption, in the manner described in the Gruen report. 
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EXTENDING THE SEARCH FOR ALTERNATIVES 

To obtain a broad range of community input and reaction to the consult- 
ants' Phase II preliminary recommendations, eighteen formal community 
meetings were held throughout the County between August 23 and October 
29, 1973. In addition, several hundred direct contacts and presentations 
have been made in all municipalities within the District as well as to 

County, State, and Federal officials. Working papers prepared by the 
socioeconomic! environmental consultant will document the public's re - 
sponse to the preliminary plan at the community meetings and other 
presentations. 

During those hearings, 925 responses were received from citizens and 
public offiáials. The communities' concerns as of last summer are 
shown below in five summary categories. The percentages shown in- 
dicate the percentage of the total 925 responses associated with each 
topic. 

35% Stations, Alignments, Hardware, and Technology- New 
alignments, station location, alternative hardware, air- 
conditioned vehicles, etc. 

29% Service and Safety- - Questions concerning how the system 
would work, timing, feeder service, and safety. 

15% Funding, Financial and Costs, and Benefits--How much 
the community will have to pay, for how long, and for what 
benefit; what funding alternatives there are, etc. 

8% Environment--Visual aspects, secondary impacts of stations 
such as congestion and pollution, energy questions, etc. 

13% Political/Public Participation- -How the individual commu- 
nities can be involved with plan refinement, jurisdictional 
questions, etc. 

Moreover, the consultants held a continuing series of working sessions 
and both formal and informal reviews with agency members of the Tech- 
nical Advisory Committee to critique the Phase II recommendations. 



Each staff documented for the consultant team the conclusions of their 
appraisals and their own planning processes. The consultants responded 
to these community and technical reactions via new patronage studies 
of additional and relocated rapid transit lines, review of environmental 
and community factors, and reassessment of potential rights-of-way 
and associated capital costs. 

The most significant effect resulting from this community and technical 
interaction was the extension of the search for alternatives to improve 
transit in the region. In parallel with the teamt s response, which was 

a refinement and modification of the Phase II recommendations, the 
evaluation acquired a renewed emphasis on low- and medium-cost sys- 
tem concepts. In order to focus toward the development of data to es- 
tablish a new set of evaluations and to determine priorities for rapid 
transit implementation, the study team held general discussions which 
attempted to lay out a large number of conceptual options along the 
spectrum of possible alternative solutions. Through this exercise the 
consultants attempted to span a range of possibilities for transit sys- 
tem improvement. Approximately two dozen Acenarios were discussed 
as reasonably different approaches to system development. Specifically 
intended to represent differing levels of service and cost (both capital 
and operating costs), the scenarios were considered either alternative 
end-states or incremental stages in the development of a system. 

The kinds of approaches resultant from this search for alternatives 
included 

Improvement of existing SCRTD system 

All-bus system with priority measures for buses moderately 
succes sful 

All-bus system with priorities generally successful 

All-bus system with priorities extremely successful 

Limited commuter rail services with an all-bus system 
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Limited fixed-guideway (10-40 miles) construction with an 
all-bus system 

Moderate amount of fixed-guideway (40-80 miles) construc- 
tion with improved existing SCRTD system 

Moderate amount of fixed guideway with an all-bus system 

Large amount of fixed-guideway (80-120 miles) construction 
with improved existing SCRTD system 

Large amount of fixed guideway with an all-bus system 
supplementing 

Progressively larger amounts of fixed-guideway construc- 
tion with an all-bus system supplementing 

Extensive fixed-guideway construction in most areas with 
small all-bus system supplementing 

It was clear to the study team that to fairly assess the potential of this 
wide range of alternatives some common basis for analysis needed to 
be developed. The team decided to combine the most salient input from 
community/technical interactions with recent thinking about possible 
alternative solutions to form an extensive set of "segments" which could 
be assessed individually and conjointly. This collection of possible sys- 
tem components thus became a common denominator in study team eval- 
uation. Each segment was assessed--evaluated in a general way--by 
the study team. This assessment resulted in evaluations at the category 
level by the consultant responsible for each functional area: 

Capital costs and engineering issues 

System usage potential 

Physical impacts 

Social impacts and planning policy 

The assessments were progressively refined over the course of the 
study effort, especially during the testing phase when as many optional 
concepts as possible were considered. 
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Documentation of the segment evaluations takes the form of a file main- 
tained by the study team. The file consists of the individual assessments 
plus the sensitivity ratings of the evaluation of each segment to changes 
in individual category assessments. The maps presented in the consult- 
ants' working papers reflect this voluminous file. 

Development of Data Base 

Recognition and initial assessment of the range of alternatives indicated 
that certain kinds of information would be necessary in order to select 
from among the alternatives. These needs for detailed information were 
used to define new systems for computer testing in Task 8. 1. 

The Simplified Representation of Alternatives (Figure 3) indicates one 

dimension for differentiation of possible approaches- -capital cost (or 
investment). Operating cost and level of service are other dimensions. 
The approach proposed by the study team was to develop sufficient de- 
tailed information to responsibly evaluate optional concepts at any point 
along the spectrum of possibilities. The Phase II recommendation- - 
built upon earlier computerized transit system testing--had already 
provided detailed information on a moderately-high-capital-cost ap- 
proach. SCAG had nearly completed similar testing (network T2D) of 

the Phase II recommendation for about 120 miles of fixed guideway. 
The set of information thus developed might represent a "large amount 
of fixed-guideway construction with improved existing SCRTD system." 
As documented in the Task 8. 1 Technical Working Paper, it was decided 
that a test was required of a somewhat "larger amount of fixed guide- 
way together with a supplementing all-bus system." Hence, the study 
team prepared networks R2A and RZB--with about 150 miles of fixed 
guideway and an all-bus system supplementing--to represent a high- - 

capital-cost system. 

Also regarded as involving high capital costs was an all-bus system 
network prepared and analyzed in detail by SCAG and designated TID 
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FIGURE 3 

SIMPLIFIED REPRESENTATION OF ALTERNATWES 

Capital Cost 

($ Millions) System Description 

EXTENSIVE M R T SYSTEM 

10, 000 

HIGH CAPITAL COST SYSTEM 

PHASE II RECOMMENDATION 

5, 000 

MODERATE CAPITAL COST SYSTEMS 

1,000 

4 
<1 

500 

LOW CA.PITA.L COST SYSTEM 

IMPROVED BUS SYSTEM 

DETAILED AND SKETCH-PLAN NETWORK CODING AND ANALYSIS 

ANALYSIS BY SKETCH-PLAN ADJUSTMENT TO DETAIL NETWORK 

PREVIOUSLY ANALYZED SYSTEM 
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(see the Task 8. 1 Technical Working Paper). This system might rep- 
resent an "all-bus system with priorities extremely successful." To 

provide an information base for all-bus systems with priorities only 

moderately to generally successful, the study team prepared networks 
R1A and RiB--all-bus systems with maximum bus-on-freeway speeds 
of 55 mph and 40 mph, respectively. See the Task 8. 1 Technical Work- 
ing Paper for documentation of this network development. The Ri tests 
were intended to represent a low-capital-cost system; an all-bus ap- 
proach, to represent a moderate-capital-cost system. 

Combined bus and fixed -guideway approaches to moderate -capital - cost 
systems could be evaluated by adjusting and modifying through sketch 
plan analysis the results of detailed testing of a low-capital-cost sys- 
tem and the array of higher-capital-cost systems. System development 
concepts approaching an "extensive mass rapid transit system" could 
be evaluated by extrapolation of the results of the testing of high-capital- 
cost systems. Very-low-capital-cost approaches, such as an improved 
existing SCRTD system, could be assessed based on earlier LARTS 
transit system testing. 

In this manner the study team assembled a set of detailed tests of op- 
tional concepts that either had been conducted or would be conducted 
within the study itself. The procedures used for conducting new tests 
are documented by AMV in the Task 8. 1 Technical Working Paper. 
Also documented in that paper are parametric descriptions of the Ri 
and EU system networks and the results of respective testing. 

For comparative purposes, relevant information concerning transit 
system tests to date (performed by LARTS/SCAG or the study team) 
is given in Figure 4, Los Angeles Regional Transit System Tests. 

Revenue Estimates 

Estimates of revenue for each of the detailed-analysis systems was cal- 
culated by multiplying the transit trip table (zone-to-zone trips) by the 
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FIGURE 4. LOS ANGELES REGIONAL TRANSIT SYSTEM TESTS1 

Express 
Intra- LARTS Trunk- 

SCAG Total zonal Area Line 
Transit Highway Approximate Region Person- Person- Transit Transit 
Network Network Date of Population Trips Trips Trips Trips 

Used Used Test (millions) (millions) (millions) (millions) (millions) 

1967 Observations 1967 Survey 9.0 22.2 nia2 0.49 None 

Buses Only-- 
Improved and T1A H2B/H3A Aug72 15.7 54.3 n/a 0.84 None 
Integrated 

LARTS Seven- T2B H31 Apr73 13.9 48.5 12.2 1.66 1.46 Corridor Rapid TZB H31 Apr 73 15.7 54.3 n/a 1.82 n/a Transit 

SCAG Version 
of Phase II T2D H3N Nov 73 13.9 48.5 14.5 1.45 1.01 
System 

SCAG All-Bus T1D H3N Dec73 13.9 48.5 14.5 1.84 1.30 System 

AMV Low-Capital- R1A H3N Jan 74 13.9 48.5 14.5 1.23 0.81 
Cost Systems RlB H3N Jan 74 13.9 48.5 14.5 1.20 0.76 

AMV High-Capital- R2A H3N Jan 74 13.9 48. 5 14. 5 1.32 0. 61 
Cost Systems R2B H3N Jan 74 13.9 48.5 14.5 1.32 0.63 

Notes: (1) These tests are discussed in detail in the Task 8.1 Technical Working Paper. 
(2) n. a. = Data not available or not obtained by AMV. 



zone-to-zone fare matrix. The fare was assessed based solely upon the 
corresponding highway distance between zonal pairs. Fare was calcu- 
lated using the current SCRTD base amount (35) for an initial travel 
distance plus the current incremental fare (8ç) for a prescribed length 
of fare zone. The 1990 average daily revenue for each of the primary 
test systems is 

Alternative System Average Daily Revenue 

RZA $667,800 
RZB 668,500 
R1A 607, 600 

RiB 591,800 

These estimates reflect patronage forecast assuming an auto operating 
cost of 5. 76 per mile; see the Task 8. 1 Technical Working Paper for 
forther discussion of this subject. 

Tests were conducted under Task 8. 1 to determine the impact of (1) a 

flat fare of 25c per trip and (2) increases in the base fare to 40 and the 
zone fare to l0ç. In the former test, 1990 ridership increased appreciably, 
but average daily revenue for R2A dropped to $371, 500. With higher base 
and zone fares, decrease in ridership did not offset the increase in aver- 
age daily revenue to $709, 800 for RZA. The results of this one test seem 
to indicate that for travel on a high-quality rapid transit system SCRTD 

might be able to increase fares beyond the present base/zone rate with 
a net increase in operating revenue. Such an indication is significant in 
designing a program to meet operating expenses of any rapid transit sys- 
tem. Further discussion of patronage sensitivity to fares is included in 

the Task 8. 2 Technical Working Paper. 
/ 

Orange County Travel Generation 

The test networks analyzed in Task 8. 1 quite possibly may have resulted 
in underestimation of the amount of travel that might accrue to an SCRTD 
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rapid transit system because of possible transit improvements in Orange 
County. The Orange County Transit District developed test networks of 

their own for the OCTD Corridor Study. These networks represented 
greatly expanded feeder and circulation transit services--including ex- 
tensive demand-responsive service--in all areas of Orange County. 

OCTD also utilized a subregional modal choice model which forecasts 
transit usages in Orange County as a response developed over time to 

high-quality trunk-line, as well as local, transit. 

OCTD designed test networks primarily for comparing alternative con- 
cepts for transit within Orange County and to connect Orange County 

with Los Angeles and Riverside Counties. Whether these tests are valid 
for other purposes (e.g. , input to. SCRTD tests) or as absolute estimates 
of usage given 1990 conditions remains to be investigated. For the sake 
of conservative estimating, the SCRTD and SCAG test networks have 
utilized (1) the LARTS regional modal choice model in all areas and (2) 

the network representation of local transit selected by the SCAG Systems 
Task Force. This approach may have understated the impact of possi- 
ble OCTD services on SCRTD lines. 

The study team has recognized the range of possible travel generation 
attributable to OCTD actions both in developing trunk-line profiles for 
system sizing purposes and in considering the importance of and possi- 
bilities for system staging. 

Consideration of Special Generators 

Another category of travel that is very probably underestimated in the 
network analysis includes trips attributable to "special generators" (or 

attractors)--those land uses for which LARTS is unable to forecast ac- 
curate travel demand on the basis of population/employment factors alone. 
This category includes colleges (student trips), airports (air traveler 
trips) and other transportation interface points, and entertainment/ 
recreation facilities such as parks, beaches, stadiums, arenas, race 



tracks, amusement parks, tourist attractions, and cultural (music! 
theatre) centers. 

To be compatible with the study's planning horizon and the basis of all 
other travel forecasts, one would need a projection of the relative usage 
and significance of these special generators/entities. Undoubtedly, 
there exists today a usable data base covering usage or attendance rela- 
tive to many of these entities--there are several that are significant 
generators of traffic (mostly auto). However, there has been no sub- 
stantive research conducted that might provide the basis by which to 

estimate the relative share of travel attributable to these facilities and 
for which purposes public transportation might accrue. 

The study team has, however, attempted to include consideration of 

significant special generators in developing trunk-line profiles for sys- 
tem sizing. It must be remembered that many of these activities occur 
during off-peak times so that their contribution to the sizing of a transit 
system is negligible. Other activities are seasonal, or infrequently at- 
tract the average tripmaker. The question must be raised as to whether 
an objective is to design a transit system with the capacity to handle 
any and all irregular peak loads. 

The study team has not factored special generators into the forecasting 
of operating revenue or considered them the basis for major system 
decisions. 

OPERATING COST ANALYSIS 

Operating and maintenance cost estimates were prepared by AMV for 
several preliminary and final alternatives to a complete local and rapid 
transit system. The results of the preliminary analyses contributed 
to defining a final top-rated set of candidates, from which resulted the 
definition of the consensus system recommendation. 
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Two methodology items are worth noting. First, in the Task 8. 1 Tech- 
nical Working Paper the basic approach to cost estimating as applied in 
Phase III was described. The point was made that a three-factor cost 
model was used in order to recognize the cost implications of the un- 
usually high speed of freeway buses compared with the average fleet 
bus today. It was found that it costs less to operate a bus at a higher 
speed because a driver (a major cost element) can be more productive; 
1. e., more passengers can be served with the same amount of effort 
and time expended. Secondly, the basic cost estimates were subjected 
to additional analysis in which the values for selected operational fac- 
tors were varied. Some of this sensitivity work was noted in the Task 
8.1 Working Paper, where it was used to check the validity of the es- 
timating method; however, additional calculations were made, and the 
results are described below. 

The same genre of comment which AMV has made for its patronage 
work pertains to the operating cost estimates: (1) a systematic analyti- 
cal approach was applied; the comparison among alternatives was sound; 
and the difference in operating costs between alternatives can be evalu- 
ated with confidence; and (2) the approach is based on aproximations 
of future operating conditions. These applications are a sound guide to 
the probable 1990 operating costs, albeit a number of refinements can, 
and probably will, be made as system definition work proceeds to pre- 
liminary and design engineering and on to the development of actual op- 
erating plans and refined patronage estimates. 

The mostuseful and reliable data resulting from these estimates are 
the total operating costs, cost per passenger, bus and rail fleet size, 
vehiele -miles of use per vehicle by type of service, and average bus 
operating cost per vehicle-mile by type of service. While the calcula- 
tions for the express services were made on a trunk-line-by-trunk-line 
basis, the results for each line should not be used for analysis of alter- 
native lines except in the most general way. For example, the total 
system results are sound, but individual lines have a number of 
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assumptions pertinent to them that are related to how buses on lines 
interact, where peak-load points are located, etc. 

Factors and Assumptions 

All alternatives were analyzed using a standard set of assumptions as 
to levels of service, demand variations during the day, hours of oper- 
ation, etc. Factors on express system speed and data on patronage for 
express, feeder, and local service were tailored to individual alterna- 
tives. For each alternative a base test was calculated by uniformly 
and consistently applying the factors and assumptions. In the prelimi- 
nary alternative testing, variations of certain factors were also tested. 

The major factors or assumptions and the values used for them in the 
base tests are 

Average number of equivalent 315 w/d - costs 
weekdays per year 300 w/d - revenue 

Vehicle speeds in peak 
Fixed guideway, 
Fixed guideway, 
Bus on freeway 
Busways 
Surface bus, typ 
Feeder bus 

typical 40 mph 
short runs 35 mph 

Varies by alternative 
35 mph 

ical 13 mph average 
13.5 mph daily average 

Passengers per vehicle in peak 
Fixed guideway, 
Fixed guideway, 
Bus on freeway 
Busway 
Surface bus, typ 
Feeder bus 

typical 120 passengers 
short runs 150 passengers 

36 passengers 
36 passengers 

ical 45 passengers 
45 passengers 

Spare vehicles over peak demand 
Fixed guideway 10 percent 
Bus on freeway 12 percent 
Busway 12 percent 
All other buses 8 percent 
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Passenger demands in peak hour 
(one-way as a percentage of 
daily two-way) 
Express service, very long runs 16 
Express service, long runs 15 
Express service, medium runs 14 
Express service, short runs 13 
Surface bus, typical 14 
Feeder bus 15 

Results for Preliminary Test Systems 

Estimates were made of base tests for T1D and TZD, and then for R1A, 

RiB, RZA, and RZB. A summary of the results for selected key items 
is provided in Figure 5, followed by the actual worksheets for each test 
system. The costs are given in 1973 dollars. Certain refinements in 
the operating cost estimates which were considered later in the final 
evaluation are not reflected in this preliminary analysis. For example, 
the costs of operating freeway bus priority measures, such as metered- 
ramp by-passes, and operating bus stations on the freeways, were not 

included. 

The Tl and T2 data were f limited interest inasmuch as the alternative 
system concepts were of limited value; i. e. , they were used only to 

better define the Rl and RZ concepts. The Tl concept would require, 
for example, about 7,900 buses with over one-half to be athsigned to 

freeway operations--if, in fact, the concept had been possible to imple- 
ment. The operation cost per passenger (excluding the major stations 
and transfer operating problems and costs) would not be out of line with 
the costs per passenger for other more realistic concepts--approxi- 
mately 65 per passenger. 

The Ri bus-on-freeway concepts, defined as R1A and RiB, developed 
per passenger costs similar to Tl. R1A had operating speeds on the 
freeway similar to Tl and faster than RiB. The operating costs per 
passenger reflect this Ri concept difference. RiB is about 5 peicent 



FIGURE 5. 1990 OPERATING RESULTS FOR PRELIMINARY 
ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTS(l) 

Number of 
Annual Cost Cost per Pass Vehicles 

($ million) ($) (including spares) 

Network Total Express(2) Total Express2 Total Express(2) 

T1D 358 187 0.65 0.48 7,909 4,224 (B) 
(B) 

(3) 
T2D 242 120 0. 56 0.40 882 882 (FG) 

(FG) 
3,404 471 (B) 

(B) 

R1A 243 

R1B 224 

R2A 223 

R2B 232 

119 0.66 0.49 5,291 
(B) 

107 0.68 0.54 5,044 
(B) 

101 0.56 

98 0.59 0. 52 

735 
(FG) 

3,358 
(B) 

728 
(FG) 

3,589 
(B) 

2,702 (B) 

2,615 (B) 

735 (FG) 

728 (FG) 

Notes: (1) These are "base test° results, with comparable assumptions 
for all; costs are expressed in 1973 dollars. 

(2) Express fixed guideway, bus-on-freeway portion of trip, 
and busway; it does not include the feeder bus and non- 
freeway portion of bus-on-freeway services. 

(3) FG = Fixed-guideway car; B = Bus 
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35,9 30.0 o,Io $ 21927.8 
lo 22000.0 3520.0 97.8 36910,0 10632.0 43.2 78,6 I 10.8 30.0 0.26 5 10627.4 
17 llOo.0 177.0 0,9 326.9 0472,0 67,1 6.? 1 19.0 34.0 0.06 5 6o2.2 
II .5000.0 600.o 22.2 19004.4 8750,0 $8,? 36.6 I 25.0 34,0 0.06 5028.9 
29 100GO.0 1300.0 36.2 379,2 1706.2 02.0 8,0 I 3.0 30.0 0,13 5 1090.3 



DAILY ANNUAL 
MO0E \tL.IICLE VEr,ICLE 

MILES "TIES 

I 56660.9 16548c206.o 
2 i6s".2 5980010.0 
3 j4767,5 44658062.0 

TO I A 

VEM1CLES 
PGUI,4EO 

2587.B 
71 I 
56 a 

TOTAL 
ADHINIST 

CI'S IS 

333700 26.0 
100 28 46 
732930.8 

TOTAL TOT 
HOURLY VENICLL HILL 

COO f CIlS YS 

40053696.0 35242960.0 
ld98517.0 1136203.0 
9567909 685031.8 

I NE M UL TRUNK $ STEM ANNUAL ORE RAT I NC COST Sit 64,65056.0 
(NOTE: EXTRA COST OF TRUNK LINE VEHICLES DUE TO HIGH YEHICLE. MILEAGE NflT INCLUDED) 

SURFACE BUS ESTIMATtS -- (ALL NUN-TIJUNX, NONFEEDLR, NDNCBD DISTRIBUTION) 

DAILY $04F4CL VEHICLE MILES 
O'ILY ILURFACE VEMICLE hUUi*5 13001.1 
5LjFLC AE"ICLES MEIJUIRLII IUdS,2 
SuFSCE 'AINTLNANCE OPENATINC COST I 10154032.0 
SUPF&C -OURLI OPE0ATING CUST . S SlaoauOO.0 
Su0FLcE Ao..IHISIPATIVE COST 178101814.O 
SURFACE STOlES UPEATIMG COST S 59213610.0 

FEEDER 805 ESIIM,TES 

- DIlLY FEElER VEHICLE RILES 141327,5 
DAILy FEELER VEHICLE HOURS S 

FEE,E.' VEHICLES REGUIRED S 

FEEDE. FAINTOJ.Ar.LL (JPEEATINO COST 45R450,0 
FEEDEE MUU'.LT OPERATING CUST t S SObd064.0 
FEEDER AD-INIST,ATIVE CoST $ 0453*540 .0 - 
FEEDER 5Y5T(M OPERATING COST S 446057040.0 

CSD TkQ'.fc LINE. OISTMI8UTIUN CUlT C I 17308606.0 
'p. 
-J 

CR A,:0 ANNUAL OPERA T INC COST S 2443264720 0 
OPERATING COST PEP PASSEPUEM S 0.656 

PASS PER COST PER AVERAGE HAIRY COST HOURLY COST ADHIN COSTS TOTAL COST VEHICLE VpM MILES 
MODE lEn MILE PASSENGER SPEED PER MILE PR MILE PEN MILE PER MILE MILES PE FIn 

TRUNK 1.30 0,090 32l9 0.190 0.236 0.179 0.605 1960273R0.0 72o14.3 
SUOFICE 2.50 0.485 13.00 0.190 0.565 0.333 1.106 53444364.0 3750 
FLEULI 2.60 Q39I 03.50 0.190 0.Sos 0,327 1.079 4s5161o0.0 38281.3 
SYSTEM 1.32 0.658 20.76 0.190 0.349 0.229 0.827 294089726.0 55o03.5 



R2B O&SIC MRT/BUSMAY SYSTEM OPERATING COST 0990 PRELIH 27FEB74 BASE TEST 

THIS IS THE R24 BASE TEST 
TnIS IS NUT A VARIATION 

Cs0 P0000CTIJNS t 0,0 
5jPP1I"T COST / CD PPOUUCIILJ 0.20 
SUPPLOT VEHICLE SPAES 0.05 

PEAK UNE...&Y/2o-HuUW T,j-e Y PASSENGER RATIO (SURFACE) 0.14 
PE u .,Ay/2r-.,1tk I7.A PASSENOER KATIO (FEEDER) : 0.15 
PEAl 2_a/20.,iA IFIICLF. MILE P6110 0.5 
kU..0,CP (I? TPO;,K "'JOE S z 
UPEKVAFI.0 oils PEN lEAP r 325.0 
TOTAL DAILY TWVI5IT PASSENGERS 1309257.0 
TOTAL DAILY EEEOER TRA?.SIl PASSENGERS 314227.0 
TOTAL OSELI 1C&LCE ('Jr'-T;UNK) PASSENGERS 690500.0 
FETt1 iEICLE VILE r.LNEVAIIU,, HATE PER FEEDER PASSEN0ER C 0,30 
SjoAsCE VE.'!CLE I( E GEI.EP4rijN R4TE PER SURFACE PASSENGER : 0.0000 
AVEI.AGE DsII.Y SFEjD PER FEElER VEHIClE r 13.5 
A104ALL USTLY SPEED PEW SUb &CE VEHICLE 13.0 
SEATS 0(4 NOTbL;. VIHICLE = .A5.n 
NUN-IHLJNK VEHICLE PFA4 LOAD FACTOR 1,0 
4O.-TUr. VEICLE ANNUAL AUNENISTRATIVE CoSt 5 12500.0 
1ONI 4 (JN'l VE" I CLE -j jUl41! 'IGE EP HOUR $ 7 
NO\-TPUI.d NEtICLE AINTENANLE CUS! PEN MILE 0.19 
PLd HIlL0 TPS PER SUP"LL VEHICLE = 1.00 
PEAC -Uu TRIPS E0 FEEDER VEHICLE 0.25 
RE VENLE DAYS PE yE AR 300 0 

MODE V EM I CJL AR PEAK F RAC T AUM COST COST PER COST PER AVG 04 ILl MODAL 

SEAlS FACIIJN SPARE YEN PER yEN YEN N YEN MILE SPEED OESr.RIPTICTh 

1.6 0.10 0.0 0,0 l28 40.0 PINT FASt, LONG 

2 75.0 2.0 0.10 0.0 0.0 1.2e 3o.O HRI - SLOA, SNONT 

3 00.0 0.9 0.12 13000.0 7.60 0.19 34.0 Bus ON FREEWAY 

2A4"IR PH H4 PH-pR PH -2kR DAILY ROUND VEHICLES NET AK LINE P1 AN TOT AL UP 

LINE MAA LD PT P*-DIR VENS AT VEHICLE VEHIrLE TRIP REQUIRE') MODE LINE LINE 0*/2A'MW COST PE 

VOLUME VOluME MAX LD PT MILES MILE S TI HE t SPARES TYPE LENGTH s"tEO PASS RATIO Day 

5M4 55000,0 77D0.o 60.2 8625.2 29003.0 88S 104.1 0 29.5 0.0 O.IM 371,01.9 
SF5 31070.0 5550.0 0O 8523.6 29358.0 120.9 0v2.S 1 40.3 40.0 0.15 5 

SLR 3T04,(0 o85o.o 31.2 2293.2 10319.4 72,0 41.2 2 21.0 35.0 0.13 S I3C2." 
(450 20000.0 3010.0 .25.0 BAM.7 3(439.4 29.i 13.3 p 9.7 0.0 p.15 
SOS 76000.0 1I100.0 97.5 16481.4 74070.8 144.9 259.0 1 '30,3 '40.0 0.05 5 

APCI 50000.0 8000.0 66.7 8066,7 36750,0 005.0 128.3 0 35.0 00.0 0.18 5 .40315.0 
PD oS000,0 520.0 79.3 5o53.5 22710.9 50.6 79.4 I 00.2 00.0 0.14 $ 20053.5 

5500.0 Bo,q 20.4 2973.9 11397.5 100.1 07,5 3 29.5 34.0 0.18 5 'S7.3 
00 2300.0 420.0 P9 690.7 3100.0 184 13.0 3 22.2 30,0 0.18 

lsOO.O 210.0 8.7 563.3 2629.0 6(1.2 11,0 3 25.0 34.0 0.IO 1546.7 
26 10000.0 1700.0 448,9 oSoS.7 20919,0 900.2 86,0 3 26.7 3.0 0,16 5 12150.9 
3 3o00,0 S".c 05,0 1003.9 601,70 96,4 27.? 3 27.3 30.0 O.At. ' 3'IS.5 
0 1010.1 224.0 6.2 705.6 3015.2 104.4 13.3 3 32.4 31.0 0.10 S oSol.? 
5 6000,0 002o.o 28,o 023°.9 5107.2 00.2 20.0 3 11.0 34,0 0.lo $ ICOLO 
8 000.0 1240.0 35.6 2530.7 00424.0 72.0 47,6 3 20.4 34.0 Q,lo S 000.3 
7 0000.0 160.0 4,33 190.4 815.0 40.1 3.7 3 i2.9 30.0 0.lt' S 5U. 

3500 a.o 1.3 26.6 109.7 20.2 0.5 3 5.7 30.0 o.10 $ 70.2 
9 12500,0 2000.0 55.6 4306.7 19445.0 78,4 81.3 3 22.2 30.0 0.1* $ lIieo.2 
10 2000.0 320.0 8,9 054.2 2044.0 50.5 8,6 3 10.8 3.0 0.10 $ 1158.2 
11 2000.0 320.0 8,9 020.4 560.0 14,1 2.3 3 0.0 34,0 0.10 S 326.3 



DaiLY ANNUaL TOTAL TOTAL InTAL TpTAL 
00E EICLt .I.rIC1E VEHICLES LOMINIST HQUHI_y VEHIITLE MILE 

MILcS MILS RtQUP1EI) COSTS COSTS 

I 1°aoSO.1 b190'lT84.o ose.7 0,0 0.0 78050366.0 
a 1c3tq. 32S(60b.O I.2 0.0 0.0 &i095161.o 
3 8o870.8 27$DbITb.Q 363,4 01202714.0 6117144,0 519Q573.0 

LIEH&i.'L 1.I!N% SYSM AN.UAL ORLHA1 INS COST C $ 9818710Ü.O 
NiE: (hR4 COST VF tJiu, LINE VEHICLES DuE TO HIGH VEHICLE MILEAGE NOT INCLUDED) 

SURFACt hoS ESTIATLS -- (ALL NI)NTRUNK. NONFFIDIR. won-CsD DTSTRI$U770.9) 

DAILY $UFLCE AE"ICLE MILES 276321.6 
ilI1Lv .A# ACE t1CLE NOUNS C 41255.5 
5ITT&CE VL.IICLES RELUIRED 2321.1 
SRFACE SALTENACF OPERATIV:G COST S 16537642.0 
SURFACE MOU.ILT UPEHAVINL COSI 506650644,0 
SU'CE AD' .a'STRATJVE CCSI C S 2°0137014.0 
SJLCE S,Sfl? OPERATING COSI C 5 96431246.0 

FEEtE. 9115 ESTIMATES 
'0 

CflLT FEEDEA EMICLE MILES C 109919.4 
DAILY FEEt. 'E"1CL( MIIUkSC 8I4b.6 

EcE VENICLES.IftCUNEr. C Q050 
E(CC r TC&ACE VP AT1.G COSI S b582268.0 

FEEOEP-[1L4LV ItERATING COST 1903008,0 
FEEDER aVtrIsTA1tvE COST $ 13312167.0 
FEECER SYSIEN OPERATING COST C S 37391424O 

CS0 7k0'4 LINE DISTRISOTIUK COST 5 0.0 

GRIND A!,NTJAL OPERATING COST 232021176.0 
OPERATi\i COST PER PASSENGER C S 0.5% 

0*55 PEN COST PER AVERAGE MAINI COST HOURLY COST IDMIN COSTS TOTAL Cost VEHICLE yEN MILES 
MODE yEN MILE PASSENGER SPEED PER MILE PER MILE FEll MILE PER MILE MILES PER VEM 

TVLN 2.14 0.521 38.41 0.94 0,066 0.051 3.061 94561552..O 64817.4 
SUIFACE 2.511 0.46S 13.00 0.10 0.585 0.333 0.106 81041280.o 37500.0 

- FEE1ER 2.86 0.591 13.50 0.190 0.563 0.327 3.079 364352O.Q 38280.3 
StSTEt. 1.94 0.566 18.36 0,516 0.3,? 0.210 1.083 2142446352.0 49o244.2 



01 0 

P-fl BASIC I4PT/BUSWAY SYSTEM OPERATING COST 1990 EST REV 11FEB74 - BASE TEST 

THIS IS THE P.2* BASE TEST 
Tills IS NOT A VARIATION 

CBD PRODUCTIONS - 0,0 
SUPPORT COST / CRD PRIJDIJCT!1Jq 1 0,20 
SUPPORT VEHICLE SPAPFS s 

PE.c ONE-w*y/40.NflUR TWO.AY PASSENGER RATIO (SURFAC!) 0.14 
PEAK ONE.WIY/p4-WIJI1R IWp.wsY PASSENGER RATIO (FEEDER) 0.15 
PEn VEHICLE NILE RATIO n '1.5 
NU.. ER OF ThiNk MODE S S 3 
OPFkATInG DAYS PER YEAR r 315.n 
TOTAL DAILY TRANSIT PASMLGEPS 1317714.0 
TOTAL DAILY FEEUFR TRANSIT PASSENGERS 3o662.o 
TOTAL DAILY SUQFACF (MON_TRUNK) PASSFNOERS 016889.0 
FEEE. VEHICLE NILE GENERATION RATE PER FEEDER PASSEMflR 0.350 
S'JRFACF VEHICLE MILE GENERATION RATE PER SURFACE PASSENGER 0,400 
AVFPAGr DAILY SPFFD PER FEEDER VFHICLE 13.5 
AVERAGE 0'rL sPFU' pER SURFACE VEHICLE a 13.0 
SETS E P NQNTP1 NK YEN I CLE '15 
NDN.TRUNK VEHICLE PEAK LOAD FACTOR 1.0 
NON-TRUNK VEHICLE ANNUAL ADNINISTRATIVE COST $ 12500;o 
NON.TRIINK VE..ICLE HOURLY CULRGE PER MOlAR S 7,68 
HLM.TkIJU VEHICLE NA I NIE NlCt CcjS I PER MILE i 0.19 
PEAK HOUR TWIPS PEP SURFACE vEHICLE hO 
PEAK HOUR TRIPS FEFoEW FPIICI.E l.?s 
REVENUE OAYS PER YEAR 300.0 

MODE VFHTCIJLAR PrAY FRACT ADM COST COST PrR COST PFR AVG DAILY MODAl 
SEATS FACTOR SPARE VEil PER VEH YEN HR VEil MILE -SPEED DESCRIPTION 

¶ I.6 0O7 0,0 0,0 126 01,0 PINT - FAST, LONG 
2 75.8 2.0 0.07 0.0 0.0 1,26 36.0 NRT - SLOS, SNORT 
3 40,0 0:9 0.12 13000,0 7.60 0,29 34.0 BUS ON FREEWAY 

PK'HR RK2MR DAILY POuND LINE NET PlC LINE PEAN 
LINE MAX LO PT PP(.OIR VEMS AT VEHICI.E VEHICLE TRIP VEHICLES lInDE LINE LINE fl-,S/2AA.MR 

VOLUME Vol IME MAX ID PT NTIS, MILES TIME REQUIRED TYPE LENGTH SPEED PASS RATIO 

1MB 64000.0 B9600 
'0 

74T 130667 58800.0 150.0 t997 1 ¶0.0 40.0 0,14 
SF8 36000.0 5400 450 63475 28562.6 220.9 Lo 1 '10.3 0,0 0.15 
SL 37000,0 08I00 3Zl 2356'9 l000so 72,0 41,2 2 21,0 35.0 0.13 
850 2Q800,o 30000 25.o 8'J8'7 38f9,4 29.1 13.0 I 9.7 40.0 0.15 
588 Sl000.o 12l5oo 101.3 15086'2 69687.6 131.1 2367 03.7 60.0 0.15 
APO 01000.0 6560,0 5'1.T 3252'? 14637.0 51.0 497 l7.o '10.0 0.16 

68000.0 s2o,o 793 SriS3'5 22740,9 58.6 77,2 18.2 40,0 0.14 
IA 5400,0 8640 24.0 2478's 11151.0 104.1 466 I 295 34.0 0,26 
18 6000.0 9'o,o 26.7 2072'o 9324, 78,4 39,o I 22,2 34,0 0.16 
2A ISOO.O 240.0 6,7 583'3 26250 88.2 ll,o 1 25.o 34n 0.16 
28 13000.0 2080o 57,8 5399'3 24291;o 94_2 lOt_b 3 207 34.8 0.16 
3 4900,0 781,0 21,8 2080'9 9363,9 96,0 39,2 3 27,3 34.0 0.16 
O 4600.0 736.0 20.4 2318'4 10432.8 114.4 03,6 3 '12.4 34.0 0.16 
S 6400.0 1074:0 28.4 I13C9 5l072 48,2 21%4 3 I14 34.0 0.16 
o 7400.0 1284:0 32.9 2348'3 10567,? 72o 44,2 3 20,4 30.8 0.16 
7 1000.0 160,0 0,4 194'O 875,o 44.1 17 3 i 2,5 34.0 0.16 
8 200.0 32.0 O9 tl'7 79.8 ?o.I 0.3 3 5,7 34,0 0.16 
9 7000,0 1120.0 31,1 24l7'3 18878,0 78,4 45,5 3 222 34Q 0.16 
10 2000.0 320.0 S.9 S4'2 2004.0 51.5 8.6 3 14.6 34.0 0.16 



DAILY ANMIIAI TOTAL T0TA TOTAL TOTAL 
MODE VEHICLE VEHICI E VEHICLES ADMINEST HOURLY VEI8TCLE MILE MjF REQUIRED COSTS COSTS CI)STS 

l6?s7.8 6244792o0 673.0 0.0 16684320:0 
2 IObOb.fl 3309010 41.2 00 0.0 (I209532n 
3 Q1a06 30070528.0 000.7 57606830 6821952.0 5790160.0 

LINL.M&UL TRIJt.l< SYSTEM AHHUL OPERATING COST S $I007S6832.o 
(NOTE1 EXTRA CIST OF TRUNK LINE VEWIOLES DUE TO HIGH VEHICLE MILEAGE NOT INCLUDED) 

SURFACE BU$ ESTIMATES -- (*LL NUN.TRUM, NON.FFEDLR, NONCqD DISTRIBUTION) 

DAtLY SL1PCE vE1rLE 9(E5 70stI356 
DAILY SU,FACF VCHICLE H1flI$ C 189%.6 
SURCACF VE4ICLF.5 NFI,IREfl 2A70.I 
StJr,CE '!\IENA"CE OPERATING COST $ iaiq9Ioi,o 
SURrIC! :RLY ODERATING cost 05382oT2.o 
SuF.cE 0INLSTPAIIVE COST C I 25875o96.o 
SURFACE SYSTEM OPERATiNG COST a S 8o006880:D 

FEECER 1IS ESTTO IFS 

DAILY FEEDER E.1ICi E MILES 107338:7 
DCLV FEFDFK VEHICtE HOURS 7951.0 
FEEDER VEHICLES CELJIREO 883.2 

Lii FEEDER AINTFNA¼CL QOEPATIJG cflsT 6428219:0 
FEEDER pELTI,G cosT ! 1c034700.0 
Fjy.,Ft A NISTHAITVE cosT 1l0'jOSqS.0 
FEEDER SYSTEM DpFcATI.;c O5I S 36u99056.o 

CaD TRUNK LINE DISTRIBLITIQhJ COST $ 0.0 

GRAND ANNUAL OPERATING COST C 223e63168.o 
OPEMATING COST PEPA PASSENGER 0.565 

5S PER cosT PER AVERAGE MAINT COST HOURLY COST ADMIM COSTS TOTAL COST VEHICLE VEM MILES M"DE VEM MILE P5SSENGER SPEED P(R MILE P(R MILE PFR MILE PE MIII MILES PFR VEH 

1RCV 2:5 o:o7 3.32 o;921 0.071 0:055 t007 9626330t0 86005.6 SURFACE Z.50 o,'&S5 13.00 0.,t°0 o..ses o33I 1Ln8 T76272oo,0 37500.0 FEEDER 2.86 o.397 13.So 0,190 0.563 0.321 to79 S3II6Po.o 38281.3 SYSTEM 2.00 o.S65 2.0 0.529 0.343 0.203 1.olS 207702224:0 51000.3 



1-2D BASIC PIRT/SUSHAY SYSTEM OPERATING COST 0990 (ST REV 11FEB14 BASE TEST 

THIS IS THE T2D BASE TEST 
THIS IS wUT A VARIATION 

COD PRODUCTIUPAS C 0.0 
SUPPORT CaST / CEO PRODUCTiON C 1 0.20 
SUPPORT VEHICLE SPARES C 0.08 

PEAK ONE .i.A 1/24-HOUR Ti.O..AT PA 551 NGER RATIO (SURFACE) S 0 14 

PEA K ONE 'A T/20 -"CUR THII..AY PA SSLNIAER RAT ID (FEEDER) 0 15 
PEAR 2.nR/2UR VIMICLE MiLE RATIO S 4,5 
IMLJSER 3A r.IU"K KJIVJS I 

OPE.ATI..G DAYS Pf.k TEAl. C 315.0 
TOTAL DAILY TPAt,5IT PASSENGERS 0450000.0 
TOTAL DAILY PEFUEN TPANS1T PASSENGERS 505000.0 
TOTAL DAILY SUI.FACE (N0,..TRUNRT PASSENGERS 440000.0 
FELDES EnICLE MILE GENERATION RAIL PEW FEEUER PASSENGER 0.350 
SLOFACE VEHICLE MILE GENERATION RATE P1R SURFACE PASSENGER C 
ANEPAGE DAILY SPEED PER EEOER NEMICLE 5 13.5 
AVLOAGE 0'IL SPEED PER SU&CE VEHICLE S 13.0 
SLATS PEN NUN. TRUNK fln lOLL S 45 0 

NUN.IP'JNK VEHICLE PEAK LOAD FACIOM s 0.0 
NGN.TSU.4 VEMICLE AUNUAL ADMINISTNATIVE COST I USD0.0 
NO ..... .K VEPICLE P;.IJ,AL V CHARGE 'ER HOUR S 7.60 
NO..TPUNK VElCLE MAINTLNANCE COST PER MILE 5 0.19 
PEAK HOUR TRIRS PER SURFALL VEHICLE 1.00 
PEAK HOUR TRIPS PER FEEUER VEHICLE 3.25 
REflWUE LISPS PER YEAR S 300.0 

NODE YEPICULAR PEAK FRACT ADN 0(151 COST PER COSI PER AVG DAILY MODAL 
SEATS FACTOR SPA1E VEH PER VEPV VEH HR VEAl NILE SPEED DESCRIPTION 

75.o 1.6 0.10 0.0 0,0 1.26 39.0 piNT FAST, LONG 

2 75,0 2.0 0,00 0.0 0.0 0.26 35.0 PINT SLEW, SHOPT 

3 45,0 0,8 0.22 l30000 7.60 0,19 35.0 BUS ON 8USWAY 

24-HR PKHR PKHR PK-2HR DAlI. V ROUND LINE NET PK LIME PEAK 
LINE MAX LD PT PK.DIR VIAlS AT VEHICI E VEHICLE TP1P VEHICLES NODE LINE LINE O-h/24MR 

VOLIME VOLUME MAX LD PT MILES MILLS TIME REQUIRED TYPE LENGTH SPEED PASS RATIO 

5"B 96000,0 23440,0 112,0 28698,0 84142.8 i43,i 293,8 1 117,7 40.0 0.111 

SF8 99000,0 04650.0 223.8 17238.4 7757d.6 119.4 270.9 I 39,8 40.0 0.15 
58R 70',Q.0 11100.0 92.5 5892,2 26525,0 54,6 92.6 I 06.2 £14.0 0,15 
L68 74100.0 11100.0 92.5 11184.5 53030.2 109.2 185.2 I 

36,4 40,0 0,15 

SLR 56000,0 7540.0 50,3 2194.2 9896,2 42.9 39.5 2 12,5 35,0 0,l3 
001 74175.0 108*8.0 329,7 6576,8 29595,6 20.1 123.8 3 5.7 34.0 0.10 
BUZ 58096,0 9295.0 258,2 16435.5 82961.0 72.0 347,0 3 20.4 34.0 0.10 

DAILY ANNUAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 
NODE VEHICLE VEHICLE VEHICLES ADMINIST HOURLy VEHICLE MILE 

MILES MILES REQUI NED COSTS COSTS CIASTS 

I 2412bT.b 75997088.0 642,5 0,0 0,0 95756272.0 
2 989b, 3117316.0 39.5 0.0 0,0 3927805.0 
3 11255b.8 35455378.0 470.8 6120727,0 T6988760 6736520,0 

LINESMAUL TAUN.( SYSTEM ANNUAL OPERATING COST 5020240176,0 
(NOTEp EXTRA COSi OF TRUNK LINE VEHICLES DUE TO HIGH VEHICLE MILEAGE HOT INCLUDED) 



U' 
U) 

SURFACE BUS ESTIMATES -- (ALL NOW-TRUNK, NON.FEEDER, WON-05D DISTRIBUTIOM) 

DAILY SURFACE VEHICLE NILES c j75999,9 
SURFACE VEHICLE HOURS C 03538,5 

SURFACE VEHICLES HEQUIRtO 1070.4 
SURFACE A1.STEN*NCE OPERATING COST = $ 10533593.0 
SURFACE 4OURLY OPERATING COST C S ipaltOoO.0 
SURFACE A0MINZSTATIVE COST $ 16079968.0 
SURFACE SYSTL.I OPERATING COST S 60024592.0 

FEEDER eus ESIIMAES 

DAILY FEEDER EMlCLE MILES 116749,9 
DAILY FEEDER VEHICLE MflUNS 03092,6 
FEEEW E"ICLES REC1jIRED 154. 
rEec,E; M,I.%1ENACE vwIRaTI.c COST S 3 ,Ø57S43Q 
FEEOER M(hJRLY OPERETING COST S 31303632.0 
FEEDER ALIHlSIRAIIYE CØST: S 18119965.0 
FEEDER SYSTEM OPERATING COST = 5 60102080.0 

CEO TRU' LINE DISTRIdUTION COST $ 0.0 

GMAND ANNUAL OPERATING COST S 241766848.O 
OPERATING COST PER PASSENGER C 5 0,556 

PASS FIR Cn$1 FIR AVERAGE MAINT COST HOURLY COST ADMIN COSTS TOTAL COST VEHICLE VEM MILES 

OOE yEn HILL PASSENGER SPEED PER MILE PER MILE PER MILE PER MILE MILES PER yES 

TRUNK 2,78 9,397 37,56 0.929 0.067 0,053 1.009 1145697760 80689.8 

SURFACE 2.50 C.MbS 13,00 0.190 0.585 0.333 0.108 55"39966o 31500,0 

FEEDER 2,86 0.397 13.50 0.190 0,563 0.327 i,o79 55676224.o 38281,3 

SYSTEM 2,02 0,556 09,73 0.565 0.311 0.190 1.071 22568590q.O 52660.3 



1-It) bUS UN FREEWAY 1OTAL OPERATING COST 1990 EST REV 01FEB14 - BASE. TEST 

This IS THE F-ID BASE TEST 
ThiS IS wul A VARIAT ION 

CAD PWIJD(iCTII)l.S 292359.0 
SOPP'lRT C931 / CD PP1,DuCTIUO $ 0.20 
SuPPekF VEHICLE SPARES 0.05 

PEAK OI4E-.AY/24-HUUP T,'U-.AY PASSENGER HATIU (SURFACE) = 0,14 
PEak rl,.E-.Ay/?u..ni,b. T..Ii-,AY PASSENGER RAIl,, (FEEDER) 0.15 
PEA' 2..4/28.r.1 VEHICLE 11LE KAIIU 44.5 
'.cN'EH (jI I1.u..( 0015 3 
(0p2511.r, CYS PE.1 OEAW 31s.O 
ltjTAL AIL1 IA,SIl P4SStGLRS 1617263.0 
(DIAL OLILY FEFUEW IWAIISII PASSEN(.ERS S 6(47893,0 
TOTAL DAILY SLJWFACE C5U-IkUNK) PASSEF.Gtk5 = 581477,0 
FEIDEP F"ICLE nILE GENFRATIUrI RAIl PER FEEDER PASSENGER S 0,350 
SIRLCE VEHICLE TMILE 1E.EWAIIUN NATE PER SURFACE PASSENGER 1 0.400 
AVEPA(.E DAIL' SPEED PEW FEE 0Ek VEHICLE 13.5 
5877Lk1,E DLjT SPEED PER SUWFACF VEHICLE c 13.0 
St £ IS FL ........ -I-mr VEOlIL '5.0 
I.Lj.=ILj,. VENICLI. PEAK LOAD FAG lOW 1 lO 
NIJ','TPU'.A VEnICLE A,N.JAL ACmL'.IrISTRAII/E COST s $ 12500,0 
NU'..TkItA 4("ICLL H1IUML) CHAHDE PEW HOUR $ 7,60 
N0'.-I(4uNK VEnICL MAInTENANCE COST PER MILE S S 0,ly 
PEAK sLUR TRIPS PEW SURF ICE VEHiCLE 5 1,00 
PEA,c .UuW TRIPS PER FEEtIES VEHICLE 5 1.25 
REVEIjUE DAY5 PEP YEAR = 300,0 

MOLE VEs I CUL *W PEAK F RAC I ADM COST CL'S! PER COST PER AVG DAILY MODAL 
SLOTS FALlOW SPARE VEIl PC4 VEIl VEIl P.R VEIl MILE SPEED DESCRIPTION 

I taO,Q ,9 0.12 13000,0 7.60 0,19 32,0 BUS UN FREEWAY 
2 caS,n 14,8 0.12 13000.0 7,60 0,19 35,0 BUS ON bt,sw*v 
S .sO,0 0,9 0.12 13000,0 7,60 0,19 37,0 FREEWAY BUS ON BUSWAY (VEH5 INC IN NUDE I) 

?'4''4 PK-J' Pr'FmR Px-2HR DAILY HOUND VEHiCLES NET PK LINE PEAK TOTAL UP 
LINE PLO Lu MT Pr.DIR VEMS .T VEHICLE VEHICLE TRIP REOUIPEr) NUDE LINE LINE U'"./24HW EnST PER 

Lii VDUNE VIJLL,r.E MAX LU PT MILES MILES TIME + SPARES IYPE LENGTH SPEED PASS RATIO DAY 

IA 38u93,0 Oslo_I 128,2 4485,9 20186,6 10,0 95,7 1 10,0 30,0 0,13 502695,9 
00 26677,0 40200,3 118.6 5809.7 20143.14 56,0 123.9 I 14.0 30,0 0,06 SlobS,? 
2L 2b10.0 5543,2 1514.0 10(16,0 50526,9 52.0 049,5 I 13,0 30.0 0.13 1201.5.2 
21, 27605.0 04SIl,8 123,8 8609,0 39011.0 70,6 163,2 I 20,0 3'4,0 0.16 5228b6,l 
IA 30700,0 4915,0 136,5 9rm75,3 '40839,0 76,0 193.6 I 19.0 30.0 0.16 520395,4 
31. 2000,o 059n,j o27,5 4726,S 68209,2 )J6,5 2772 I 33.0 34.0 0.16 538844.4 
OSA 21(01,3 3521.3 97,8 1937,0 17716,6 (46,0 84.0 I 10.5 30.0 0.1$ 511323.6 

, 2D74s,o 332H,9 92.4 'ioos,2 36381,7 88,2 152,2 I 28.0 34.0 0,06 $21329.1 
SA l9s,o 2529,7 7o,3 3197.2 l"387.5 4,6 58,5 2 13.0 35,0 0,13 $ o270,5 
Sm, l.94,mm 2309,4 6(4,4 3j56,5 14204.0 49,44 59.4 I 114,0 30,0 0.10 $ 8325.9 
SC 14..9.,o 1058,2 57,3 2381.4 10716,8 82,2 00.2 3 03,o 37.0 0.13 S 5937,4 
6 61.207,0 8877,3 206,0 8199,2 38696,3 38.0 070,9 I 9,5 30.0 0.13 52357b.I 
7A 083.15,0 2384,8 66,2 I0'3,4 4695,2 18,0 22,3 I 4,5 30,0 0.13 $ 3000,1 
7(1 2ono.., 3v.,? 107,0 6757,9 30320,6 63,5 j2n,A I l,0 34,0 0,06 $17771.8 
BA °13o1.0 5574,3 109,3 6270.0 28215,2 401,0 033,8 I l?0 30.0 0,13 106029.0 
65 21518,0 3402,V IOU. I 8230.6 37042,! 82,9 ¶54,9 23,5 34,0 0,16 121712,b 
9k 3.j953,o 4952,5 137,6 lolIl,3 45500,9 74,0 190,3 I 21.0 34,0 ,l6 s2oo7o,9 
90 23oSu.o 31'4I_0 105.3 12102,9 54133,1 116,5 228,9 I 33,0 34,0 0.16 132062,4 
IpA lt('3.o 1773.3 49,3 3275,6 14741.4 87,0 61,7 I 19,0 3(4,0 0.06 1 8o40,2 
lob 3',.')2.L) 5'42ma,3 160,8 15855,0 71307.9 98,8 298,44 1 20,0 314.0 0,18 $41821.0 
hA 16507,0 20141,0 73,4 2581.8 11554.9 35,3 48,3 1 10,0 34.0 0,16 S o773,0 
118 20cS70 3037,! 92,7 8111,1 36099,7 88,2 152,7 1 25,0 34,0 0,06 121394,7 
22 3913.0 6075.7 168,8 10041.7 45287.8 60,0 189.0 I 27.0 3.4.0 0.26 $2oJ87,4 
03 2)800,0 326,,! 90,7 8255,9 37151.6 91.8 ¶55,0 I 20,0 34,0 j,16 $21710.6 
0" 16943,0 2110.9 /5,3 2899,0 131,46.1 38,8 5(1,6 I 11.0 34.0 0.16 S 7b47,I 
15 2..o97,(, 35l .5 009.8 o33R9 241525,0 58,2 Il,3 I 06,5 34,3 0.18 106720,3 
158 l,llu.0 2577.s 71.6 150:5,6 a766,2 21.2 28,3 1 6,0 34.0 0,16 $ 3460,1 
ISC 33/5a,o 5000,0 050,0 08637,5 83868,7 125,3 350,8 1 35.5 3,o 0,16 $49100.6 
lb 327o2,o 52o1,9 145,6 55014.0 24768.0 43,2 017,4 I 10,8 30,0 0.16 $15826.4 
II 19233.0 3077.3 85,8 5684,4 25519.9 67,0 007.0 I 09,0 34,0 0,16 
08 13o59,0 2217,u 60,6 5389,6 24253,2 88,2 101,5 1 25,0 30,0 0,16 S14216,3 
2 11b29,0 151.d 402,0 440,9 1964,2 02,0 9,4 1 3,0 30,0 0,13 S 1267,9 



U, 
U, 

GAILY ANNUAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 
"OCE VE"ICLE VEMIC(( VEHICLES 4DMjNJ$1 HOURLY VEHICLE MILE 

' ILFS NIL FS WFUUIRED GUSTS COSTS CoSTS 

I 95.E'oG,° 300eIdStauo 4124,5 53619056,0 71442960,0 57154368.0 
2 !.3&7,5 4S320,2,iI 58.5 760025,1 784104,6 861091,8 

10110,5 3375t9(,4 4(,2 5355O7.9 6933659 641382.4 

LI%E-HAL l.sU'T SYSTEM ANNUAL CIPENATING COST a $18669l824.0 
(NOTE, (AI4A Cn$1 OF IWUNk LI'.E VEHICLES DUE TO HIGH VEHICLE MILEAGE NUT INCLUDED) 

SUEACE tiUS ESTPiATES (ALL NLJNTHUNK, NUMFEEQER, NQN,,C50 DISTRI8UI(LJN) 

0A11v Si'FALE AEHICIE 'Ill 1$ 2IO590.8 
DAILO T-'t:E VEMICLE HflLt5 a 10660.8 
$L0 aLt NhlCt ES kEt.UIAftL) a 38(9.4 
SUAF ALE &IN!ENU,.Lf. URINATING CUSI a 12962955,0 
SU.AFACE "JUL" LIP'.ATIN0 COST a S 3988$000,Q 
SLJ4tLt AL.TN1$TiAATIVE L1.FST S 22742000.0 
SukV ACE $StL' tjA'LMATIN( LOS' A I 7S59o94q.o 

FEF:'! tAll ESTI'ATES 

Dali! FEEDEO VtICLE MILES 226762.5 
CATLO iE4 NPj4CiE '4904$ a 36797,2 - 

FEErE' vFICLtS '4t:,)lREL' © 1865.9 
FLELE4 .Al'.TLr.ACL C IRATINO COST 7 5 13571733,0 FLE A V WI qt.TING cisi a s "0212528.0 
FEEGt4 t0I. ISTWATIVE CiST© S 23324126,0 
FEItOtH SYS1t'i CTPEWA1TNG COST a S 7710$3614,0 

COIl lQLfl. LINE OISTWI,4OIIL'N COST © $ I8418608.0 

G3'.0 ANNUAL UPt'ATINU COST a $ 350809408.0 
L'PE4AOJNG CoST PIN FASS.bER © 1 0,649 

PASS PER CuSi PER AVERAGE, MAINT COST HOURLY COST ADMIN COSTS TOTAL COST VEHICLE VEAl MILES 
"001 yEM 81LE PASSENGER 5PEED PER MILE PER MILE PER MILE PER MILE MILES PER YEN 

1,32 0,480 3209 O,190 0231 0.218 0,605 308720128,0 73083,5 
2.50 v.065 13,00 0,190 0,585 0.333 1.108 68226080.0 37500.0 

tECER 0.Sq? 13.50 o.iqo 0,583 0.327 1,a79 71430176,0 36281.1 
S,S1 I .2 0.849 22,24 0.190 0.342 0.225 0.798 448376320.0 56689.9 



more costly per systemwide passenger than R1A. The fleet size of the 
Ri concept would require an approximate tripling of the current bus fleet, 
with just over one-half of the fleet operating on freeways. The surface 
street bus needs, including the buses operating as feeders to the freeway 
portion of express trips, would be about 50 percent greater than today's 
surface street bus fleet. 

The R2 fixed-guideway-oriented concepts, defined as RZA and R2B, de- 
veloped systemwide costs per passenger similar to TZ, despite the shift- 
ing of passenger routings which took place between express and local 
services. RZA had the same 56 systemwide operating cost per passen- 
ger as T2, while RZB was slightly higher at 59ç. However, separation 
of the express system costs (running the trunk-line service only) and 
passengers from the total costs does reflect the change in the proportion 
of passengers using express service. The express system cost per pas- 
senger in T2 was 40ç. However, with lower express volumes, RZA had 
a figure of 48 and the RZB system, which examined the impact of a sig- 
nificant shift in the express route structure in some parts of the region, 
was up to 52. 

The R2 concepts would require a bus fleet nearly double today's bus fleet. 
About 3, 000 buses would be on the surface streets and about 400 more on 

freeways, depending on the specific R2 concept. 

One of the reasons for differences in cost between any two systems would 
be a difference in the length of the average passenger trip--the shorter 
the trip, the lower the operating cost per passenger. In these tests, there 
is really a larger difference in passenger cost in favor of R2 over Rl be- 
cause Rl trips are about 10 percent shorter than RZ. 

Several variations from the base test conditions, not reflected in the 
Task 8. 1 Technical Working Paper, were made. With the R1A system 
concept, the variations were (1) reduced freeway bus speed, (2) reduced 
passenger loadings for freeway buses, and (3) use of double-decker buses, 
rather than conventional buses, on freeways. 
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Only one factor was varied from base conditions in each estimate; pas- 
senger volumes were held constant. The results were 

Variation--reduce bus-on-freeway peak-hour average speeds 
(including station stops) from 30 to 26 miles per hour for 
short lines and from 34 to 29 miles per hour for long lines-- 
about a 13-percent reduction. Effect on systemwide opera- 
ting costs was a 5-percent increase per passenger; bus fleet 
was increased by 420. 

Variation--reduce bus-on-freeway peak-hour passengers per 
average bus from 36 to 32- -an 11 -percent reduction. Effect 
on systemwide operating costs was a 6-percent increase per 
passenger; bus fleet was increased by 320. 

Variation--use double-decker buses with 63 passengers per 
average bus in peak hour for all freeways and busways. Ef- 
fect on systemwide operating costs was an 18-percent re- 
duction in systemwide costs per passenger, to a value slightly 
lower than that with fixed guideways in R2. 

The amount of vehicle miles per bus and the operating cost per bus mile 
operated on the express systems are different from conventional bus 

systems. The specific alternative tested is not so important as the fact 
that 

Vehicle miles per SCRTD bus today total about 35, 000 an- 
nually. Bus-on-freeway and bus-on-busway services are 
simulated in these tests to be about double that amount of 
mileage assuming that moderately high freeway speed would 
be achieved on a regular, everyday basis. With moderately 
slow freeway speed assumptions, however, a 50-percent in- 
crease can be expected. 

The SCRTD operating cost per bus mile, which is the most 
conventional and simple measure of costs, was in excess of 
$1. 15 in 1973. The bus-on-freeway and bus-on-busway 
services as simulated in these tests would have bus-mile 
costs much lower than value. Rule-of-thumb techniques 
using the single bus-mile value would be misleading; the 
high freeway bus speed assumptions reduce the cost to about 
60ç. The slower speeds on freeways, however, would bring 
down to 75. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF BASIC TRAVELER CRITERIA 

To be consistent with the SCAG Transportation Plan Evaluation Process, 
AMV has developed measures of traveler criteria under the subcategor- 
ies of Service Effectiveness, Congestion Relief Effectiveness, and Safety 
Effectiveness. The first subcategory pertains to users of transit; the 
second, to non-users (1. e., auto users); and the third, to both users and 
non-users. These measures were developed for Ri and R2 concept net- 
works in full detail, using the complete LARTS 1325-zone system for 
analysis. (For a discussion of the relationship of Ri and R2 to SCAC's 
Tl and T2 networks, see the Task 8.1 Technical Working Paper.) For 
ease of interpretation and display, most measures were compressed to 

a system of 25 modified Regional Statistical Areas (RSA's). These dis- 
tricts are shown in the map on the next page. Twenty of them comprise 
the County of Los Angeles. 

Within the time and resource constraints of the study, it was not pos - 

sible to perform the precise exercises prescribed by the SCAG Evalua- 
tion Process. However, AMV feels that w have adequately covered the 

principal analytical intent of that process through utilization of data that 
were more readily available and more easily manipulated--most signifi- 
cantly by computer. 

Service Effectiveness 

The components of this subcategory include 

Demand satisfaction- -projected demand 
Demand satisfaction- -latent demand 
Choice satisfaction 
Service satisfaction 

Although it appears likely that the intent of demand satisfaction--pro- 
jected demand and choice satisfaction is to measure the same effect, 
AMV has separated the two components for the sake of clarity. 
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The theasure of projected demand satisfaction can be simply a compari- 
son of transit-trip productions or attractions across optional concepts. 
Figure 6, presented on the next five pages, is such a comparison for 
LARTS zones (1325-zone system) with the five districts (modified RSA's) 
in and around the regional core, It is within these areas that the varia- 
tion in projected demand satisfaction is most significant. In general, 
the R2 networks (R2A and R2B are nearly identical; only RZB is shown) 

are consistently more effective in satisfying projected demand at the 
nonhome end of trips (attractions), while in some areas the Ri all-bus 
concept is more effective at the home end of trips (productions). 

In measuring choice satisfaction, it became apparent that some indica- 
tion of the relative satisfaction of latent demand could be obtained simul- 
taneously. The key element in measuring these components is the modal 
split--the proportion of tripmakers choosing the transit system, In the 

process of network analysis, a modal split is calculated (from the rela- 
tive attractiveness of specific transit and highway networks) for each pos- 
sible trip. A possible trip is represented by linking two LARTS analysis 
zones. The modal split for a specific comparison of transit and highway 
networks can be expressed as a matrix of percentage values--one for 
each possible trip. These percentages may range from zero for trips 
not served by transit to a practical high of 60 to 70 percent for trips 
extraordinarily well served by transit. 

For each one of the Rl and R2 concept networks, AMy prepared a fre- 
quency distribution of the corresponding modal split matrix versus each 
of three tables: 

Respective transit-trip table 

a Person-trip table representing projected travel demand 

"Ones table" (or unit matrix) representing equal demand 
for every possible trip 



Figure 6 

tkth RIG 

cS PAots prrvRs ep..o.s 

9 341 0 0 0 0 40 588. 
9- 342 0 239 1 0 231 C 259 

9 3A3 0 3384 0 3325 71 3554 
9 3M 530 563? 506 5562 422 5807 
9 345 1O0 5775 973 5737 094 5689 
9 346 2194 6321 2180 6290 1976 5167 

3'7 486 477 524 572 628 
9 349 1579 9345 1554 9295 1564 8625 

3360 I 8874 3288 8806 3762 9109 
9 35Q 23050 722 22613 7184 22235 7031 
9 351 7285 1985 7193 1977 627 1086 
9 32 9830 3372 9637 3348 10250 3357 
9 353 6494 5812 6432 5792 6240 5590 
9 35'. 83o7 53?4 8252 5309 8290 5102 
9 355 j3 l"68 1301 6839 1341 6767 
q 5449 3668 5430 3542 4708 

2215 737 2227 7358 2266 7211 
9 358 127 128 118 99 90 
9 350 59,7 1434 5740 1402 6800- 1498 
9 360 649 444 344 556 429 
9 361 1t 163 515 158 575 - 184 
9 362 238 )77 237 117 259 
o 
-- 

--' 
__u_j 

I 

I. ---,_ 
- _dJJ'J 

rrnr 
- ..-. 

'ccl 
.t -Ji 

O 364 3c53 4807 3525 5471 3561 
9 365 15 4227 9100 4211 8798 4011 
9 366 1392 4040 1358 4018 I 1426 4CQ9 
9 367 1 4)33 499 4063 490 4332 607 
9 368 6012 6340 5931 6319 6556 6279 
9 369 802 621 802 620 831 584 
9 370 1250 4787 1250 4750 1253 4709 
9 371 1530 9647 1480 9605 1452 9488 
9 372 10306 71?c 10176 7110 10369 6962 
9 373 27192 13931 26817 13897 

i 28340 16138 
9 376 9035 2692 8924 2622 9687 2892 
9 375 1114 2647 1092 2613 1137 2581 
9 376 31051 3317 30777 3289 31796 377 
9 377 4o7 377 443 356 445 504 
9 378 1657 6682 1610 6656 1995 7064 
9 379 421 1913 426 1876 497 1986 
9 3C 1586 2936 1541 2920 1834 3046 
9 381 953 3030 940 3006 962 2q55 
9 393 9?C1 6023 9062 5978 9746 6239 
9 3b3 6930 4242 6850 4230 

I 
7449 4297 

9 384 
I 

47 6053 519 4012 coj 4395 
9 3T35 2140 3846 2074 .3822 2424 3912 
9 36 4229 612 !17? 635 4905 746 
9 392 119(2 5569 11779 5546 13253 5858 
9 394 30067 13847 29613 13817 30966 14106 
9 3.1 2710 4774.. 2657 4752 2762 4781 

264362 212288 261094 210902 273701 211379 



Figure 6 (cont) 

?CcTItS Poos PrTTRS 

10 3R 976 6094 970 6073 1010 6091 

10 390 1492 2570 1459 2543 1615 2492 

10 38? 1081 3712 1061 3661 999 3177 

tO 387 582 4141 540 4098 629 4131 

10 388 1405 
I 

3603 1376 374 1447 3506 

'10 395 828 3837 817 3823 890 3835 

10 396 5413 5145 5316 5128 5454 5103 

10 397 10312 10102 465k 10492 4718 

10 38 2013 3201 1991 3160 2498 3962 

10 399 1246 3781 1228 3710 33V) 3L00 

10 400 1578 337') 1543 3329 1761 3483 

10 401 978 5385 953 5367 i 1004 5341 

10 402 927 5207 939 5186 953 5173 

10 403 1276 5217 1250 5197 I 1250 5152 
10 404 3018 4021 1 

2940 - 4002 3053 4022 
10 405 2988 2122 2893 2108 3115 2130 
10 406 144 200 135 189 184 357 
10 407 783 138 781 1358 752 1504 
10 408 921 4950 903 4887 866- 4601 
10 40? 2814 2576 2769 2546' 2538.. 2428 
10 410 1324 1931 1300 1896 1171. 1852 
10 411 0 - 0 

1 

. 0 169 0 

iv 412 'l.a 43 CtC 492 
10 413 1198 511 1183 493 1107 772 
10 414 1097 j(,77 1064 1585 

. 1001 1381 
10 415 1060 2745 1042 2702 1187 2593 
10 416 905 2420 893 2407 921 2374 
10 417 791 266 776 2682 F 816 2680 
10 418 1105 3527 1078 3507 I 1096 3477 
10 419 554 2081 545 2062 593 2055 
10 420 724 2295 685 2270 720 2238 
10 421 979 5239 - 5206 1057 5357 
10 422 2567 2681 2545 2666 2589 2634 
10 23 1346 287? 1316 2855 1453 2q01 
10 424 1362 1670 1335 1639 1316 1537 
10 425 103 . 4281 691 4243 703 4025 
10 426 457 1890 445 1875 466 1836 
10 627 922 3289 884 3249 .46 3157 
10 428 800 15°5 775 1566 813 1497 
10 429 359 165° 37 1655 367 1585 
10 430 256 2199 269 2117 326 2298 
10 431 262 976 261 951 325 1013 

10 60094 124289 58819 123105 61424 122503 



Figure 6 (cont) 

kAP 

PTTR3 P&OOS PflTEU PRoac PRoDS 

14 553 3080 637 2910 626 3595 664 
14 554 1210 1675 1152 1665 1359 1716 
14 S55 3132 1468 3015 1447 3258 1462 
16 5& 632 4514 604 4433 696 4523 
14 7 1094 3987 1055 3937 1156 3809 
14 558 10998 . 572 10757 562 11715 ¶58 
14 59 7073 1055 6994 1050 724 
14 560 10676 505 10495 496 11180 510 
14 561 2935 639 2806 625. 3299 625 
14 562 596 1328 564 1310 885 1317 
14 563 428 2385 393 2375 535 259 
14 566 946 3350 928 3323 1013 3368 
14 565 186 1406 191 1381 286 14C2 
14 566 755 3140 719 3074 7fl4 3033 
14 567 879 1455 816 1420 / 999 140 
14 7605 496 7514 490 7646 477 
14 569 7382 620 7275 614 7531 621 
14 570 1096 3743 1063 3733 1212 3778 
14 571 281 1041 24 1032 357- 1060 
14 572 791 293 772 284 941 . 278 
14 573 2841 1160 2732 1144 H 371. ]202 
14 574 1708 2029 1645 2009 2087 2177 

it,,-, ._,, 110 
. 

14 76 1995 989 1867 962 1733 F71 
14 577 404 2.40 389 2628 470 2705 
14 578 609 1401 583 1384 733 1519 
14 579 1136 3025 11.01 2971 1268 2970 
14 $O 422 2846 409 2776 438 2836 
14 5?1 241 137 218 1322 263 1366 
14 592 463 1651 459 1362 415 1467 
14 583 1539 2600 1461 2568 1243 1958 
14 5R4 2071 1267 1961 1212 1692 1076 
14 585 1271 3637 1241 3622 1350 3654 
14 5R6 789 2121 810 2107 898 2110 
14 597 4326 1767 4196 1758 4114 1743 
14 ¶8 3958 320 3882 311 4006 298 
1 589 5416 1755 5255 1746 4953 1693 
14 5°0 3322 1156 3276 1151 2934 1142 
14 890 .721 167 700 153 
14 59? 3349 

o 
9158 3145 966 2051 813 

14 593 6844 714 6520- 693 4464 716 
14 594 2060 651 1917 618 1348 548 
14 595 472 1975 474 . 1960 472 1940 
14 596 387 2053 382 2042 439 2039 
14 591 1196 2240 1189 2227 1278 2248. 
14 sQc 798 3176 143 3109 54(1 ZC°4 
14 599 3030 2378 2996 2361 3185 2434 
14 600 2305 2620 2268 2607 69 2698 
14 601 4519 3755 4462 3740 4872 3804 

14 121010 9060'? 117580 89418 121601 69786 



Figure 6 (cont) 

R8 Sin 

FTTRS PRtts PRts pcv-VRS 9RbS 

17 700 1789 5515 1 1747 5564 1917 5657 
17 701 10000 5384 9851 5379 10624 5486 
17 702 6363 3682 6326 3673 6589 3758 
17 703 8360 5599 8263 5585 934 5791 
17 7C4 20340 b1PA 20083 6170 20835 6313 
17 705 2612 3011 2572 300't 2723 3035 
17 706 Iflb 2980 1955 2969 2081 2967 
17 707 12181 314 12019 311 12379 307 
17 70 553 720 576 710 605 700 
17 7C° 13374 255 13201 254 13699 256 
17 710 21100 255 20859 254 21863 273 
17 711 4801 45R6 4748 4575 5192 4762 
17 712 3969 2160 3892 2154 4170 2205 
17 713 3361 772 3329 768 3620 784 
17 714 3091 1539 3046 1534 : 3137 1558 
17 715 0 0 0 0 5792 2251 
17 716 44271 1076 43746 1058 45737 109't 
17 717 34074 1306 33683 1284 36264 1318 
17 718 3547 900 34841 871 36034- 886 
17 719 1040 2598 996 2576 1293 2645 
17 720 4696 1866 4593 1858 5043 1894 
17 721 8597 c;'7 8;S0 871 89fl 895 
it t?i 1j,z ioQ 32986 1565 

274740 53016 271192 52782 291423 56238 



Figure 6 (confl 

PAnS perrRs PrrTRs PRobS 

18 723 196 866 194 853 409 2816 
18 724 330 706 

J 

295 625 305 
18 725 191 1536 177 1475 205 1705 

18 726 326 2086 319 2037 357 2466 
18 727 3524 1305 3379 12o 2810 1155 

18 728 1396 2756 1335 2707 1639 3C30 

18 729 0 0 0 0 36 490 

18 730 2093 1602 2035 1575 2153 1426 

18 731 2866 1864 2793 1809 
1 

2989 1838 
18 732 124 770 133 746 166 971 

18 733 326 476 287 455 486 565 
18 734 52 164 63 160 93 182 

18 735 3 4207 2954 4084 2918 3693 2659 
18 736 1767 6218 1699 6100 2011 6433 
18 737 233 857 201 828 306 1046 
.8 738 491 1178 466. 1151 535 1290 
18 739 146 555 145 527 143 502 
.8 740 5Q7 2052 574 2010 904 2834 
.8 741 202 1474 189 1429 254 188 
.8 742 1052 2958 1019 2C79 978 3803 
.8 7-3 1905 4137 1851 4117 1799 '.151 

8 744 607 4144 594 4096 458 2529 
.8 745 hO? 14136 I 427 1459 370 144 
8 746 594 5973 551 5952 609 5915 
8 747 1297 45613 1282 4554 3298 4505 
8 743 689 5495 665 5476 j 646 5300 
6 749 353 2696 332 2675 348 7.24 
8 750 508 4058 508 4046 

j 
537 4037 

8 751 1382 2808 1306 2787 1826 2913 
8 752 218 1762 220 1713 401 2768 
8 753 542 2952 522 2857 629 2824 
8 754 -. 324 1485 277 1432 316 1852 
8 755 222 1644 225 1613 287 1901 
8 156 290 1159 240 1082 306 1806 
8 757 459 1879 

:' 

1852 398 1680 
8 758 475 1765 468 1725 658 1958 
8 759 2521 2613 2437 2591 2773 2709 
8 loU 392 2518 392 2494 437 2532 
8 161 353 2725 345 2704 362 2733 
8 762 329 1586 312 1528 

I 297 1375 
6 763 1383 3733 1350 3716 1555 3780 
8 164 56 1117 536 1142 607 1CR? 
8 765 681 1334 675 1291 I 644 1390 
8 766 1362 994 1789 963 1746 1C28 
8 7o7 74 178 70 175 119 .249 

168 368 1637 348 1466 325 1753 

8 38414 98880 37014 97057 4U2? 303959 



These distributions are plotted on the next three pages. Inspection of 

the distributions reveals few significant differences among the R 1 and 
R2 concept networks. 

Choice satisfaction can be measured by comparison of the transit-trip 
distribution with the person-trip distribution. The disparity between the 
two can be construed as representing the wide variation in transit levels 
of service throughout the region. This is a direct result of configuring 
a regional transit system that endeavors to situate express facilities 
where they serve the greatest number of travelers while trying to min- 
imize total costs. 

The highly indeterminate factor referred to as latent demand can be in- 
dicated to a very limited degree by comparison of the transit-trip dis- 
tribution with the unit matrix distribution. The "ones table" can be 

thought of as representing a situation where demand for travel between 
any set of two points is equally likely. A refinement of this concept 
might be to introduce population into the matrix. However, it is suf- 
ficient to say that disparity between the transit and the unit curves might 
be an inverse indication of the extent to which a particular transit sys- 
tem concept might serve to foster travel not likely to be represented in 
state-of-the-art demand forecasting. 

Service satisfaction is compared directly by measurement of perform- 
ance results--chiefly travel time aspects. These measures were ob- 
tained for each test network by inspecting various travel-time matrices-- 
both individually and conjointly with matrices of transit rider volumes. 
An indication of the relative stance of the R 1 and R2 concepts on the basis 
of travel time is shown by the network maps on the next four pages. 
Contour lines of travel time via the transit system are plotted for travel 
to and from the Los Angeles Central City and to and from the suburban 
commuiity of Lakewood. These plots are known as "isochronal" (equal 
time) maps; 
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Combination of the transit trip table for each test network with transit 
time tables yields another set of system performance results. Sum- 
marized in Figure 7 are statistics on total transit travel time and the 
transfer time component of that total for the Ri network tests and the 
RZA network concept. Figures 8 and 9 indicate the transit travel times 
and transit transfer times for trips originated in and trips attracted to 

each analysis district. 

stion Relief Effectiveness 

Measurement of congestion relief experienced by the highway system 
resulting from a particular transit system is a time-consuming and 
tedious process. Because of the compound effect of time constraints 
and problems using the Caltrans highway assignments, AMV employed 
a specially developed, sketch-plan highway network prepared for use 
in the Task 8.2 sensitivity analyses (see Task 82 Technical Working 
Paper). Highway trip tables were compressed to the 196 zones of the 

sketch-plan model. Trips were then assigned to the highway network 
using an average occupancy factor of 1. 26 persons per auto. 

Results of this sketch-plan analysis were plotted over the entire network 
for the Ri tests and on freeways for the R2 tests. Differences in impact 
among the test networks were found to be small, primarily because of 

variations in highway capacity due to differing assumptions concerning 
the method of managing the freeway facilities. 

Freeway capacities were computed according to the following assumptions: 

. R1A--major priority for buses: exclusive bus lane with 55 
mph maximum speed; other auto lanes with maximum 
capacity 

RiB--moderate priority for buses: metering of all traffic 
with 40 mph maximum speed 

e RZ--fixed guideway with bus: metering of all traffic with 40 
mph maximum speed on freeways with priority bus operation 
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FIGURE 7. TRANSIT TRAVEL TIME RESULTS 

Transit System Test Network 
RJA RiB R2A 

Total Transit Travel Time 32, 807, 447 32, 259, 403 30, 165, 640 
(minutes) 

Average Travel Time 28.5 29. 6 27.4 
(minutes) 

Transfer Time (minutes) 3, 515, 367 3, 393, 109 4, 216, 529 

Average Transfer Time 3. 1 3, 0 3. 8 
(minutes) 

Transfer Time As 10. 7% 10. 2% 14. 0% 
Percentage of 
Total Travel Time 
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Capacity figures were adapted from the instructions included in the SCAG 

Transportation Plan Evaluation Process report. Major arterial streets 
were selected for inclusion in the analysis. Basic capacity for an arterial 
was assumed to be 45, 000 vehicles per day; capacity for an individual ar- 
terial may have been adjusted because of special circumstances. 

Because of the nature of the sketch-plan highway network, AMV felt that 
the best manner in which to analyze congestion relief effectiveness was 
to directly inspect a series of screenlines. A screenline represents an 
imaginary cross-section, cut across a system of arterials and freeways. 

Sixteen screenlines were identified and inspected. Seven screenlines 
(representing combinations of the sixteen) were selected for discussion 
purposes and are shown in Figure 10, Comparison of highway travel 
demand with capacity for each of these screenlines is given in Figure 
11. It is clear that greater congestion relief is obtained with the fixed- 
guideway concept of the R2 tests than with either of the all-bus-priority 
concepts. Even with fixed guideway, some of the screenlines retain a 

capacity deficiency. The difference in impact between fixed guideway 
and the R1B moderate-priority concept is not great because there is ex- 
tensive moderate-priority bus service included in the R2 concept. The 

R 1A major-priority concept of reserving an exclusive bus lane effects the 
least congestion relief. The impact of R1A is probably not as great as 
shown here, since in reality the auto traffic lanes might experience some 
further capacity reduction due to buses weaving to enter and leave the 
exclusive bus lane. 

While the scope and time constraints of the study precluded the exercise, 
the next step beyond the comparison of highway travel demand and ca- 
pacity attributable to each transit concept would be to revise the high- 
way network parameters to reflect the degree of congestion relief, Fol- 
lowing that, new transit patronage forecasts would be developed and the 

process would be repeated until a balanced state is reached. 
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FIGURE 11. COMPARISON OF HIGHWAY TRAVEL DEMAND AND CAPACITY FOR 
SEVEN SCREENLINES 

Screenlines 

A 

B 

C 

D 

F 

F 

C 

Travel 
Demand 

389, 530 

527, 638 

890, 146 

637, 804 

1,783,721 

390, 567 

694, 720 

RiB 
Moderate Priority 

Capacity Ratio 

400, 000 0. 974 

530, 000 0.996 

830, 000 1. 072 

540, 000 1. 181 

1,620,000 1. 101 

430, 000 0. 908 

730, 000 0.952 

Note: (1) Ratio demand/capacity 

R1A 
Major Priority 

Capacity Ratio 

380, 000 1. 025 

500, 000 1. 055 

810,000 1.099 

520, 000 1. 227 

1,570, 000 1. 135 

420, 000 0. 930 

725, 000 0.958 

R2A 
Fixed- Guideway 

Capacfty Ratio (1) 

450, 000 0. 866 

580, 000 0.910 

830, 000 1.072 

540, 000 1. 181 

1,650, 000 1.081 

430, 000 0.908 

780, 000 0.891 



Safety Effectiveness 

While not attempting to quantify reduction of accidents in terms of dol- 
lars or even lives saved, AMV did measure the relative performance 
of the test networks in reducing vehicle-miles and vehicle-hours traveled 
by automobile. Application of accident rates (and values) by type to the 
resultant vehicle-mile (or vehicle-hour) statistics could give a projected 
safety benefit, 

Residual highway statistics were developed by combining the highway 
trip table resulting once transit system trips were accounted for with 
the following two matrices: 

. Highway distance matrix (for H3N) to get vehicle-miles 
traveled 

Highway travel-time matrix (for H3N) to get vehicle-hours 
traveled 

These residual statistics are given in Figure 12 for the Ri and R2 con- 
cepts. The statistics compare very closely across test networks, vary- 
ing by no more than one percent. 

INTERIM EVALUATION OF TRANSIT SYSTEM CONCEPTS 

Of the many proposals for Los Angeles transit, the two major technical 
approaches to the problem might be classified (for ease of exposition) as 

Fixed Guideway--high-speed vehicles on fixed guideway 

All-Bus--buses operating on highway lanes reserved for 
their use; exclusivity of use ranging from none to complete 

To reach final recommendations, widely divergent schemes using these 
systems and combinations thereof have been investigated. 



FIGURE 12. HIGHWAY STATISTICS AFTER ACCOUNTING FOR 
TRANSIT TRIPS(i) 

Remaining Highway Trips: 

Persons 
Vehicles 

Vehicle -Miles 

Vehicle -Hours 

Transit System Test Network 
RAA RIB RZA 

22, 187, 720 22, 215, 584 22, 136, 439 

17, 609, 300 17, 631, 400 17, 568, 600 

135, 217, 900 135, 637, 900 134, 480, 900 

47, 665, 100 47, 808, 800 47, 420, 700 

Note: (1) Statistics for Los Angeles County only. 



Large-Scale Fixed-Guideway Systems 

Heavy use of fixed-guideway systems could provide a reasonable response 
to the problem. Despite the fact that costs are high and the system takes 
time to build, most of the large cities in the world have reached this con- 
clusion. The system is high speed and reliable and can be located in the 
most dense areas, especially with intensive use of subway operation, and 
it is compatible with environmental and energy issues. 

Los Angeles is not, however, a typical city- -with its large area, low 
density, extensive system of freeways- -and, although a system of fixed 
guideway could generate reasonable volumes, an all-bus operation is 
warranted in conjunction with any fixed-guideway elements. 

Bus Priority Approaches 

The biggest single cost of a fixed-guideway system is typically the con- 
struction of the fixed guideway itself. Could all or some of it be replaced 
by an all-bus system making extensive use of freeways and streets? An 
all-bus system utilizes existing freeways and the street system in conjunc- 
tion with operational restrictions on existing traffic; reserve lanes, ramps, 
and sometimes whole street sections are designated for the exclusive use 
of buses. These bus facilities allow buses to operate at high speed, sepa- 
rated from interaction with other traffic. Reserved lanes generally carry 
fewer vehicles than before and fewer than adjacent lanes. However, be- 
cause of the high occupancy of buses as compared with other vehicles on 

the road, the passenger-carrying capacity of the lane is much increased. 
There are, however, a number of other factors to be carefully considered: 
rider attractiveness in terms of time and cost; image held by potential 
riders and the public at large; service reliability and dependability; proven 
operating record; and total annual cost (operating plus capital). In general, 
something of value will be relinquished in order to conserve scarce capital 
and substitute a low-cost solution. 



For two decades, U. S. planners have sought ways to make use of the 
emerging urban freeway programs for express bus purposes, and in 
theory it should be a good idea. However, no city has developed more 
than a single bus-on-freeway project (i.e. , a network of bus-on-freeway 
routes has never materialized) creating a vacuum of technical operating 
information on which to base decisions. The absence of such a large sys- 
tem has also created a sense of uncertainty among public officials on the 
wisdom of choosing bus-on-freeway transit at its lower initial cost over 
a proven rapid transit technology. 

There are major technical questions for large bus-on-freeway systems 
in most large cities. Among them are (1) how to provide transfer of rid- 
ers between buses while on the freeway and at freeway interchanges--be- 
cause it is not feasible to give everyone a direct point-to-point bus ride 
and (2) how to handle the large number of buses downtown as well as in 
other major activity centers. These and other questions are discussed 
below. As there is little experience on which to draw, there are no real 
answers to all the questions surrounding large all-bus schemes. We must 
carefully weigh the probability of successful experimentation and then com- 
mit to forthright demonstration of the most attractive concepts. The risks 
are low, the payoff is potentially high. 

Los Angeles is perhaps uniquely able to use an all-bus concept because 
of its large network of freeways. The use of exclusive lanes on the free- 
ways of the Los Angeles basin, for example, at once provides an exclu- 
sive transit facility. Reservation of lanes for bus priority use can be 
accomplished on arterial streets also; in fact, reserve lanes on arterials 
are in operation currently in many cities throughout the world. A study 
of this subject last year indicated that there were a number of opportun- 
ities for such improvements in the Los Angeles area) Experience with 
arterial exclusive bus lanes has shown their capability to provide faster 
bus service, often with only few disbenefits to other traffic. The recent 

'Alan M. Voorhees & Associates, A Special Program of Low-Capital-Cos 
Transit Improvements for Los Angeles, prepared for SCRTD, July 1973. 



Los Angeles study indicated that average bus speeds could be increased 
from 12 to 15 mph through a combination of exclusive bus lanes and traf- 
fic signal improvements. By coupling these changes with express bus 
service, it is possible to increase the average speeds to as much as 20 

or 25 mph in some cases. 

Freeway bus lanes could potentially provide speeds of 45 to 55 mph, or 
in the same range as the line-haul portion of fixed-guideway systems. 
Trips of 10 miles or more would be accommodated within a 25- to 30- 
minute period. The need for service for trips in the 5- to 15-mile trip 
length (which in 1990 are expected to make up at least 20 percent of all 
trips and at least 60 percent of all person-miles of travel) is one justifi- 
cation for the major fast link segments of fixed guideways and/or free- 
way portions of an all-bus system. Arterial bus lanes are a necessary 
component of any all-bus system, but they do not replace or eliminate 
the need for the high-speed freeway links required to handle the longer 
trips. 

Local officials should move aggressively toward development of several 
arterial bus priority projects to determine their feasibility in actual op- 
eration and especially to determine the actual savings achievable in travel 
time. For example, the operation of local and express buses in the same 
lane, while feasible, will probably result in some diminishing of the ex- 
press bus potential speed. The recent proposal by the City of Los Angeles1 
for bus lanes in the Wilshire corridor called for several route jags to 
provide movement from a crowded street segment to a less-congested 
parallel segment. These and other necessary features of arterial bus 
lanes may reduce average express speeds to 20 mph or 3 minutes per 
mile. 

1Department of Traffic, City of Los Angeles, Priority Bus/Multi-Occupant 
Vehicle Priority Lanes on Arterial Streets, July 7, 1973. 



In the RiB scheme, the same saturation bus approach was applied except 
that lower freeway bus speeds and off-freeway passenger stops were as- 
sumed, producing lower performance and lower patronage. Such freeway 
bus speeds in practice might be 20 to 40 percent lower than in the R1A 

concept. 

The RiB scheme would utilize bus priority lanes on local streets and 
special exclusive ramps for access to freeways which were assumed to 
be metered to reduce delays and congestion. The lower-performance 
all-bus scheme analyzed would rely on a major freeway control system, 
with ramp-metering throughout the region. Such a scheme is a part of the 
development plans of Caltrans. The method involves limiting the number 
of vehicles entering the freeway through control signals so that the free- 
way never gets overloaded and relativelyhigh speeds can be maintained. 
Lines of motorists awaiting their turn to enter the freeway would consti- 
tute a barrier for expeditious entry of transit vehicles. To overcome 
this, it is proposed that special exclusive bus entrance ramps be con- 
structed. The buses gain a travel time advantage by bypassing the ye- 
hides waiting at the entry ramps and by travelling on the controlled free- 
way at auto speeds. Buses on the freeway would be freely mixed with 
other traffic and travel at similar speeds. Where possible, park-and- 
ride parking lots would be provided at entrance ramps to encourage motor- 
ists to shift to buses. 

Success with the Caltrans control scheme is essential to R1B bus -on- 
freeway schemes; it will be an experimental program without region- 
wide experience. It is assumed that this program would be moderately 
successful in providing congestion relief but would provide neither 100 

percent free-flow conditions nor eliminate all congestion-producing inci- 
dents. Some delays would occur from time to time, and bus schedules 
would need to be based on occasional delay conditions rather than on 

average conditions. 

In the R1B scheme, the buses would operate in two modes while on the 
freeway: (1) some would operate express to downtown and to a limited 



number of other major centers and (2) others would operate in a limited- 
stop mode, collecting and discharging passengers adjacent to the freeway 
in a skip-stop concept, with buses leaving the freeway by ramp to the 
local street. Simple bus shelters would be the only facility at most such 
stops. The bus would then re-enter the freeway via a ramp-meter bypass. 

In both R1A and RlB schemes, most buses would collect passengers on 

local streets by cruising through local neighborhoods; they would then 
enter the freeway, stopping only at major transfer points, and leave the 
freeway for distribution on local streets. A dense network of regular 
fixed route buses operating on local streets would also provide for short 
trips and local circulation needs. 

One of the potential advantages of all-bus schemes is the ability of a bus 
to perform both the collection/distribution and the line-haul function, 
eliminating the need for a passenger transfer. However, this advantage 
is more theoretical than real because a no-transfer ride requires a single 
vehicle to make the trip between the passengerts origin and his destina- 
tion. Our studies have shown that over 1.7 million separate and distinct 
bus routes would be required to provide for nonstop service between all 
the potential service areas in Los Angeles. Moreover, the number of 

passengers moving between these points is such that a 50-passenger bus 
could be filled on the average only twice per day or less. Since 10- to 
15-minute headways would be required to provide an acceptable passen- 
ger waiting time, it is clear that very few interpoint combinations would 
justify nontransfer service. Even the richest transit trip generation in 
Los Angeles, the central business district (CBD), would justify nonstop, 
nontransfer service from most areas only if headways of 1 hour or more 
were scheduled. Generally, the passenger would be better served by pro- 
viding more frequent service with an intermediate transfer than with di- 
rect but infrequent service. Thus, while on cannot specify precisely the 
most effective method to operate an all-bus system, it is likely that major 
transfer points will be required at intersections of major links and pas- 
sengers will be required to transfer at least once for most trips. 



Alternative Systems 

Two other test system networks were conceptualized, employing a mix 
of all-bus and fixed-guideway schemes. These networks--R2A and RZB-- 
provide high-speed rail service to major corridors of the region and are 
responsive to the views expressed in citizen responses over the past 
several months. This concept assumed that an extensive network of 

local feeder buses would serve the stations. All-bus schemes are also 
assumed in those corridors where rail service does not exist. 

Figure 11 has earlier shown the capacity estimated for each of the sev- 
eral concepts. It may be observed that all of the concepts serve patron- 
age substantially above present levels. This can be explained in part by 
the fact that the area will be growing during the period between now and 
1990; in addition, the added bus service included in all the systems tested 
results in additional riders. Restrictions on auto use, high parking taxes, 
altered land use, and so on will affect the alternatives proportionally; 
studies of these conducted in Task 8.2 will not select the preferred sys- 
tem but rather suggest the capacity of the recommended system. 

R1B gains substantially less ridership than R1A, even though both repre- 
sent all-bus schemes. The difference between the concepts lies in the 
differences in the assumptions about the speed performance to be expected 
on the freeway bus portions of the system. It was assumed, for example, 
that, the RiB freeway bus links were metered freeway links with special 
bus entrance ramps. Average schedule speed of the freeway portion of 
the system was about 28 mph, whereas the equivalent rate for R1A was 
about 35 mph. 

R1A is more attractive to nondowntown (i. e. , crosstown) transit travel 
than the RZ networks. However, all concepts are equally attractive to 
the central city. Regional benefits in terms of travel time savings, re- 
duced highway loads, and secondary benefits stemming from these meas- 
ures thus should be similar for each concept. This has been documented 
in an earlier section of this volume. 



Unanswerable Problems With All-Bus Schemes 

Analysis of all-bus systems reveals a number of major problems which 
tend to subdae the otherwise strong attributes of the all-bus approach. 
The most serious concern about such systems is whether they will work, 
under what conditions they will work, and how well they will work. All- 
bus schemes have been recommended as the best low-cost method of es- 
tablishing high-speed transit in a city at low expense for almost two dec- 
ades. Thus advantages have been apparent ever since large freeway sys- 
tems have been contemplated for large urban areas. In spite of its obvious 
advantages, however, no city has ever implemented such a system. 

Accidents and other capacity-impairing incidents frequently occur on 

freeways. Delays will occur under bus-priority operation, but studies 
have shown that delays for buses under these conditions are fewer than 
if there were no priority lane on the freeway. Freeway operation in a 

priority lane with carpools is more likely to cause delays due to increased 
likelihood of accidents or breakdowns of cars. Priority operation is 
generally in the left-hand lane, which means for most Los Angeles free- 
ways there is no breakdown lane. There are also no breakdown lanes 
on CBD streets or on ramps onto freeways. Delays caused to buses on 

freeways will increase if the ramps onto the freeway do not allow bus 

priority or if there is congestion in the streets near the ramps. 

To make priority bus ramps1 successful, there must be 

Adequate space for waiting vehicles 

Adequate alternate routes for traffic diverted from the 
entrance ramp 

If no alternate routes exist, traffic is forced to either back up on the 
ramps, causing possible intersection congestion, or seek entrance ramps 

SEveran, Paul F. , Urban Freeway Surveillance and Control, November 
1972. 
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further upstream. Extra capacity is generally available where the free- 
way has continuous frontage roads or on parallel arterial streets. Ca- 
pacity at terminals and transfer stations downstream must be sufficient 
to prevent backups and consequent loss of travel time savings by use of 

priority ramps. When buses enter the freeway, they must weave to the 
median lane, which increases the congestion in lanes downstream from 
the entrance ramp and further increases travel time for local traffic en- 
tering the ramp. 

Energy Consumption-- The all-bus system also is a greater user of oil 
and petroleum products than the fixed-guideway system. With current 
and future shortages of oil, any system that uses less oil per passenger- 
mile is advantageous. Tables of vehicle fuel consumption within the 
United States show the following consumptions for various vehicles: 

Vehicular Fuel Consumption 

Vehicle Miles Vehicle Person Miles 
Per Gallon Occupancy _Per Gallon 

Car National Average 12 1.4 16.8 
Congestion 7 1.4 9.8 
UrbanAverage 9.8 1.4 13.7 

Bus National Average 4. 1 15 - All Day 62 
Average 

Cityin Peak 4 40 - Peak 160 

Intercity 6 40 - Peak 240 
Average 

Rail 2 60 - All Day 120 
200 - Peak 400 

l/136;000 BTU = 1 gallon, where 1/3 = efficiency of conversion of 
gas to electricity 

Considering all-day averages, fixed guideway, is the most economical 
user of energy, with twice the person-mileage per gallon of all-bus and 
seven times that ofcars. Note, however, that these figures rely heavily 
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on vehicle occupancy and efficient loading of vehicles. For example, in 

the peak hour, the efficiency of fuel consumption is much increased for 
both schemes. Figure 13 shows the fuel consumption as a function of 

mode split for all-bus operation. 

Air Pollution- -Improved transit will result in a reduction of automobile 
travel in the Los Angeles region and consequently a reduction in air poi- 
lution caused by automobiles (one of the major contributors). This reduc- 
tion will be of greatest benefit in the CBD and other high-density locations. 
Fixed guideway does require electric power, and an amount of pollution 
will occur in the vicinity of the generating plants. All-bus operation will 
emit air pollutants on the freeways and city streets. The following table 
shows the major sources of air pollutants and their effects.1 

MAJOR COMPONENTS OF AIR POLLUTION AND ASSOCIATED EFFECTS IN THE 
THI-STATE REGION 

Pollutant Primary 
Emitters 

Effects 

- 

In Present Regional In Laboratory Concentrations 

Carbon monoxide Motor vehicles Kills animals None verified 
Sulfur oxides Power plants Produces respiratory Can shorten tue of aged, 

space heaters, disease chronicatly ill, and 
industrial very young 
sources 

Particulates Power plants and Produces Infection irritating to membranes, 
incinerators increases eteaning 

cost 
Sulfur oxides and Power plants and Produces respiratory Can Increase death rate 

particulates incinerators disease and infec- of very old, very 
combined don young, and chronically 

ill 
Nitrogen oxides Motor vehicles Produce5 cancer Minor eye smarting, due 

and hydro- and power to good air drainage 
carbons plants 

The table on the following page shows vehicle emissions in grams per 
vehicle-mile in California. 

YBellomo and Edgerley, Highway Research Record 356, 1971. 
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Vehicle Emissions in Grams Per Vehicle-Mile in California 

CO HC 
NO 

Light-Duty Vehicles1 
1973-1974 19.0 2.70 2.30 
1975 1.8 0.23 2.30 
After 1975 1.8 0.23 0.31 

Diesel Engines2 
Built before 1970 49.2 9.84 51.50 
Built after 1970 32. 5 3. 80 76.40 

Assuming a bus occupancy of 40 and a car occupancy of 1.4, the following 
table reflects pollutants produced per passenger-mile. 

Pollutants Per Passenger-Mile in California 

CO HC NO 

Light-Duty Vehicles 
1973-1974 13.6 1.93 1.70 
1975 1.3 0.17 1.70 
After 1975 1.3 0.17 0.22 

Diesel Buses 
Built before 1970 1.25 0.25 1.29 
Built after 1970 0.81 0.01 1.91 

If buses are given priority on freeways, the mode choice will shift in 
favor of buses. Under 1973-1974 emission conditions, this will result 
in a considerable reduction in total pollutants emitted per passenger on 

the freeways. Figure 14 shows the effect of mode split on the amount 
of air pollutants per passenger-mile. 

U.S. Compilation (California), Air Pollutant Emission Factors, Second 
Edition, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, 1973. 

2Argonne National Laboratory, Transportation Air Pollutant Handbook, 
T. D. Wolsko, et al., Chicago, 1972. 
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By 1975 vehicle emission standards would result in a reduction of car 
emissions to slightly more than those for buses. After 1975 it is as- 
sumed emissions of nitrogen oxides will be considerably less per 
passenger-mile, while CO emissions will be slightly greater and HC 

emissions considerably greater. If it is assumed that these standards 
are attained and bus emissions are not controlled, or a pollution-free 
bus is not developed, then the effect of changing mode split is minimal0 
In addition, with promotion of higher car occupancy, the effect is further 
reduced. If a pollution-free bus is produced or bus emissions are re- 
duced, then the bus system will result in a lessening of air pollutants. 
This will be important in the CBD and in stations. 

Diesel buses are a well known source of unpleasant exhaust odor, par- 
ticularly in congested traffic as in the CBD or in stations. The odor is 
easily identifiable by the public, and will be one of the issues most readily 
raised against high-volume bus operation. In contrast, there is no odor 
associated with rail operation. 

Noise Pollution--The noise level of fixed guideway can be reduced to a 

minimum by modern design and construction techniques. Since the fixed 
guideway separates vehicles from other traffic, the noise impact would 
be small. For buses operating on freeways with other traffic and in down- 
town streets with other traffic and pedestrians, the noise level would be 
greater. Through careful design, however, engine and tire noises could 
be reduced to a minimum. 

All-bus systems can only be implemented by initially reducing the capa- 
city of existing highway facilities. Reserved lanes can only be truly effec- 
tive where traffic congestion already exists such that transit traffic is im- 
peded. To reduce road capacity by significant amounts at the very times 
and locations where traffic is at itâ worst is likely to be very unpopular 
with motorists. It is true that over the longer term, as motorists 
switch to the bus to take advantage of its now more favorable speeds, the 
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greater passenger-carrying efficiencies of the bus will begin to be rea- 
lized. If enough people shift to bus transportation, all traffic- -both bus 

and car--will be improved over its original condition. Thus far, local 
officials throughout the country have judged that the risk of failure of an 

all-bus system was too great. Except in a few special circumstances, no 

significant all-bus schemes have been implemented on freeways where 
existing traffic would be likely to suffer. 

Another problem that needs attention is reliability. When rail systems 
suffer a breakdown in rolling stock, it usually is in one motor on one car 
in a train several cars long. Thus, the broken train component is pushed 
by the others and the system continues to function. When new busways 
are designed, they normally have special lanes wherever possible to al- 
low disabled vehicles to pull out of the main traffic pattern to avoid slow- 
ing the main system. On existing Los Angeles freeways, this breakdown 
lane may not be possible. 
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CONCLUSIONS ON A SYSTEM BASIS 

One sees that beyond the question of public acceptability is the lack of 

operating experience with all-bus schemes on freeways. This defi- 
ciency causes a void in information on the best way to operate road 
systems using the all-bus approach. There are potentially major 
safety problems associated with buses moving at high speed along a 

lane which is not physically separated from lines of blocked cars. 
There are inherent problems in bus movement from freeway entrance 
ramps across several lanes of congested traffic to gain access to re- 
served transit median lanes. There are problems associated with 
locating special bus exit and entrance ramps for transfer stations in 
the midst of the most complicated freeway interchanges. There is also 
the problem of how to handle the large number of buses in downtown and 
other major activity centers. These are only a few of the problems 
which must be faced and resolved. Further, their resolution will re- 
quire a number of experiments under actual operating conditions and, 
in some instances, at considerable financial risk (e. g., finding the 
best way to fit transfer stations within existing interchanges). This 
experimental nature further complicates the problem of public accept- 
ance. It is difficult enough for local officials to force motorists into 
poor operating conditions when they are certain that the end result will 
improve conditions for all travelers and that they will not be exposed 
to embarrassment by an operating failure. It is almost impossible to 

arrive at such decisions when it is known at the outset that the end 

result is uncertain. 

The history of all-bus systems is such that it borders on irresponsibility 
to recommend the deferral of a much-needed system that is certain of 

working in favor of a system that might or might not work. The problem 
is further complicated because of SCRTDs ability to make the decision 
to defer the construction of the fixed-guideway system, whereas they 
cannot unilaterally make the decision to test any all-bus scheme. One 

can easily imagine one agency deferring action on its plans, awaiting 
the outcome of experiments which another arm of local government can- 
not bring itself to accomplish. ( 



Nevertheless, the benefits of the all-bus approach are of such magnitude 
that it should be tried before being abandoned. The conclusion of the 

interim evaluation of alternative concepts at the system level must be 

to refine the definition of the all-bus schemes and carry them into the 

final evaluation. 

Alternative A: All-Bus Concent--Moderate Priority Measures 

This alternative fully exploits the saturation bus concept, including 
extensive community-level circulation services, bus -on-freeway, and 
expanded arterial service. However, it assumes a limited degree of 

bus-priority measures and moderate success in terms of bus travel 
time performance. The concept would have the lowest capital cost of 

the four candidate concepts. 

The limited improvement in bus performance specified here results 
from an assumption that a regionwide freeway metering program would 

be moderately successful in highway congestion relief but would provide 
neither free-flow conditions nor an absence of incidents, which would 
create congestion on some days.. A bus schedule speed of about 25 mph 
on the freeway is assumed. Bus-on-freeway services would be given 
ramp-meter bypasses for priority entry at many locations, which would 
require construction in many cases. The buses would become mixed 
with other freeway traffic upon entry. New arterial services would 

operate as previously described in a modified grid pattern, approxi- 
mately as coded in new computer tests Ri and R2. 

The buses would operate in two modes: (1) while on the freeway, some 
would operate express to downtown and to a limited number of other 
major centers and (2) others would operate in a limited-stop mode, 
collecting/discharging passengers along the freeway in a skip-stop 
pattern, with buses leaving the freeway by a ramp to the local street. 
Simple bus shelters would be the only facility at most such stops. Major 
park-ride facilities would be provided. The bus would then re-enter 
the freeway via a ramp-meter bypass. 



Near downtown, the buses would leave the freeways via bus-only ramps-- 
some newly constructed, others existing and assigned to buses only. In 

the downtown area, some buses would use local streets only on a priority 
basis; however, many would rely primarily on off-street terminals for 
distribution. Ojerational feasibility of various ways to handle downtown 

distribution of bus system passengers is being investigated. New down- 
town bus distributor routes would be added, and a people-mover guide- 
way distributor would be beneficial. 

Alternative B: Saturation Bus Concept--Major Priority Measures 

Like Alternative A, this alternative fully exploits local circulation 
services and the bus-on-freeway and bus-on-arterial saturation con- 
cept. However, it assumes a greater degree of success in improving 
bus travel time performance through greater priority for buses on the 

freeway. This would entail higher capital cost than Alternative A and 
would remove lanes from normal traffic use. 

Implementation of such major priority measures would depend upon 

institutional, legislative, and local public policy changes concerning 
the manner in which the regions streets and freeways are operated. 
Specifically, an exclusive lane for buses would be created by using an 
existing lane of the freeway or arterial street. Stations, including a 

bus bypass lane, would be built at widely spaced intervals (probably 
each 2 to 3 miles) to directly serve the freeway exclusive bus lane. 
Development of these transfer facilities would require complete recon- 
struction offreeway overcrossings at a number of locations. Of course, 
on freeways not yet built bus lanes and transfer facilities could be de- 
signed for bus use (perhaps like the El Monte Busway or even more 
completely separated from other traffic). 

As in Alternative A, a significant number of buses would operate in 

express mode, not stopping at all stations, although they would use the 

bus lane. Some buses would operate in the mixed freeway traffic, 
occasionally leaving the freeway, making a local street stop, and then 
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returning to the freeway. Others would use only the exclusive lane 
stations. The exclusive lane users would weave across the freeway 
lanes when entering and leaving the freeway. As in Alternative A, it 
is assumed that an extensive and moderately successful freeway meter- 
ing program is operational and peak-period congestion is reduced, mak- 
ing the use of freeway lanes a reasonable assumption. A bus schedule 
speed of about 35 mph on the freeway is assumed. Major park-ride 
facilities would also be provided at appropriate locations. 

As with Alternative A, passenger distribution in the downtown area re- 
quires special analysis. Downtown ramps, terminals, distributor 
buses, and people-movers would need to be provided, but the terminals 
would be more extensive and costly, reflecting the greater passenger 
demand. 
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Subarea Evaluation 

The previous sections of this report have described the service charac- 
teristics of the all-bus and fixed- guideway systems in terms of their 
aggregate impact on regional travel patterns. While such comparisons 
are useful in evaluating the overall effectiveness of a transit system, they 
do not provide an assessment of the levels of service provided to the various 
individual communities and activity centers of the region. The purpose of 

this section of the report is to examine the subarea service characteristics 
associated with all-bus to determine if, where, and how this system should 
be augmented to provide the desired levels of transit service to these prin- 
cipal subareas. 

Service Area Limitations of an All-Bus System 

In spite of Los Angeles' extensive freeway network, which forms the back- 
bone of an all-bus system, there remain a number of intensely-developed 
areas which are not well served by a bus-on-freeway system. Figure 5 

includes the extent and location of some of these poorly serviced or in- 
accessible sections of Los Angeles. 

While the Wilshire Corridor is probably the most significant of these areas, 
other important areas include South Central Los Angeles, the South West 
Corridor, the San Fernando Valley Corridor and the Glendale-Pasadena 
Corridor. The characteristics of these areas relative to the need for 
improved transit service have been inventoried and documented since 
the outset of Phase I. 

Recall Figurel6 from the Phase U summary report which indicates that 
many of these areas exhibit high transit dependency rates. Improvement 
of regional mobility and accessibilities for these areas is a goal of this 
planning process. 
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Some of these areas are also major concentrations of land activity. 
Figure 17 from the Phase II summary report reminds us of the areas 
with high isity of population and employment. The regional core con- 
tains several of the greatest activity concentrations. The planning policy 
of the City of Los Angeles is to increase accessibility to and among these 
centers. 

There are two ways that the all-bus system could be augmented to improve 
transit service in these corridors. The first consists of bus-on-arterial 
improvements. The second consists of providing limited segments of 
fixed- guideway transit. 

A previous study made an extensive examination of the extent to which 
transit service or arterials could be improved through various bus priority 
and operational measures. This analysis indicated that significant service 
improvements could be achieved when compared to existing bus speeds. 
Tablel 8 indicates the speeds which could be achieved by various types of 
transit service through the use of bus priority lanes and signalization. As 

is shown in this table, limited stop service with priority lanes and signali- 
zation could achieve an overall speed of 20 miles per hour which is approxi- 
mately equal to auto travel speeds. 

While the concept of improved bus service on arterials appears to offer 
an opportunity service the previously described unserved corridors, it 
is unlikely that the full transit potential of these areas would be exploited 
by such a service. It would seem that such a program would best be used 
as near-term interim solution. The map on Figurel 9 indicates those street 
sections where such treatment appears applicable and feasible. 

Central Area Bus Capacity Limitation 

A second shortcoming of the all-bus system is the limited street capacity 
of the central area to accommodate a major increase in buses. Total 
person-trips to the CBD are expected to grow from 815, 600 to 1,274,000 
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TABLE 18 TRAVEL TIME REDUCTION POTENTIAL 

BUS PRIORITY REVERSIBLE 
NON-PRIORITY BUS PRIORITY LANE PLUS 

OPERATION REVERSIBLE LANE BUS PRIORITY SIGNALIZATION 

LOCAL 12 MPH 14 MPH 15 MPH SERVICE 

LIMITED STOP 16 MPH 19 MPH 20 MPH SERVICE 
-J 

EXPRESS 20 MPH 25 MPH 27 MPH SERVICE 
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or by 56 percent, from now until 1990. Construction of the MRT system 
provides additional transport capacity into this tight area by the high- 
capacity subway tunnels which would penetrate from several directions. 
The BPS schemes, however, must use the existing streets for distribution 
and collection of transit passengers within the CBD. The ability of the 
street system to accommodate this additional load is of considerable doubt. 
In 1967, the excess vehicle capacity of CBD streets was estimated to be 

15 percent for level of service D and 25 percent for level of service E, 
while an increase in person trips of 56 percent at current modal split 
values results in an increase in vehicle trips of 50 percent. 

Presently, some 600 buses leave the CBD during a typical weekday evening 
peak hour. Of these, about 250 move southbound on Hill, Broadway and 
Main. By 1990, these same streets, plus a few other parallel streets, 
will have to accommodate twice as many buses if the BPS scheme is im- 
plemented. Some additional capacity for buses could perhaps be obtained 
by rerouting them on Figueroa, Grand, and Olive and using bus priority 
on some streets. Bus priority and two lanes of traffic are possible only 
on First and Olive. First is a good candidate for median operation. 
Median operation is preferable to curb operation if the road width is suf- 
ficient, as it separates BPS from other traffic and creates a transit identify 
as well as a minimum of conflict. 

There is insufficient road width on Broadway, Hill, Grand, and Seventh 
for an express lane and two lanes of traffic. Broadway, for example, has 
high transit volumes and pedestrian volumes. Running an express bus in 

the median lane cuts the through lanes for local traffic to one in the area 
of loading platforms and worsens overcrowded sidewalks. Curb operation 
would be impossible with the present corwding on sidewalks. 

It would be possible to accommodate an express bus median lane and local 
buses in the curb lane and eliminate private vehicles from this street in 
the section with the express bus lane. Similar analysis could apply to 
Seventh Street, Grand, and Hill. This operation would improve local 
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transit service too. If Hill and Olive are made a one-way pair, then these 
roads would be well suited to contraflow since they are each six lanes. 

Fifth and Sixth are four to five lanes but could be used with contraflow lanes 
and Spring and Main, with five lanes each, would operate with contraflow 
lanes. 

In the CBD, most curb areas are loading zones, taxi zones, off-peak 
parking or no parking or bus zones. Bus priority lanes, therefore, could 
be impacting the loading zones and taxi zones during peak hours. 

First Street has unrestricted parking, which would no longer be available 
if a median priority lane were used. However, there is adequate parking 
in the area, and plans exist for new structures (Preliminary General 
Development Plan). 

If routes are as direct as possible, in the peak hour on routes suitable 
for bus operation in the CBD, 1,350 buses can be accommodated. The 
maximum number of buses which can reasonably be moved along a curb 
lane during heavy loading periods is about 100. Total peak hour buses 
south bound would be 500 which would require S curb lanes. 

By reserving 5 lanes for buses, 
it might be possible to operate the required buses if service standards 
were allowed to deteriorate to 5 miles per hour or less. However, the 
need for additional street space for cars and trucks will be even greater 
than for BPS scheme. It is the consultants judgment that attempts to 
carry all the additional buses resulting from the implementation of the 
BPS scheme is very risky and would be subject to a high failure potential. 

Major bus transfer terminals required at the intersection of major free- 
way connections are likely to constitute a considerable problem that i-night 

indeed prove insolvable. It is estimated that a complete bus scheme 
might require 28 stations. Of these, 10 would require 

capacity to handle up to 400 buses per hour, 15 would need to handle from 
400 to 800 buses per hour and 3 would need to handle over 800 buses per hour. 
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It is estimated that the first type of bus terminal would require many 
square feet of floor space to accommodate platforms, loading lanes, mez- 
zanines and ramp space. Costs for such a structure would approximate 20 

mill. dollars, not including land costs. Finding an appropriate location 
would be extremely difficult and designing the necessary ramps would 
likely prove even more vexing. Until a complete system were designed in 
some detail, it cannot be known whether such a scheme is feasible. 

Conclusions on a Subarea Basis 

From all the analyses that have been performed comparing all-bus and 
fixed- guideway systems, it is apparent that the final evaluation must 
address specifically two levels of fixed-guideway extent. The first should 
include guideway installation in the areas where the need to augment an 
all-bus system is most critical. The second should represent the extreme 
case of extensive commitment to fixed- guideway thin ughout the region. 
This configuring of two more top-rated alternatives should allow the most 
complete final evaluation of system concepts. 

Alternative C. Medium-Scale Fixed- Guideway Concept 

This alternative provides (1) fixed-guideway routes for the core of a 

regional rapid transit system and (2) bus-on-freeway routes for the outer 
portions of the regional system. Throughout the area, an extensive 
amount of local circulation transit- -including feeder and distribution 
services- -and new bus-on-arterial service is provided as in the other 
alternatives. The fixed-guideway elements are muchless extensive than 
those in the Phase II proposed plan, although theie is a high proportion 
of costly underground routes. 

Bus-on-freeway routes will feed fixed-guideway stations where appropriate, 
requiring special facilities where passenger/bus volumes warrant them. 
The level of service for fixed guideway routes will be consistent with all 
recent SCRTD planning. For bus-on-freeway routes, buses will operate 
in mixed traffic, generally as in Alternative A. 
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Alternative D. Large-Scale Fixed-Guideway Concept 

This alternative provides fixed-guideway routes for a very large part of 

the region. However, it too will be supplemented with bus-on-freeway 
service as needed to provide a complete regional system. Local circu- 
lation transit, feeder and distribution services and bus-on-arterial ser- 
vice will be provided as in the other alternatives. The fixed-guideway 
elements are much more extensive than those in the Phase II plan. 

The level of service for each mode will be consistent with and similar 
to that of Alternative C. 
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FINAL EVALUATION 

Operating Results for Top-Rated Concepts 

Estimates of patronage, revenue, and operating costs were made for the 
four top-rated concepts, identified as Alternatives A through D. Briefly, 
the alternatives are 

Alternative A--All-bus with lower freeway bus speeds 
(buses mixed with other traffic but with metered-ramp 
bypass) 

Alternative B--All-bus with higher freeway bus speeds 
(buses on exclusive lane) 

Alternative C--Medium-scale development of fixed 
guideways and substantial amounts of bus -on-freeway 
service 

.1 Alternative D--Large-scale development of fixed 
guideways supplemented by limited bus -on-freeway 
service 

All procedures used for the preliminary alternatives (Ri and RZ) were 
used here. In addition, the following cost items were applied: 

Increase all estimates by 6 percent to reflect cost increases 
from 1973 to 1974. 

Add a lump sum estimate for freeway control costs which 
might be allocated to bus operations. 

Add a lump sum for the operation of freeway stations in 
the exclusive lane plan of Alternative B. 

Patronage projections for the top-rated concepts have been based upon 
the detailed network analysis tests performed in Task 8. 1. Necessary 
modifications to the test results have been made using a process simi- 
lar to that set forth in the AMV Technical Report covering Phase 11.1 

The ridership volumes utilized for cost and revenue analysis in the 

1Alan M. Voorhees & Associates, Preliminary Estimates of System 
Usage, Revenue and Expenses, prepared for SCRTD, July 1973, 
pp. 23-36. 
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final evaluation are the lower values given in Figure 22 considering the 
length of an average trip on each system. Line profiles for major links 
in Alternatives C and D are presented in Figures 23 and 24. Bus-on- 
freeway volumes for Alternatives A and B are equivalent to those pre- 
sented in the Task 8. 1 Technical Working Paper for networks RiB and 
R1A, respectively. 

Estimates of annual revenue are directly based upon patronage projec- 
tions, as explained in the AMV Technical Report for Phase II. 

Alternative Concept Annual Revenue 

A $145 million 
B 180 million 
C 180 million 
D 220 million 

These estimates have been prepared assuming a mileage-based fare 
structure approximating that in effect in the SCRTD prior to April 1, 

1974. 

Operating cost results for the four alternative concepts are summarized 
in Figure 25.. The estimates show a range in total system operating 
costs of about $250 to $300 million in 1990, at 1974 dollar value. The 
greater the extent of the fixed guideway, the lower the cost per passen- 
ger. This is true mainly because of the greater patronage, but also 
because of improved operating efficiency with an extensive fixed- 
guideway system at that volume of ridership. The two all-bus alterna- 
tives have the same cost per passenger. 

On a cost-per-passenger-mile basis, Alternative ID displays a some- 
what greater cost advantage than on a cost-per-passenger basis because 
the average passenger trip being made is longer. The number of vehicles 
required is similar to the number estimated for comparable systems in 
the preliminary alternatives (Ri and R2) analysis--somewhat more than 
5,000 buses for all concepts except Alternative ID. For Alternative ID, 
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FIGURE 22. TOP-RATED CONCEPTS: USAGE ESTIMATES FOR 1990 

Average Daily Average Trip 
Alternative Concept Users (miliions)() Length (miles) 

A 1.10-2.0 8.0 

B 1.30-2.25 8.8 

C 1.28-2.6 9.0 

D 1.50-3.1 9.5 

Note: (1) The range of values reflects uncertainties inherent in projecting 
future conditions including auto operating costs, auto fuel avail- 
ability, auto travel restrictions, special travel generators, etc. 
For elaboration see Sensitivity Analysis of Patronage Projections, 
Task 8.2 Technical Working Paper. 
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FIGURE 25. 1990 OPERATING RESULTS FOR TOP-RATED CONCEPTS 

(1) Alternative Annual Cost 
Concept ($ million) 

A 255 

B 295 

C 280 

D 270 

Dollar Cost1 
Per Passenger 

Per Passenger Mile(2) 

0.76 0.09 

0.76 0.09 

0.73 0.08 

0.60 0.06 

Number of Vehicles 
Fixed 

Guideway Buses 

-- 5,320 

-- 5,582 

334 5,491 

816 3,927 

Notes: (1) Costs are in 1974 dollars. 
(2) Passenger mileage data were approximations developed from Ri and R2 patronage forecasts. 



the number drops to less than 4,000 buses; however, approximately 800 

guideway cars are required. 

The development of operating cost estimates for the four top-rated con- 
cept alternatives is contained on the four worksheets that follow. 

Representative Capital Costs for Top-Rated Concepts 

For purposes of the final evaluation, AMV and Kaiser Engineers/Daniel, 
Mann, Johnson, Mendenhall (KE/DMJM) developed an approximate, rep- 
resentative range of capital investment required by each of the top-rated 
concept alternatives. All costs are estimated in 1974 terms unless 
otherwise noted. Principal unit cost assumptions pertaining to the all- 
bus concepts include 

$250, 000-$500, 000 per mile of freeway (or per average 
set of ramps) for ramp-meter bypass installation in 
Alternative A concept 

$10-$12 million per set for construction of new ramp 
structures for access to transfer stations in Alternative 
B concept 

$4-$5 million each for transfer stations including right- 
of -way and parking in Alternative B concept. 

Derivation of representative capital cost estimates for the four concepts 
is presented in Figures 26 through 29 These numbers used for evalua- 
tion should be considered preliminary working estimates. Costs asso- 
ciated with the system recommendations of the study team need not 

necessarily concur with these estimates, since the study team cost rec- 
ommendations underwent considerable refinement following the final 
evaluation. 
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2:1--:,.,, lin In.? 5444,4 3a44(. 4e.4 102.0 1 23.5 .... 0 0.16 22533.I 
'C ?1I'." 2?',' .1 1.? ia1'.,I lo'ii.4, 42.0 11.1 I 3.0 30.') 0.13. S 3OI.3 
'A ),,_&,03 ".° j4A 4l',7 A1i",4.l 14.1 15,2 I 21.0 31.0 0.Ir S l=553.t 1')'." '.4.0 I''?." 24,0,0 II".', '47,7 1 300 44.1, 0.16 S Il'-'.r. 
IrA 3);I.I "I.,." ''.1 .14,? 42111.1' h/,I It.'. I I'.0 44.0 0.Ic, 
IL.' ?LSE,I.l, "".? Ill.) 12471.1 5/410.4 14.0 202.1 1 pn.0 3.0 DIn 
ii' 1I/o'.f' '0'., la..I 02.') 2216.? 35.0 4.4 I 10.0 3..0 0.16 S 12,1.1 II- 7_; ." 111'L," 42.' /111.4 I?i?4.1 HP.? 'no.1 I 24.0 ".O 0.16 S 7"?... 

7 ?-'',t 113',,O 0?. "Il.0 ?',7l'Lo '.41.0 1115.7 I 11.0 14.0 0.ls S 

02 ir..,441! I.,o-,i- 4AU 4240.' l'32ii".3 9I.c' "o.3 I 70,1) 'lo.Q 0.1', 1I?oP.1 
p. 37/l.A _ ?1.S '.01,0 40o1.3 17.0 I 11.0 ]..ol .jo 2tI.7 
IL?. 12.#L.,, Ii, ? 56.3 3'n0./ l,h?k.I Sn.? nI? 1 ]'..S '4.0 0.11 157... ]"0t'i.O 27',!, /4.7 1476.11 /1i'.I 21,? 14.7 1 n.0 'O=.O 0.1- 4 -137.1 I;c l5.oiJ. 2''.?.! ),713,7 10441.7 I?,..3 164.? I 35.3 14.0 0.15 . ?31-?. 21?IL. '17)-,.):' IO'4.2 7,440.4 1/551,6 '3.? 07.? I 10.0 30.0 ,1.lr S I1?1c.4 
I? l)"7.0 I"'.? .? 144.4 1442.1 n7,l .S 1 1.i't '00.0 0.16 5 '3o'9.2 
IA 5'77.li ,44.4 21.'4 ?).? 42c4'..'F en.? 3o4, I 25.0 31.0 0.16 , 
]C 1(444.1 I'??.') 1".) 400.? sf0.6 12.0 .c I 3.0 30.0 0.13 



I- 
N, 
(.fl 

1: Ty 
40I)E VEICLF VF.ICLF 

'ILES 

I I4/S4.0 
? ?I'T,S.', 1ll"?.O 
3 I 

Inn'- 
,JF-.TCI_r 
MC 4'! wE: (I 

fl 

ALI'4!FI SI 
C I) 515 

I Fl-I, 3'.l, 
77s.c7 7 

TOtAL. TOTAL 
r,flhjL VLHICLF ILF 

COSTS COSTS 

4h,.q4 lb4.!) T,1,s';06.o 
I 137"' T?.0 I l,9I?k.O 
1111197C#l.? 434Th5?.M 

LIHF-4-?.JL CYSTEJU fljA1 nric'si 0151 1?5260;In.o 
JQ1E: COSI (ii TPIJS' L114 Vr.lIrLt. uUF Ti) rsIOrl VcrIICLE MILFAOE NOT IE1CL'JTWQ) 

SUFA1 ' c F-TI PA -- ILL NON-T"I INS NOM-EF FOtO NON-C1[) or ST I ,ii r 
c:ILY C,._f(( VF.ICLr MI1FS I 7"1'-'.. 
3-It I 'O'-FACF I.rtCLr hJIi I)774. 5,F:,r; ,frrLrc p0,4.1 
5I).FrF MAIJIEr. (,I ')LI.tTI,r. CIST = S 101171,O,I.O ',O-F.'E,'i,-i V 1FIrLi.TIF,, rI,5 = S 32s1537..n 

1t'F At!'lF h.TkAIII 1.51 = S 

S'o'bCF 5V51I.! OIê-A1I0I, COST = S A?411?.IF 

HFS rc.1 fAr TI C 

nrLy F'EI F-' cti-ICIF MILFc Iu'ISU.4 
F 'EIjT I' Vt I (lj Oi'- 1 

FEFTEt' VE"rrI.f, i'"JflE) 
CF F nFL A I rITFFAt'Cf 005 'A TI "1. CI)CT S e9?7 140.0 
FEEIlJ- 1(Ii,I V I:P".r,1I.I, CIFST C 

FtECER 5'CT.4;HV C'iST S 

F!-Er"- S(ST, (ji''4"TI4 C(S) 5 07?0IA?.0 

C-.O TI;lrc LInE IST-.I-I.,l1P- COST = S 1l)i)b04.O 

&!lI LIOAL ('01 L) pr cosi r % ?SS717".0 
O?C"Tl':G COST .o ?ASSs.d,Fo = 

PS '-'i CAT pro vcoAO MAINT COST MOIJOLT COST 111415 COSTS T0T COST VEHICLE '0' VT0 ILE ,S&J.I,(A N#r.Et, PER MILE P NILE 'EP MILE PEP MILE MILES 

0.140 .23n O.j75 0A05 205Y9fl52.0 
13.0'. 0.190 O.sMs 0.333 i.ioe S60S?5'.O 2.01 I 'SO 0.19') O.ShS 0.327 I .0/V scTrM 1.37 0.651. 71.7., 0.191) 0.349 0.229 0.4?'. 3I0336I6.o 

VEt, MILES 
PEM VFH 

7261'..) 
37506.0 
9$ I.) 
5tb03.5 



N) 
C' 

ALT C MElT fIlM F 7$ Efl Gill 1 46Y SYSTEM OEPA T IN!) COST I 900 HEW I M4474 - MASE TEST 

lr'IS AS')FS A 60! NIL1 vP'SI 00. SUFPIJT INc. 17tlN SYSTEM MOSTLY TUT OF 6-I A. 
SOE. 7-IA NlJq,-S ("iT 00 LF.N CMANGES. ALL 4-IA WIlLS Ci-IAI.GED PLUS MOPE .OUSWAYS. 

Coli PTIüiJC Ti ('-5 = ii 

5tj-''ij. I cr51 / C"IT fr,r(31C I 11)0 4 0 20 
S';II.0!.T E'ICI c..4Jrc = 

P/A,., O':E-,AY/?A-.414J7 I .0t Ay pA45r'!r,rW PtTlO (S!J+FOCE) = 0.14 
Sr r,t -A y/74-+-Uil 6 T60r4A V PASE jr,rQ PA 110 1FF EIIEI4) 0 75 

PEAr ?-nM/?..-frr v&jCI F wj4 144110 4.5 
NU'4'.E OF T'4JT. 'Gill C = 4 
OPEPAT) .,0iilS Al+ +/1. = 37'..O 
TOTAL rAI7 V 7L.5II SsE"'t.-s = lfl000.l) 
T'JTLL fAll V F1L01' 1-'!t:SIT ,4s51-C"C 21,4916.0 
T(.TLL LIlLY SIhILCF i'r,4-T.,j:r.) 7A4F';rL..s = /'+2l64.O 
FElT-;.. 7E'I(lf 1.7) r 'T'"/T lid, .401)- l-lI1-i Ft-/FIlM PAS.4ENC,tH = 0.340 
5'jrF Ad- v''-Iri.F MILE (-FI/)-4 lioN 'Arl Pr_k SIJPFACF PASSNGtH = 0.40!) 
AIE4Ar-F 1' liv SPEll, Ml. FEI.I)M ',E'-.ir..F = 17.0 
A,IFLAI,l C,,.!4 y',.lro 6 ,n.-lLr:Y wF.,lCIE = 11.0 
OESTS i11:- fl.II'.I VlrIr.LE 49.0 
NO'JTi'';,' VI._TLLF frEt-F LOAl) FACfrl 0.0 
NØ6.T.I)Tf v.'-;LLf LN'I'AL A,I.IrrqT4T-ATIVE COST = S I2)l0.0 
'eO'e- THOr. VA "III I polo-i ( C,io,-6F P74 4(14(4 A I 7.6(1 
N',Fi!.IF')K V,-I.i(.tI ,4T. 1r0L'CF COST P') 'TILL = S (.19 
Pqr_v 5-765 Gr' 041.1 (CE VF"ICI.F=3.fO 
14/A 61-1)0 TiP: I'E- F"J4E+' VEoICLF = 
-Evr4ljF utyo FL,-' lEAP 300.ti 

MODE VE-'ICOL 1w PEAs EPACT AIIM COST COST PER COST PEN AVG DAILY MODAL 
SEATS FACToH S?IPF yEw Pr_N YEN QEH 144 VEtI MILE ST'FFO OESC4+TPTIO!4 

I 40.0 li. 0.12 71000.0 1.0(4 0.79 32.0 HUS U') EPEEALY 
45.0 0.6 0.!? 3.4000.0 7.60 0.79 15.0 141)5 UN NLISWAY 

3 ..O.ii U. i,.12 7300,).!) 7.6(4 0.7w 37.0 E4EEWAY 0114 06 AUSMAY IVEMS INC IN MODE 1) 
4 74.l ?.T. 0.]') 0.0 0.0 1.25 36.0 1141 - SL(iw. 5r407J 

?4h't 74 __1 UK-MU 06-714 (JAILY P041+') VErIICLES NET P.( LINE PEAS TOTAL OP 
LInE LI 'T '"''TP vp-c AT V&JCLE VEIICLE, Tw(P PFTJ(IIPEU MOVE LINE LINE 0-w/24-PP COST 2014 

9ILUlr VOLI.M MAX I'i UT "ILFO +]LFS TIME + SPAPES TYPE LENGTH SPtEO PASS 00)0 CXV 

S e'-.7?..'? 019".I 'is.) 7572.3 :03450.2 61.3 jIM.? 4 27.1 40.0 0.14 S '26,7.3 
APQ 40t.7,..0 64.'14. 46.? 3fl70.9 I 0119.7 51.fl 44.3 4 19.0 40.0 0.1' 5 1 7.42.7 
N. 64477.0 I].4n.I 743 ,4,2.S 70.47.4 60.2 n.'! 4 70.4 40.0 0.14 
OLO 77'1..l) 1071.0.1 67.) 0)34,7 7?j1,7 3.4 714.14 4 71.3 44.0 9.14 S 7r..30.4 
IA )p73t..0 704/,.. 4nl 2(010.7 937t,7 00.0 44.4 1 3(1.0 24.0 0.13 S t,-'T3.= 
30 4,'/A.fl '-4(1.0 71.4 1171.? 47717,4 70.0 .0).? 1 74.0 24.0 0.14' S 3449=3 
?r' 1I-'?.D 71.43.3 7661.1 105.54.6 9?.j 4(1,6 1 70.0 26.0 0.05 S flJ2o.p 
35 16777,1, 6T4',.N 172.3 5421.1 743A41. '.5.0 )M3.r I 4.0 24.0 0.16 S I/3i.1 

547,11 1'%-..I )Q.4 7]).? 4211.7 52., 14.0 I 10.0 24.0 0.13 2'I2.7 
41' 211.1.11 .4=.? . -14.0 767,4.7 110.1' I'..M I 74..) 76.0 0.lr' S 
St 54'.5$.!i 7)3!.) lOt.! 4011.1 54'..I 4'..r' 364.4 2 13.0 15.0 0.13 ?JJI,.1 
54 13.63.! 2737.3 62.I 3045.2 137(13.3 64.6 75.0 1 14.0 26.0 0.16 S -+702.7 
NC 31.1' 4)7.6 411.0 7747.4 103 +4.7 '+2.2 .34.7 3 3.0 37.0 0.13 s 6727.0 
4, )r71-l-,( 03tr.3 )''.I.S 56)0.6 '+7.5 34.4 1 9. 2'..!) 0.73 -3o5.a 
7M 7? .... 7.0 7I'"..l 97.. 32)2.4 14454.4 '13.4 l'..I 1 26.0 0.74' 70735.6 
14), )3.J.O 273/ .3 624 )40 )AI5O. 7t.2 140.3 7 76.5 ?t.0 0.76 

=/% /.(,414, 77,.) 4 ...... 7 47''''l1 46.) 24.1.4 I 77.!! 76.0 (1.16 30177.1 
I 'Ii!. TI 71'.k'). I '7.4 6626.6 e'.' IS.? IS?. I 101.1 I 1.1.1) 71 0, I 1 2111) 

304 10.4.') +4,2 ItO 704'? '49/6.4 r7.1 Ic.6 I 1w)0 26.0 0.lo S /0)7,3 
ro '22,6.0 '(h2'' 4,1,'. 37464.4 5T-1',I.S III'.,? 7144.? 1 23.0 ?n.Q 0.to S 

PC Tl.',?J' ]63147 42.7 747.7 3,304,7 17.1 11.1 2 5.0 5.0 0.73 I"3..2 III 12,7.0 ?'CAS.I 67.4 Il07,4 90 4.0 4o.? 49.4 I 30.0 76.0 0.76 5 637.2 
734 77L.l' I?0." 11.4 2977.4 1)110.7 lls.'+ 1?.I 1 ?.0 2o.O 0.16 43?'..? 
I? 7'''-d,. (7 144,7 47.1 2200.7 .4'.4Tl.4 31,.& o'..4 2 4.0 ?o.0 0.13 7037.7 I) 322-6.(l "T,?,O 741.4 6021.4 CITTS.l 55.'. 74.1 I 12.13 70.,! 0.74' l"I"?.0 
741 13.6)1 2731.3 62.1 1.170.) ?39'I.14 Iii.! Ii).? 1 74.4 ?t.0 0.14' Itc?4.o 
I'C 2N17." 144 i.' }L,?4.? S34,o..4 ')')'. 314,,) 3 '2.4 75.0 0. to 714.0.0 
14, 5174,0 'Ej.' 23.0 25!.') / 1I2'.4 l'.O h.7 1 3.0 ?M.O 0.74' 1'3... 
77 103.2 7.'. 190.6 407,6 (41/ 4.7 I 14.0 Po.o 0.Is cOl.- 
IA 307.) I??.? 4.14 p00.4 90)e' 54.4 4.9 1 72.0 26.0 044' S 
4 II?"".) l35.) 39. '('7.4 31435.7 13.0 30.4 I 3.0 ?.0 '0.73 ))Ie.7 



I t 
'.QIJE yE" ICLE 

3 IC31..? 
4 

A1IJAt 
vFICLE 
"ILtS 

3iII0I.0 

Ti)! Al 
yE: H IC L ES 
aEi)li I 

I 
? 

3142 

If'!"' 
AlPTNI ST 

COSTS 

t' N2ui?a.O 
O?T2ii .O 

I) 

Ti,! 4l 
hOI;4L V 

CoSTS 

?SScNh. U 

hh'YiAO. I 
I) 0 

TOTAL 
V&IICLE MILE 

LUSTS 

I U i4.5Th 0 

hi M760.W 
3 I 90Q?IN.0 

LI1E.A.JL Ti,1.K CYSTrM ANtti.AL (}MFaTISG CoST = 

l'iUTE EFTWA COST GE TiUN< L 'ME vrilcIts L'UF TO HIGH VEH CLE MILEAI'E NOT INCLUDED) 

S)..ILCF ru's I T 'TEc -- MLI MOM. TCM= NO?;-FEE.iEw. Pills-COD 0ISIMIHIITTON) 

Gkrl I C0_1 'iI VFl-.ICLE MILES = 

Or, It.Y c,=c ACE F") CL -oiiPS = ?2H 35.)' 
SF ACI VI".ICIES kri;PPTUEI1 = 2403.1 
c1-EArI- Pf.tI)F!.I'C ',OF.4AIIJ(, COP I7,73S2.0 
501.4 ACE f.00'L V ''PF=;T I h Cr)', I = S 5,'roI I?. 0 
SI-FACE l4IISTrI1 COST = 3II?O"H.li 
so_rUE SuSiEP' I*tATIEii, COsT = IO3NU7It)'.0 

FEET O .,'15 

,LII V fFL;,. VLICLE ILrs = 
DAILY rEei.r Vr)'ICLE '.OU°S 
FtLikO ib.-I',f ,-F',I'r; = 

FtErEI MAI\Tri 'CE 0?OA!IS, COST = S S633IS.fl 
0 .o_ 11 I -C, CC'S! I A4iH/ Ii 

FEEl-C" ,.r, I.,ISTLIEIVC CoST = S F)E' SYSTE o"i- .n.T V:fl COST ', 3'OOS,I)Jr .1' 

- C'I) !1l"lV. LD I.IST°IIIT ION COST C 0.0 
N) 
-J 

6-AAF.'J £SSiit.L 0l_CLATI't. COSI I ,sal-34144.l) 
Q.'DA) Tsr. CO.,! .' - ;tcsE),r.f = 5 II .57? 

ASS Itw C'I'AT kr ,Vt "Ao, NA I NT CIiST PIOIINLY COST ADMI N COSTS TOTAL 01ST yEHICLE VCPI Mj I S 
0.)' "ILE ASSCT(iEH SPEC,) ME MILE PEs MIL PEP MILE PE MILE MILES EM VE 

FIUI lAO 0.754 33.05 O.3'40 0.140 0.179 0.?S 15I7'.S9?0.0 t3)S?. 
S,,J'ACE ?.Lri 0..,-, 13.01) 0.140 O.-5 0.333 1.1Cr °3S1?,-C.O 37SC3.0 

0.397 13.50 0.140 O.53 0.,?? 1.079 ?964I92.O 3API.2 
si'STw '.4? 1'.?T I.94 0.303 I1.jSq ooc DAD? dM'50II?.O ,Sd0... 



"a 
07 

ALT 0 LAkr,F F I At,, Oil tuE. AY SYStE'K 0'CQ T 100, COST 1090 atv I9MERn. - PASE TEST 

TillS T5 TOE SAJljflTFlT 'JUT SYSTFM. THE Sllpr3l4TI.'IE, NON-Hot) TlUNK SYSTEM IS 
NA'41) Dl' 1,AT 1+ 1°E TEDIUM SCALE FIXED UUIOEAAY SYSTEM. 

CIIJ o;.ri4l..rcjru; = 0.0 
5.ft.UrO. T C(.sr , C'.li w...00uCT Or . ll_70 
SLpO0iT vr..ICL T. poo' 

UTAK (JF-.iv7.-'f,.3. llSQ-.]AY PA'zs"or.rP MAcTI) ISl,4FACEI 0.14 
Oil' r/,Jc_H011, I All-a. f PASSEIGEN 04 TIfl (FEEI)EH n S 

UAiAY /?4-l' 015 lc0.F All' a4 tO 
Jn.I'. OF i-jr.' fr ('E = 3 

0---ATT',& Ityc 0T. OFAP 
TOTAL ('Apy T-JTI PAS5F'OtS 15000'lTl.0 
TI,FAI '4Ij F1'A;.'-T.7t.ST T 0t5sF0l4'H., :157400.0 
I 'OIL ITl. t ci'., IF_fr Mr-l-rl 4-AS','';Oi-pS = 

Z '1L NAII1'! OITF ?l'l ErFIIFO PASS&NOkP = 
s,J..raCr v-!t:,t FILl' '.T'i'.a.r Ifl TE AL,' .,)WFAC.r PA5SEl'JGP 0.400 
AIFuAY.l' ,,tT,v Nl-i pF Fr l'i,i-I' NICl = Ii.', £Vf4l' 0401K UfrF fr,l'44tcr VEIFiE = 11.0 
S'.ATS PEP. .1r:. T'Ilt yl' -loll' 

fl.,IC1l' L0tI' ACFOP = '.0 
1.tJ'J- N1i14 VE.ICLf NlIAL bOMIJISPAT JOE COST S 12500.0 
NiliiT"iu', -,Etl' ..(lI..LV Cr.o'(,E P fr4J.A % 7.00 
iu\-T- Ij\r, 0,r - I A MA! ''0 L0A\CA C"ST OfU H TIE = 0. tO 

A. r-!PS NO,. t,UiCA VAMOCIE 1.01, 
PEAr O0tJ TIS AT" r;F;rfr. VErICtA = 1.25 
4.fv;'mF LAys FTP 40 = 

MOrE VF.ICI)LAG PA Ar, 004cr 414.' COST COST PEP COST Pta AVG flATLY MODAL 
SEATS FACTIJI4 SPAOF VFH PEP OEM VEI, HA. VEo .'OLE SPEEO DESCWIDTICN 

I 0-.') 1.6 0.111 fl.l) 0.0 I." 41.0 MT 
2 I.',.' O. I.)? 14000.0 7.00 0,l 45.0 0415 03 0t)5Ay 
3 .4,1 ll.' 1.0? j,l)0(T.fl 7.50 0.11 :44.0 41)5 ON FPEEWAY 

UAIIY olItlill) VEhIClES NE I P LINE PEAK TO1AL OP 
LIF.E .'AI LI' fl - . 'N YPOS AT VOTCLE VErIICLE TwI 000IIIOEL) MODE LINE LINE 0-w/24-nR COST PEP or,1iF Vl'1Jl' MAO L0 aT MILES MILES TIME S?AOES TYPE LFNK;To 5PcE(3 PASS PATIO PAT 

S". O...r?.0 'fr',. 3 72.9 I"?3. I 4l50.7 124.0 1(1.1 I 42.0 40.0 fl_I' Sr.! 44l 7.'i.5 o.0 'T'l.M '131".) I2.1 0.4.3 1 47.1 40.13 0.1' SdPnO.7 
S'5 Sfl7.lI YIN'.;. 01.1) 771i0.K 31t10.) 10-4.3 N-I.1 I 3o.l 10.0 0.Is S 3'-''.e 500 k',-,r.O ?'..O 60.) rOSA.' 27i-lr'4- F''.I '11.1 I 20.7 40.0 0.14 351?-., LU" 56?lI.O ?"S".s 60.) 4OoS.! 1170?." 5.7 64.0 I 10.9 40.0 0.14 S 2.l't.4.= fK ?? fIJI 14 i. I cT.0 74I".I ',lfl-,.0 IIIsJ' 1 05.4 4.1.11 0.14 poP ')t,o.rj 6,0.T 55.1 5.10-1.7 700)6.0 MI_I) 93.7 I io.o 40.0 0.1' 3JI4.= "y N--o.I'.0 Io?,.P AK.I ?I.S 3545.4 17.0 15.0 2 s.2 35.0 0.13 2125.1 IA ??73.I\ 23.5 N.? 224.5 IIOr0.. 35.? 4.5 3 7.0 30.0 0.13 $ 5.j I" III".''. '1.7 .I I''.' fIT.? .4 3.4' 3 11.1 30.0 0.13 S 
?A i-4 1?'..= ja.r. 1:170..) 61-0.7 .7.4 20.? 3 10.5 30.0 1.13 A 30_O.k 

I I'!.? .1 752.7 II II.I tO.' 5.4 0 11.6 30.0 0.13 N 
3 14j.fl TIkl.F 47.0 11)13.0 4553.1 3,4.4 73.5 3 9.0 30.0 0.13 S 3171.) II3°. '7.7 .T 157.5 l5l'5.H 'r..0 7. 3 24.4 30.0 0.13 5 IF?r.A 
O 4'u.N.)l '-41.1, 10.4 4',o.? PhI'.' .'I.t '1.5 3 7a .10.0 0.13 12-p.c. ','?.0 13-'.7 70.', 7,5.1 4?5.1 ;.j.7 dO.l. 3 13.3- 30.0 0.13 S 27-'.- i.(P ?',.S P.? 104.5 1313.7 47.4 t-.S 3 10.6 30.0 0.13 S ,4r.4.r, 47 2.3 056.4 4.104.) n,.l' eio.6 3 '2.? .00.0 0.13 5 I'll -_ .... , 7.J '.7 ""3.' 7'?-,.) .1.? I?.' 3 ?O.7 30.,' 4.13 

0 &';.7 p.3 055.' ?'3II.I 5I.° 11.4 3 12.4 :00.0 . 0.13 S IS".ë ''3.2 )?.1 44'.I,.I . 71.0 3 ??.M 30.0 0.13 I? T?ti.'I Ih_,.lJ ''.1 0.2.4 I"-',.° II.? ".4 P.R 00.0 11.1.0 1772.1 f:'4' ,. '.? IN?.I ills.' 03.1 M7 .0 13.3 00.0 0.13 $ 11"'.? 'A ?il'. 20. P.? T'I.) 5S5.4 172.1 20.4 0 43.0 34.0 0.1) 5 35?.& ??)).fl ?04. P.? hMo5 )0s97 44.0 14.6 3 ?3.9 .30.0 0.13 147.3 
6 S_?.I' IJi' .7 ?I'.5 22'1.0 104',.] 12.0 60 1 1.? 10.0 0.13 S tr-3., ti ''.I '.7 . 7.' 06.., 54.7 30.'A I. 1 7.7 30.0 0.13 5 IA jIj&.0 147.1 4.1 jS?.7 0,4.' 47.4 .? 4 10.0 30.0 0.13 437.c. 



4..:IJAI. Tt)TA(. TOTAL. TllTM. TOTAL 
MITE ..jrLf VE!CI Ic MJMINIST MIIIHLY ItI.LCLI MILF 

TL AILEC H') COSTS COSTS LUSTS 

233150_i 73"' 3442.0 4)5.4 ((.0 0.0 9279001F'.O 
2 5'.'s.'i II4,IS.lI 1S. I'S24J, 242Mf.c..I ??iS1.d 
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FIGURE 26. ALTERNATIVE A: REPRESENTATIVE CAPITAL COSTS 
(1974 TERMS) 

Cost Range 
($ million) 

Bus-Priority Ramp Installation 

400 ramps @ $250, 000-$500, 000 $100-zoo 

Parking Without Stations 

25, 000 spaces @ $1, 009 25 

Stations at a Few Major Transfer Points 

10 stations @ $15 million 150 

LA/CED Distribution 

3-4 terminals @ $25 million 75-100 
1-2 mi. people-mover @ $25 million 25-50 
Other ramps, special roadways 1-10 

Bus Fleet Investment 

5, 300 buses @ $50, 000 265 

TOTAL $641 -800 
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FIGURE 27. ALTERNATIVE B: REPRESENTATIVE CAPITAL COSTS 
(1974 TERMS) 

Cost Range 
($ million) 

Transfer Stations 

100 major stations @ $14-$17 million $1,400-i, 700 

30 minor stations @ $5 million 150 

LA/CED Distribution 

3-4 terminals @ $25 million 75-100 
1-2 mi. people-mover @ $25 million 25-50 
Other ramps, special roadways 1-10 

Bus Fleet Investment 

5, 600 buses @ $50, 000 

TOTAL $1,931-2,290 
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FIGURE 28. ALTERNATIVE C 
(1974 TERMS) 

Fixed-Guideway Construction 

REPRESENTATIVE CAPITAL COSTS 

Cost Range 
($ million) 

(Estimate obtained from KE/DMJM) $1, 800-2, 500 

Rapid Transit Vehicles 

400 vehicles @ $400,000 160 

Bus-Priority Ramp Installation 

400 ramps @ $zso, 000-$500, 000 100-200 

Parking Without Stations 

25,000 spaces @ $1,000 25 

Bus Fleet Investmcnt 

5, 500 buses @ $50, 000 275 

TOTAL $2, 360-3, 160 
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FIGURE 29. ALTERNATIVE D: REPRESENTATIVE CAPITAL COSTS 
(1974 TERMS) 

Cost Range 
($ million) 

Fixed-Guideway Construction 

(Estimate obtained from KE/DMJM) $5, 000-6, 500 

Rapid Transit Vehicles 

900 vehicles @ $400, 000 360 

Bus-Priority Ramp Installation 

400 ramps @ $250, 000-$500, 000 100-200 

Parking Without Stations 

25,000 spaces @ $1,000 25 

Bus Fleet Investment 

3,900 buses @ $50, 000 

TOTAL $5, 680-7, 280 
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Comparative Cost Evaluation for Top-Rated Concepts 

Figure 30 presents a basic cost comparison of the four top-rated con- 
cept alternatives. The data are preliminary order of magnitude values 
satisfactory for this comparison but should not be used outside this 
context. More refined data have been presented for the recommended 
program. 

The cost data show the approximate total cost differences between the 
low-, moderate-, and high-capital-cost approaches. Even the lowest 
capital cost plan is not insignificant but would mean a major cost reduc- 
tion if all performance measures were satisfactory. Both Alternatives 
A and B have been assigned significant costs for distribution facilities 
in and near downtown because of the large number of additional buses 
and passengers to be serviced. 

Today 600 buses leave downtown in the afternoon peak hour. Alternative 
B creates a demand for buses in downtown three times that number; 
Alternative A also creates a demand nearly three times that number. The 
patronage consultant believes that this number is in excess of the street 
capacity that could be made available for bus priority streets and lanes, 
and that a major distribution system with off-street terminals and special 
ramps would be required. This is not to say that such facilities are 
needed initially, but they would be needed in the 1980's. 

Ridership today is about 500, 000 (not including transfers to maintain 
data comparability); it therefore can be said that transit riding would 
increase at least by a factor of between two and three. This growth 
can be attributed to three elements: (1) general growth of the region, 
(2) substantial increase in local bus services, and (3) addition of rapid 
transit service--either bus-on-freeway or fixed guideway. 

Supplementary patronage studies have been made to learn more about 
the range of possible future riding levels if outside factors were to be 

changed- -such as restrictions on auto use, high parking taxes, altered 
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FIGURE 3. COST COMPARISON OF TOP-RATED CONCEPTS 
(1974 COSTS FOR 1990 OPERATIONS) 

Net Annual 
1) 

Range of Total 
Cost of Operation' Capital Costs 

Alternative ($ million) ($ million) 

A $110 $ 640-$ 800 

B $115 $1, 930-$2,.290 

C $100 $2, 360-43, 160 

D $ 50 $5, 680-$7, 280 

Note: (1) Difference between annual operating cost and annual operating 
revenue. 
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land use, etc. These seem to affect all alternatives more uniformly 
than uniquely. In most instances, these studies will be more important 
to designing the capacities of the system recommendation than to select- 
ing among candidate system concepts. 

Only Alternative A might be markedly less attractive to riders than the 
others. The difference between it and Alternative B is the speed-on- 
freeway assumptions, admittedly arbitrary valueè, selected by the 
patronage consultant from the best information available. The patron- 
age for Alternative A could be higher if Caltrans is more successful 
with managing freeway congestion than the consultant has been willing 
to assume. Alternative A has shorter average trip lengths because it 
fails to compete for longer trips--its bus speeds cannot compete as 
well on long trips with automobile speeds. 

The fact that Alternatives B, C, and ID attract nearly similar riding 
levels means that most measures of regional benefits--travel time 
savings, reduced highway loads, reduced cost of auto ownership, and 
others--will be similar under 1990 conditions. We saw this in detail 
earlier for the test networks Rl and R2. However, the larger scale 
fixed guideway could produce proportionally more riding and regional 
benefits in the years following 1990 as the region becomes more ori- 
ented to high-quality rapid transit service and the effect it can have on 

locational decisions and regional mobility. The work of the environ- 
mental and community consultant members of the team has been aimed 
at specifically addressing these types of impacts. See their technical 
documentation for elaboration and further comparative evaluation. 

It is still a matter of conjecture as to how well Alternatives A and B 

would work, and there is question as to their acceptance by the commu- 
nity and local public officials. This concern aside, our studies make it 
clear that from a broad regional perspective cost analysisalone can 
contribute significant insight into the preferred concept. The operating 
cost requirements are higher for all-bus systems. 
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Studies of operating costs were made to determine how sensitive the 
costs might be as assumptions were varied. The data presented here 
represent the patronage consultant's best judgment of probable 1990 

conditions, but it is possible to have variations from those shown. An 
important point, nevertheless, is that bus-on-freeway operations are 
not much more expensive than fixed guideway at the projected traffic 
levels until bus speeds are slowed considerably. That is. if express 
buses could operate at about the same speed as fixed guideway, say 
averaging 40 mph, there would be little difference in the operating 
cost per passenger. However, when bus speeds on the freeway drop 
to about 25 mph, the cost per passenger increases by as much as 
50 percent. 

While the higher operating cost requirements for buses do not immedi- 
ately offset the capital cost savings, it is clear that once committed to 

a major all-bus program such as represented by the Alternative B con- 
cept, the annual operating cost requirements could prove to be high 
enough to make a significant impact on total system costs. Total an- 
nual cost includes both the net annual operating cost requirement (after 
operating revenues have been subtracted) and the actual capital invest- 
ment made during a given year. In Figure 31, total annual costs, at 
present value, are plotted over 40 years (the expected life of the transit 
system) for the all-bus system concept (Alternative B) and for a rapid 
transit system concept (Alternative C). "Balance" is achieved by 60 

miles of fixed guideway together with an all-bus system in all parts of 
the region. 

Summation of the total costs incurred over 40 years indicates that the 

all-bus system would cost on the order of 38 percent more than the bal- 
anced rapid transit system. This revelation depends entirely upon the 

assumptions, conditions, and results worked within the course of this 
study and is not intended as generally applicable under any circumstances. 
Nonetheless, the comparison results in the conclusion to a rigorous, 
systematic investigation of alternative system concepts for Los Angeles. 
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Furthermore, the same comparison has been made for other balanced 
combinations of fixed guideway and bus services (those which were in- 
cluded in the system recommendation of the study team). In all cases, 
the all-bus system concept is more costly: 

System Composition 

All-Bus System (Alternative B) 

Balanced System With About 
36 miles fixed guideway 
60 miles fixed guideway 
80 miles fixed guideway 

120 miles fixed guideway 

Present Value of 
Total Costs Over 40 Years 

($ million) 

$15, 153 

$ 9, 545 
$11, 010 
$11, 330 
$11, 245 

All systems include costs involved in substantial expansion of the exist- 
ing bus system to create a high-quality regional bus system. 

Conclusions 

The application of the all-bus and bus-on-freeway concepts to Los Angeles 
rapid transit needs is thought by many to theoretically reduce capital costs 
markedly and offer much better service than that provided today. There 
are a number of reasons that indicate that a regional all-bus system would 

be uneconomical, inadequate, and insufficient as the primary and perma- 
nent solution. 

Not least of the reasons is the results of cost comparison over 40 years, 
indicating a great excess in total costs of an all-bus system over other 
balanced rapid traisit systems including varying amounts of fixed guide- 

way. Other questionable aspects of an all-bus system include the 

following: 

There would be limitations placed on motorists' use of 
freeways. 
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Plans are not fully developed for local street control of 
traffic near metered ramps. 

o There could be safety problems with a high-speed, high- 
volume operation. 

The number of buses entering the downtown area would 
be nearly triple today's number. 

There are unanswerable questions as to how well buses 
could operate through major interchanges, especially 
near downtown, and how well the interchanges can be 
made to work generally. 

This Working Paper has outlined the reasons for the consultants' con- 
eluding that full reliance could not be placed on bus-on-freeway concepts 
as a general substitute for fixed-guideway routes in the Los Angeles area. 
The history of bus-on-freeway efforts is so questionable, and the work- 
ability of fixed guideway so certain, that one could not justify postponing 
a start on the fixed guideway while experiments with bus-on-freeway 
were being launched, At the same time, there is opportunity to apply the 

concept in part to supplement the fixed-guideway program and to attempt 
to bring early benefits to travelers, 

The work of AMY and the environmental and community consultants has 
indicated- -and has been documented both in this volume and in the tech- 
nical documentation of the latter--that all-bus system service difficulties 
and localized impact on circulation and the community in some areas are 
extreme. In these areas, high-quality service simply cannot be provided 
by bases alone, Fixed guideway development to adequately serve these 
areas amounts to approximately the 60-mile extent proposed in system 
concept Alternative C. There can be little doubt about the economic justi- 
fication 'and rationale of benefits attributable to fixed guideway in these 
areas. 

Because funding, at the Federal level in particular, will likely be less 
than needed in the near future, the consultants conclude that the soundest 
approach is to begin the fixed-guideway program with projects that are 
located in these areas which bus-on-freeway services can least well serve. 
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These rapid transit projects can be made much more effective by use 
of bus-on-freeway and bus-on-arterial projects to extend the benefits 
of fast-link transit service well beyond the fixed-guideway terminals, 
A joint program with Caltrans to promote and develop bus-on-freeway 
operation is warranted in order to provide this coverage. It is possible 
that many projects could be tried and established in three to five years, 
if Caltrans plans for freeway controls are advanced, 

Consultant evaluation processes have developed data which indicate that 
while extension and augmentation of the 60 miles of fixed guideway with 
high-quality bus services might be adequate for some years to come, 
there is indication that fixed-guideway development of between 60 and 
120 miles is at least as attractive. In general, at issue is whether it 
is necessary and desirable for the region to commit to fixed-guideway 
development beyond 60 miles at this time. Specifically at issue are not 
technical assessment of level of service (bus versus fixed-guideway at- 
tractiveness) or cost (total costs appearing to be only marginally differ- 
ent), but rather basic policy questions such as 

. Which areas get guideway service before others? 

To what extent would needed resources have to be diverted 
from community-level improvements? 

What is the region's approach to energy and air quality 
issues? 

While fixed guideway appears highly attractive up to 120 miles, these 
policy issues will have to be addressed by the region to determine the ex- 
tent of the commitment to be made at this time. In areas beyond the ex- 

tent of about 120 miles of fixed guideway (say, the Phase II recommenda- 
tion or the 120-mile level discussed in the Phase III recommendations), 
it becomes rather difficult to focus on the tradeoffs involved in discern- 
ing the relative attractiveness of one approach versus another. The ex- 
pense required to install fixed guideway is apparent. Also apparent, but 
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perhaps not as clearly, is the rather small marginal increase in patronage 
effected by adding such incremental guideway links to a transit network 
for computer testing. The degree of precision with which one is able to 

forecast response to these additions under 1990 conditions leaves one 

short of a clear warrant for either a fixed guideway or an all-bus ap- 
proach in these areas. 

The study team has recognized the opportunity to reserve for commit- 
ment, based upon future conditions, upwards of 200 miles of separate 
facilities for public transportation vehicles to serve all parts of the 
Southern California Rapid Transit District. Extension of high-speed 
transit service in some form might be the public transportation goal of 

the region. 
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Imtlementation Considerations 

Recognizing that the fixed guideway for which a commitment might be 

made now will depend upon Federal assistance for timely completion, 
the study team endeavored to configure various example levels of sys- 
tem development for the SCRTD's consideration. The purpose of these 
levels would be to indicate how commitment to system development 
might respond to the commitment of Federal assistance. The develop- 
ment levels--or "building blocks"- -are not intended to be alternative 
recommended systems, but rather should be viewed as possible approaches 
to flexible commitment of local iesources in order to warrant, and con- 
tingent upon, Federal commitment of resources to Los Angeles. 

Any commitment to improving public transportation must begin with 
immediate-action projects to introduce and demonstrate the potential 
for success of transit that responds to community-level needs as well 
as expansion of regional express bus operations. A concurrent step 
must be establishment of a continuing mechanism for gauging how and 
where to expand the scope of community-responsive transit services. 
Likewise, procedures must be developed for the continual expansion 
and establishment of successful bus priority measures and new express 
services. 

Commitment of resources to implementation of fixed-guideway elements 
can, of course, be made at any point during the early years of bus sys- 
tem expansion. The building-block development levels represent the 
type of flexibility which can be employed by the region in making these 
commitments. The intent of Phase UI study was not to develop priorities 
for implementation. The people of the region, through their SCRTD and 
SCAG policy-makers, will set their own priorities. However, unavoid- 
ably, when the study team sets forth example levels for commitment, 
creedance is lent to the notion that these should represent the region's 
priorities. 
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In this context, it is probably advisable to summarize the process through 
which the study team determined the extent of these levels. The primary 
consideration was to demonstrate what might be an attractive use of a 

particular level of total resources--local, state, and federal; capital 
and operating support. 

Another factor was attention to the utility or system implications of each 
particular link included. For example, a single small link unconnected 
to any others could hardly be considered "usable." Also part of this 
consideration is whether a particular link or combination, while con- 
nected, would be viable, due to its shortness, traffic congestion or 
other factors. 

Clearly, cost considerations had to be included in assembling links to 
fulfill a particular funding level. Together with costs, were considera- 
tion of construction sequence and feasibility. The time required before 
beginning revenue service is part of this factor. Finally, integrated in- 
to all these considerations were the service aspects: who benefits first, 
what level of usage might be expected, how would those not close to the 
link gain access, and could the link be supplanted by an interim service 
using an already existing facility. 

Application of all these considerations led the study team to present the 
set of development levels presented as "building blocks" in the summary 
report of March, 1974, A Public Transportation Improvement Program. 

Projected operating results for each of these levels are presented in 
Figure32. Profiles of the line ridership volumes for the fixed guideway 
component might be expected to be conservatively estimated as follows. 
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PROJECTED OPERATING RESULTS 
(1990 Conditions, 1973 Costs) 

Range of Revenue Service Annual Maintenance & Operating Costs(millions) 
Average 

Miles of Daily Patronage Surface Feeder Freeway Fixed 
Level Fixed Guideway (millions) Start Full Bus Bus Bus Guicleway TOTAL 

I 36 l.1-Z.0 1981 1982 $61. $39. $110. $25. $235. 

- - II 57 1.28-2.5 1981 1983 104. 32. 84. 38. 258. 
Ui 

III 81 1.35-2.6 1981 1984 100. 34. 65. 51. 250. 

IV 121 1.5-3.0 1981 1987 96. 37. 16. 70. 219. 



Level 

I Approximately one-half to two-thirds 
the volumes presented earlier for 
Alternative C 

II Approximately those volumes pre- 
sented for Alternative C 

III Approximately 90% of the volumes 
presented earlierfor Alternative D 

IV Approximately those volumes pre- 
sented for Alternative D 

These volumes would constitute a lower bound on the range of patronage 
projections with which we are constrained to work because of uncertain- 
ties over future conditions. 

For the use of the consultants responsible for facility sizing and capital 
cost estimates, AMY has endeavored to develop a basis upon which 

those consultants could prepare refined cost estimates that reflect the 
requirements for 'expandability" and 'extendability" of fixed guideway 
elements. For major links envisioned as opportunities for development 
within the public transportation goal of the region, AMV has projected 
a reasonable upper bound on patronage that might someday be realized. 
As discussed earlier in this volume, this upper bound was estimated 
based partially upon consideration of special generation of transit trips 
and transit time improvements beyond SCRTD and partially upon the 
results of the Task 8.2 Sensitivity Analysis reflecting possible automo- 
bile operating costs, fuel availability and travel restriction. These 
"ultimate-design type" volumes are presented in Figure 33 
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Local Circulation and System Access 

The public transportation improvement program set forth by the study team 
includes budget and project specification sufficient to build a comprehensive, 
balanced transit system starting at present. Recognizing the need for tran- 
sit improvements well in advance of new regional rapid transit system, the 
SCRTD and many local jurisdictions have begun a process of implementing 
immediate-action projects to satisfy many imporfant local circulation needs 
and opportunities wilich can be readily identified. This implementation must 
be a continuing program shared jointly by the municipalities, the County 
and SCRTD. Such a mechanism will provide the foundation for the develop- 
ment of a balanced transit system. The Task 8.6 Technical Working Paper, 
Implementation Schedule for a Public Transportation Improvement Program 
explains the present status of the program in much greater detail. That 
document also lays out a budget of expenditures required to continue de- 
velopment of local circulation services which may become the basis for 
access to and distribution from whatever trunk-line rapid transit facilities 
are implemented. 

As noted previously, the Task 8. 3 Technical Report, Conceptual Planning 
of Local Circulation and Feeder Transit Systems, addresses potential ways 
of developing community-oriented transit services that can both provide 
for local circulation and serve a feeder/distributor function relative to 
line-haul rapid transit. While the analytical methodology presented there 
is only one possible approach, the indications from the Task 8.3 work are 
that the most economic local circulation as well as feeder/distributor ele- 
ment for the vast majority of the communities in the County utilizes bus 
service. Whether the bus is operated over fixed routes or in response to 

demand is largely a matter of very local concern. The improvement 
process that would follow from the study team reconimendations includes 
ample budget for providing a high level of fixed-route local bus services 
in all communities. Demand-responsive approaches typically cost much 
more than fixed-route services and it ought to be the decision of an indi- 
vidual community whether to opt for a more costly approach. SCRTD will 



have to decide how far it will be able to go toward helping the community 
meet the extraordinary costs of, for example, a demand_responsive approach. 
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